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AN OVERVIEW OF THE CREDIT BUREAUS AND
THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT
THURSDAY, JULY 12, 2018

U.S. SENATE,
URBAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.
The Committee met at 10:04 a.m., in room SD–538, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Mike Crapo, Chairman of the Committee,
presiding.
COMMITTEE

ON

BANKING, HOUSING,

AND

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MIKE CRAPO

Chairman CRAPO. The Committee will come to order. The Committee hearing today is entitled ‘‘An Overview of the Credit Bureaus and the Fair Credit Reporting Act’’.
Credit bureaus play a valuable role in our financial system by
helping financial institutions assess a consumer’s ability to meet financial obligations and also facilitating access to beneficial financial products and services.
Given this role, they have a lot of valuable personal information
on consumers and, therefore, are targets of cyberattacks.
Last year, Equifax experienced an unprecedented cybersecurity
incident which compromised the personal data of over 145 million
people.
Following that event, the Banking Committee held two oversight
hearings on the breach and consumer data protection at credit bureaus. The first hearing with the former Equifax CEO examined
details surrounding the breach, while the second hearing with outside experts examined what improvements might be made surrounding credit reporting agencies and data security.
This Committee also recently held a hearing on cybersecurity
and risks to the financial services industry. These hearings demonstrated bipartisan concern about the Equifax data breach and
the protection of consumers’ personally identifiable information, as
well as support for specific legislative measures to address such
concerns.
Some of these were addressed in Senate bill 2155, the ‘‘Economic
Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act’’, which
included meaningful consumer protections for consumers who become victims of fraud.
For example, it provides consumers unlimited free credit freezes
and unfreezes per year. It allows parents to turn on and off credit
reporting for children under 18 and provides important protections
for veterans and seniors.
(1)
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Last month a New York Times article commenting on the bill
noted that ‘‘one helpful change . . . will allow consumers to ‘freeze’
their credit files at the three major credit reporting bureaus—without charge. Consumers can also ‘thaw’ their files, temporarily or
permanently, without a fee.’’
Susan Grant, director of consumer protection and privacy at the
Consumer Federation of America, expressed support for these
measures, calling them ‘‘a good thing.’’
Paul Stephens, director of policy and advocacy at the Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse, similarly noted that the freeze provision
‘‘has the potential to save consumers a lot of money.’’
But there is still an opportunity to see whether more should be
done, and today’s hearing will help inform this Committee in that
regard.
Today I look forward to hearing more from the witnesses about
the scope of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and other relevant laws
and regulations as they pertain to credit bureaus; the extent to
which the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection and the FTC,
whom the two witnesses represent today, oversee credit bureau
data security and accuracy; the current state of data security, data
accuracy, data breach policy, and dispute resolution processes at
the credit bureaus; and what, if any, improvements could be made.
States have begun to react in their own ways to various aspects
of the public debate on privacy, data security, and the Equifax data
breach.
Two weeks ago, California enacted the California Consumer Privacy Act which will take effect on January 1, 2020. The act, which
applies to certain organizations conducting business in California,
establishes a new privacy framework by creating new data privacy
rights, imposing special rules for the collection of minors’ consumer
data, and creating damages frameworks for violations and businesses failing to implement reasonable security procedures.
Many members are interested in learning more about what California and other States are doing on this front.
Additionally, 2 weeks ago, eight State banking commissioners
jointly took action against Equifax in a consent order requiring the
company to take various actions regarding risk assessment and information security.
I have long been concerned about data collection and data privacy protections by the Government and the private sector.
Given Americans’ increased reliance and use of technology where
information can be shared by the swipe of a finger, we should be
careful to ensure that companies and Government entities who
have such information use it responsibly and keep it safe.
Senator Brown.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SHERROD BROWN

Senator BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks very much
to our witnesses. Thanks for holding this hearing today. I hope my
colleagues would excuse me to particularly welcome Ms. Twohig to
our Committee. She is from the Consumer Protection Bureau, grew
up in Fairview Park, a westside suburb of Cleveland. She graduated from Ohio State. She worked for the Cleveland Foundation,
the preeminent community foundation in the United States of
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America. She has a long career as a public servant with the FTC,
the Treasury Department, and was an early employee of this terrific agency, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. And not to
leave you out, but thank you both for joining us.
The consumer credit reporting system is stacked against Americans. A bad credit report can keep you out of a job; it can put you
on a list where you will be targeted with expensive credit cards or
high-cost loans. You are almost powerless to do anything about it.
Americans have basically no control over these reports that can
dictate their lives and their family’s plans for the future. They
often do not know whether they are accurate or whether they are
inaccurate.
Six years ago I chaired a Subcommittee hearing where consumer
advocates in the CFPB identified problems in the credit reporting
industry. We have had several hearings in this Committee over the
last year on credit reporting companies and on data privacy. In the
meantime, breach after breach has occurred.
Last year, as we know, 148 million Americans had their sensitive
data stolen as hackers exploited a known security flaw that
Equifax did not fix. Millions more have been affected by breaches
at banks like JPMorgan Chase, stores like Target, Whole Foods,
even Trump hotels. Congressional efforts, including provisions included in S. 2155, have not done anything meaningful to address
accuracy of credit reports, to fix privacy concerns, or to give consumers controls over their own personal data.
At the same time, big tech companies continually add more and
more of our personal information to their digital warehouses. They
have financial and personal details about hundreds of millions of
Americans. They see the potential for a big payday in selling that
data to credit reporting companies. These companies are amassing
more and more of our data, but still seem totally unprepared to
deal with cyberattacks. They are building virtual, shall we say, silver platters for hackers.
People want and deserve a lot more control over their personal
information. Credit reporting presents a unique problem because
often Americans do not even know these corporations collect their
data in the first place. Right now consumers cannot vote—as many
of my colleagues like to say, cannot simply vote with their feet
when a company does not treat them well, when a credit bureau
fails to protect their privacy. Congress passed the Fair Credit Reporting Act in the first place to rein in credit bureaus that originally functioned as unsupervised supervisory agencies collecting
personal information that we would be appalled to see in someone’s
credit report today.
After scandals at Facebook, people are rightfully worried about
big companies once again compiling and selling piles of personal
data on every American without our knowledge, out of our control
or our consent. More Americans would be surprised at how lenders
are putting this data to use. Last week the Washington Post ran
a story about a company called ‘‘Mariner Finance’’ that uses a loophole in the FCRA to look at people’s credit records without their
permission and then targets them with scams. Mariner sends
checks for thousands of dollars to struggling families that can be
cashed the day they are plucked from the mail. But the checks are
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really just expensive loans waiting to trap the consumer who
cashes them.
Now, Mariner will tell you they are increasing ‘‘access to credit’’—their term. But that was exactly what we were told about
subprime loans. Some will say, including potentially your boss at
the CFPB, that the market will take care of that. Well, the market
clearly has not. The fact is Mariner is weaponizing people’s credit
history to target them with an expensive loan and making huge
profits for the hedge fund that owns it. Your credit report can be
used to force you into court, rightly or wrongly, to settle debts. But
what if your credit card company or your cable provider erroneously reports a missed payment or defaulted account? They are
protected. You cannot take them to court at all. And that is just
absolutely outrageous.
It turns out that is a big problem. A CFPB paper found last year
that credit reporting companies have not been doing enough to ensure the information they get is accurate. They are protected and
consumers are not, in part because of the behavior of this U.S. Senate and because of a Supreme Court that moves more and more to
protect corporate interests. What incentive do these companies
have? The people they hurt will not be able to have their day in
court.
We have heard all this before. The credit reporting system is
backward. Like so much of our economy, it works for big corporations. It works for people with privilege. It does not work for regular Americans.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act is 50 years old. The amount and
type of information collected today would have been unthinkable
when it was created. It is time for a serious overhaul that puts
Americans in control of their own data. I have introduced bills and
so have many of my colleagues that would do just that. I hope the
Committee will not only listen to the advice we get today, but will
also take action to give people control over what should be their
personal information.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator Brown. We will now move
to our witnesses and their testimony.
First we will hear from Ms. Peggy Twohig, who currently serves
as the Assistant Director for Supervision Policy in the Division of
Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending at the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection. The Office of Supervision is responsible for developing strategy across bank and nonbank markets and
ensuring that policy decisions are consistent across markets, charters, and regions.
After that we will hear from Ms. Maneesha Mithal, who serves
as the Associate Director for the Division of Privacy and Identity
Protection in the Bureau of Consumer Protection at the Federal
Trade Commission. In this capacity she supervises the work in the
area of data security, identity theft, credit reporting, and behavioral advertising and general privacy.
We appreciate both of you joining us today, and we will proceed
in the order that you were introduced. Ms. Twohig.
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STATEMENT OF PEGGY L. TWOHIG, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SUPERVISION POLICY, DIVISION OF SUPERVISION,
ENFORCEMENT, AND FAIR LENDING, BUREAU OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION

Ms. TWOHIG. Good morning, Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member
Brown, and thank you for that special introduction. I am very
proud of my Cleveland roots. And thank you for the opportunity to
testify today about the work of the Bureau of Consumer Financial
Protection to address consumer protections in the credit reporting
market. My name is Peggy Twohig, and I am Assistant Director for
Supervision Policy at the Bureau.
Credit reporting plays a critical role in consumer financial services and has enormous reach and impact. Over 200 million Americans have credit files with tradelines furnished voluntarily by over
10,000 providers. This information is used by creditors and other
types of businesses to make decisions about individual transactions
with consumers. In particular, creditors rely on this information to
decide whether to approve loans and what terms to offer. Accurate
credit reporting is important to creditors and other businesses to
make good business decisions. For an individual consumer, an accurate credit report can be even more important given the significant impact that information can have on that consumer’s ability
to obtain financial and other products and services.
Because of the importance of accuracy to businesses and consumers, the structure of the Fair Credit Reporting Act creates
interrelated legal standards and requirements to support the policy
goal of accurate credit reporting. These requirements anticipate
that all reports will not be perfect; instead, the FCRA requires that
credit reporting agencies, or CRAs, have ‘‘reasonable procedures to
assure maximum possible accuracy’’ of reports. It also imposes certain accuracy obligations on furnishers of credit report information.
And the FCRA has a dispute and investigation framework, with obligations on both CRAs and furnishers, to ensure that potential errors are investigated and errors are corrected promptly.
The written testimony of the Bureau reviews the legal authority
of the Bureau to supervise and enforce the Federal consumer financial laws applicable to CRAs. I will focus here on the work the Bureau has done exercising these authorities.
In both its supervision and enforcement work, the Bureau has focused on credit reporting accuracy and dispute handling by both
CRAs and furnishers. As discussed in a special edition of Supervisory Highlights published last year, the Bureau’s supervisory
work has prioritized reviews of key elements underpinning accuracy. As a result of these reviews, the Bureau directed specific improvements in data accuracy and dispute resolution at one or more
CRA, including: improving oversight of incoming data from the furnishers; instituting quality control programs of compiled consumer
reports; monitoring furnished dispute metrics to identify and correct root causes; improved investigations of consumer disputes, including a review of relevant information provided by consumers;
and improving communication to consumers of dispute results.
In supervising bank and nonbank furnishers, the Bureau has
found furnishers that were not complying with their FCRA obligations and directed them to comply, including developing reasonable
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written policies and procedures regarding the accuracy of information they furnish; taking corrective action when they furnished information they determined to be inaccurate; and bringing their dispute handling practices into compliance. The Bureau has also
brought enforcement actions and entered into a number of settlements related to violations of the FCRA’s accuracy and dispute investigation requirements.
Turning to data security, CRAs hold a tremendous amount of
sensitive information about consumers. If CRAs do not protect this
data, it may lead to data breaches, creating the risk of substantial
harm to consumers, including the risk of identity theft. Since the
Equifax breach, the Bureau has increased its attention to data security issues in our supervisory and enforcement work.
The Bureau has the authority to conduct data security investigations and to conduct examinations at certain nonbanks, including
larger CRAs. This authority includes assessing the facts and circumstances to determine whether a CRA’s data security practices
constitute a violation of Federal consumer financial law, including
the prohibition against unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts and practices, or the FCRA.
Our supervisory, enforcement, and consumer education efforts
will continue in this important area. Consumers should have confidence that their credit reports are secure and comply with all applicable legal requirements.
Thank you again for the opportunity to testify today at this important hearing. I would be happy to answer your questions about
the Bureau’s work related to credit reporting.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you very much.
Ms. Mithal.
STATEMENT OF MANEESHA MITHAL, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
DIVISION OF PRIVACY AND IDENTITY PROTECTION, BUREAU
OF CONSUMER PROTECTION, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Ms. MITHAL. Thank you. Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member
Brown, and Members of the Committee, my name is Maneesha
Mithal, and I am the Associate Director of the Division of Privacy
and Identity Protection at the Federal Trade Commission. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, credit bureaus, and data security.
As you know, the FCRA is intended to help consumers in three
ways.
First, it helps consumers prevent the misuse of sensitive consumer report information by limiting recipients to those who have
a legitimate need for it.
Second, it works to improve the accuracy and integrity of the
consumer reporting system.
And, third, it promotes the efficiency of the Nation’s banking and
consumer credit systems.
Now, the Commission has played a key role in the implementation, enforcement, and interpretation of the FCRA since its enactment. Let me mention three key examples.
First, in 2012 the Commission published a study of credit report
accuracy. According to the study findings, one in four consumers
identified errors on their credit reports that might affect their cred-
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it scores. Four out of five consumers who filed disputes experienced
some modification to their credit report. And 5 percent of consumers experienced a change in their credit score that could impact
their credit risk classification.
The second activity that the FTC engages in is enforcement. Enforcement continues to be a top priority for the Commission. Since
2011, the Bureau has been examining the nationwide credit bureaus. As a result, the FTC has focused its FCRA law enforcement
efforts on other entities in the credit reporting area and other aspects of the consumer reporting industry more broadly. One example is enforcing a law against furnishers that are not supervised by
the Bureau. The FTC has settled cases against data furnishers that
allegedly had inadequate policies and procedures for reporting accurate information to CRAs.
Another example is employment background screening CRAs.
For instance, in the InfoTrack case, the Commission alleged that
a background screening CRA failed to have reasonable procedures
to ensure the maximum possible accuracy of the consumer reports
it provided, and as a result, it provided inaccurate information suggesting that job applicants may have been registered sex offenders
when they were, in fact, not.
Third, the Commission continues to educate consumers and businesses on their consumer reporting rights and obligations under
the FCRA. One example is our publication ‘‘Credit and Your Consumer Rights’’, which provides an overview of credit for consumers,
explains consumers’ legal rights, and offers practical tips to help
solve credit problems.
Now, let me close by mentioning the importance of credit bureaus maintaining reasonable security of the consumer information
that is entrusted to them. Since 2001, the Commission has undertaken substantial efforts to promote data security in this and other
sectors. We enforce several laws requiring companies to maintain
reasonable security, including the FTA Act, the Gramm–Leach–Bliley safeguards rule, and certain provisions of the FCRA. The Commission has brought over 60 law enforcement actions against companies that allegedly engaged in unreasonable data security practices.
Last year the Commission took the unusual step of publicly confirming its investigation into the Equifax data breach due to the
scale of the public interest in the matter. And although we aggressively enforce our data security laws, I believe there are some gaps
in our authority. For example, we cannot seek civil penalties for
violations of most data security laws. To fill in these gaps, the
Commission has supported Federal data security legislation on a
bipartisan basis for over a decade. My written testimony discusses
these issues in further detail, and I am happy to answer any questions you might have.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Ms. Mithal. And my first question
is for you. This is primarily just sort of a housekeeping item, but
as I indicated in my opening statement, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act has some significant
provisions in it in this arena in terms of protecting consumers with
the ability to place security freezes on their credit files with credit
bureaus. This provision will empower consumers to protect their
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credit in the event of future data breaches or incidents of identity
theft. I am just seeking your commitment that you and the FTC
will move expeditiously to implement these credit bureau provisions in Senate bill 2155.
Ms. MITHAL. Absolutely, you have our commitment to implement
those provisions expeditiously, and we have already begun. We
issued a consumer blog post, and we have begun our rulemaking
process, so thank you.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you.
Ms. Twohig, credit bureaus—well, let me put it this way: I have
long been concerned about the ever increasing amounts of big data
that are being collected, both in the private sector and in the public
sector by the Government. And as you know, one of the agencies
that I have been worried about is the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
Are credit bureaus required to provide data to the Bureau?
Ms. TWOHIG. So, Senator, thank you for that question. In our supervisory work, they are required to respond to our requests when
we are conducting an examination, and the requests that we make
of the credit bureaus are similar to the requests we make of other
financial service providers that we oversee through our examination authority. So that would be we request information such as
how they are complying with the law and their compliance management systems, so, for example, their board and management
oversight, their policies and procedures, their monitoring, their
training, what audits they are doing. So all the elements that go
into a compliance management system, we ask for that general information.
And then more specifically, we ask for more specific information
when we are determining particular compliance with particular
provisions of the law. So, for example, we may need specific information about consumer files when we are doing transaction testing
to ensure, for example, that they were complying with the law in
following up on a consumer’s dispute.
Chairman CRAPO. My understanding is that the agency is seeking to collect specific credit card transactional data on hundreds of
millions of accounts. Is that not correct?
Ms. TWOHIG. My understanding, Senator, is that a separate part
of the Bureau, its research arm, collects in a credit panel de-identified information on consumers for research purposes.
Chairman CRAPO. But you are not in a position to describe exactly what they are collecting?
Ms. TWOHIG. Correct. We would need to follow up with you and
get you the details on that.
Chairman CRAPO. All right. Let me go back again to the information that you are familiar with. Is the data that you are requiring
provided by mandate or is it purchased?
Ms. TWOHIG. So the area that I work in, Supervision, the legal
requirement under Dodd–Frank is that they are required to respond to supervisory requests for the information we need to conduct the examination.
Chairman CRAPO. All right. And are there other private sector
entities that are required to provide data in addition to the credit
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bureaus? And what are they? For example, credit card companies,
banks, others?
Ms. TWOHIG. So there are various provisions of different kinds of
law that do require reporting to the Bureau. I believe, for example,
under the CARD Act, credit card issuers are required to provide
their agreements that then the Bureau posts on the website. I am
not familiar, sitting here right now, with all the different provisions that might require reporting to the Bureau, but there are a
number of different requirements that would come into play.
Chairman CRAPO. All right. I appreciate that. And just quickly,
I have only got about a minute left, so if you could each give me
about a 30-second answer, sort of a high-level answer as to what
have we learned from the Equifax data breach about what we need
to do from here?
Ms. TWOHIG. So, Senator, I can tell you that even though the Bureau’s investigations are not public, in this instance it is a matter
of public record that the Bureau is investigating Equifax. We are
coordinating with the FTC on that investigation, so that is in process. So I think it is premature to really answer that question.
Chairman CRAPO. All right. Ms. Mithal.
Ms. MITHAL. Like Ms. Twohig, I cannot comment on the specifics,
but what I can say is two things.
One is that we have learned that credit bureaus do hold the most
sensitive information about consumers available in the marketplace, and it is incumbent on these credit bureaus to protect that
information.
And, second, I think that in terms of the big data breaches, I
think the FTC could use more authority to seek civil penalties
against companies that violate the laws that we enforce.
Chairman CRAPO. All right. Thank you.
And Senator Brown has indicated that he wants to yield his first
slot to Senator Schatz, so, Senator Schatz, please go ahead.
Senator SCHATZ. Thank you, Chairman, and thank you to Ranking Member Brown. I promise I will not make a habit out of this.
I appreciate it very much.
Thank you very much for your testimony. Ms. Twohig, I wanted
to follow up on something Ms. Mithal described. There was an FTC
report that found that 5 percent of credit reports contain confirmed
material errors. So these are confirmed material errors. There are
more errors than that. But even if it is just 5 percent, that is the
bare minimum of confirmed material errors. You are talking about
10 million people. And worse than that, 2 years later 84 percent
of those errors remained on the credit reports.
Can you tell me a little bit about what your supervisory work is
entailing and what you found as it relates to accuracy and dispute
resolution?
Ms. TWOHIG. Thank you for that question, Senator. I would be
happy to talk about that.
As I said, because of the concerns about credit report accuracy,
the Bureau did its first rule to identify what larger participants in
the marketplace it was going to establish a nonbank supervision
program for that was not already in a statute with respect to credit
bureaus, consumer reporting agencies, because of the priority that
the Bureau gave to look into that market and to be able to apply
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first ever supervisory authority on that industry. So they had
never, before the Bureau, been examined by any Federal or State
regulator. We prioritized that, and we have been conducting that
work. And so we have been very focused on looking at their compliance with the accuracy and the dispute resolution provisions of the
FCRA.
Senator SCHATZ. And what have you found?
Ms. TWOHIG. We found that, in general, as a big-picture matter,
supervision is an attempt to get companies to have a preventive—
to prevent law violations, to have a proactive approach to compliance, to make sure that they have their compliance house in order
so that violations do not occur in the first place. We think we have
made progress in shifting their attitude and culture toward more
of a proactive compliance posture. But we have found problems
with their compliance with the law, and we have given them directives to improve where we have found they have fallen short, and
we have seen improvements over time. But that is not to say there
is not more work to do, Senator.
Senator SCHATZ. Thank you.
Ms. Mithal, Senator Kennedy and I have a bill that would give
consumers more tools to manage their credit reports, and I think
it is really important for this Committee, especially for Republicans
on this Committee, to recognize that we all know that we cannot
blow up the system, that although there are consumers problems
related to these credit bureaus, we still need some measure of creditworthiness, and we are not intending to be so disruptive as to create problems in lending. But there are some basic things that we
can do to empower consumers, and I want to make sure that—they
are not customers. They have not enlisted. People generally speaking do not sign up with these credit bureaus. But they are consumers, and our bill tries to empower consumers to, for instance,
know what the credit bureaus know, be able to see those same
lines, and to have an online portal that is no labyrinthine that allows a person to resolve any dispute in a straightforward manner.
Is it fair to say, Ms. Mithal, that you support the goals of this
legislation?
Ms. MITHAL. Absolutely. I think credit report inaccuracy issues
continue to harm those consumers that are affected by it. Not only
is it the lack of credit in the future; it is the time and expense it
takes to clear up their credit report. So I think the tools that you
are aiming to provide consumers through your bill, those are the
types of tools that are absolutely worth considering.
Senator SCHATZ. Can you talk a little bit about the importance
of an online portal?
Ms. MITHAL. Sure. So I think one of the problems for consumers
is that it is very difficult to know how to navigate the credit reporting system, and so I think the easier we can make it for consumers,
the more tools we could provide for them, the more one-stop shops
we can provide for them, I think that is very useful, consistent
with, as you said, the kind of free flow of credit information.
Senator SCHATZ. One final question, which I think I will take for
the record for both of you. It is sort of twofold.
First, we should draw a distinction between breaches which create credit score problems and credit inaccuracies, and the endemic
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problem of these credit bureaus basically getting it wrong anywhere from 5 to 15 percent of the time, but at least 5 percent of
the time in a material way. So although the Equifax breach caused
us to think about these bureaus and focus on that question, this
is not a cybersecurity question exclusively. It is also a basic consumer rights question.
So my question for the record is: What specifically are the pain
points for consumers as they go about trying to resolve these questions?
Senator SCHATZ. And I have run out of time, and I appreciate the
indulgence of the Chair and the Ranking Member.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you.
Senator Scott.
Senator SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you to the
witnesses for being here today.
I have worked for the last 6 or 7 years on something called the
‘‘opportunity agenda,’’ trying to find a way to empower those folks
living in distressed communities. As you probably both know, we
have about 50 million Americans today who live in those distressed
communities, and as I think about ways to empower those folks living in distressed communities, the access to credit issue jumps out
very clearly.
The BCFP has found that 26 million Americans are credit invisible; another 19 million Americans are unscorable because their information is either insufficient and/or just too old. It should come
as no surprise that there is a strong correlation between your income and whether you have a credit score or a credit record. Almost 30 percent of Americans living in low-income areas are credit
invisible. An additional 15 percent of Americans living in those
areas are unscorable. In South Carolina, when you combine those
two numbers together, that means about nearly one out of every
four South Carolina adults are in that category.
A solution to bring credit invisibles out of the shadows is S. 3040,
the Credit Access and Inclusion Act. Credit invisibles regularly
make payments for their rent, gas, water, electricity, and cell
phones. New credit scoring models recognize these payments are
payments that are predictive of your actual credit risk.
Unfortunately, the FCRA ensures that missed payments and collection are reported to the credit bureaus, but not necessarily the
ones you make on time.
The Brookings Institution states that the consideration of this
payment data will lead to a 21-percent increase to prime credit for
those earning less than $20,000 a year and a 15-percent increase
to prime credit for those earning between $20,000 and $30,000 a
year. That will make a huge difference for creditworthy folks trying
to climb the economic ladder, and my bill helps us get there.
Ms. Twohig, what is the impact on a consumer of being credit invisible when it comes to interest rates, applying for a job, or finding an apartment?
Ms. TWOHIG. Senator, first of all, I want to say that the Bureau
shares your concern about access to credit. In fact, one of the Bureau’s strategic goals is to ensure that all consumers have access
to consumer financial services.
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With respect to the particular impact, the particular impact will
vary for each consumer and what they are applying for and what
they are trying to do in the particular credit or other markets. But
I think it is fair to say that if a consumer does not have a credit
file with one of the national credit reporting companies or if it does
not have enough in that file to score, then that consumer is basically shut out of the mainstream credit markets.
Senator SCOTT. Well, that kind of leads to my second question.
The BCFP has suggested that more of this information at the credit bureaus will help credit invisibles access mainstream credit
sources. It sounds like you would concur that that would be accurate?
Ms. TWOHIG. So alternative data of the type you are discussing
is also something that the Bureau is interested in learning more
about and is monitoring. In fact, the Bureau issued last year a Request for Information from the public to get information about different kinds of alternative data and the aspects of that alternative
data and how it could help consumers and access to credit. We received over 100 comments. We are currently monitoring that information and studying that information and learning more about it.
But I think also it is fair to say that if that information is accurate
and predictive, then that could be part of the solution to increase
access to credit.
Senator SCOTT. Thank you.
I will just say to my Chairman and the Ranking Member, who
I know both have a passion for finding ways to bring those folks
who are today credit invisible out of the shadows and into a place
where they can rely on a strong credit score to be able to have
lower interest rates, greater access to better jobs, and certainly be
able to find places to live in higher-quality communities, and all
that is anchored in your credit score and not being credit invisible.
So hopefully S. 3040 will be on the top of the docket for both of
you. Thank you both.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator Scott.
Senator Menendez.
Senator MENENDEZ. Thank you.
Ms. Twohig and Ms. Mithal, let me start off by asking you each
to give me the last four digits of your Social Security number.
Ms. TWOHIG. Senator, I really do not want to do that in a public
forum.
Ms. MITHAL. I have the same reaction.
Senator MENENDEZ. All right. How about telling me which stores
you opened credit cards with?
Ms. TWOHIG. Which stores?
Senator MENENDEZ. Yeah.
Ms. TWOHIG. I do not think I have opened any credit cards with
a store lately.
Ms. MITHAL. That is not something I would be willing to share
in a public forum.
Senator MENENDEZ. Or maybe can you tell us the outstanding
balance on your home mortgage loans?
Ms. TWOHIG. Senator, I would prefer not to share that kind of
information either.
Ms. MITHAL. Same.
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Senator MENENDEZ. I am not surprised. But that information,
which I am sure you would not want to be shared or sold without
your permission, and yet under current law consumer reporting
agencies like Equifax can share and sell your information, where
you live, where you pay your bills, and whether you pay on time,
what you filed for, whether you filed for bankruptcy, without ever
having to get your consent. Isn’t that right?
Ms. MITHAL. That is correct, although there are certain limitations on how they can use the data.
Senator MENENDEZ. Now, American consumers are at the mercy
of three megacompanies who control the security and safety of
their personal information, and that makes no sense. Consumers
should have the ability to control when, how, and to whom their
data is shared, just like you wanted to control it here in this public
forum.
Last year a massive Equifax data breach laid bare the systemic
problems with the credit reporting industry. Its failure to guard
sensitive data left 145.5 million Americans exposed to identity theft
and fraud.
Ms. Mithal, Equifax waited an inexplicable 6 weeks to disclose
a breach that had occurred. Worse, over months after the breach,
millions of consumers were still unaware of the breach in part because there is no national requirement to alert consumers. My bill,
S. 2188, the Consumer Data Protection Act, would require consumer reporting agencies to quickly notify the Federal Trade Commission, the CFPB, law enforcement, and consumers of a breach
while keeping intact existing strong State consumer protection
laws.
Generally speaking, does the FTC support the idea of requiring
companies to provide notification to consumers where there is a
data security breach?
Ms. MITHAL. Absolutely, and the Commission has done so for almost—for over a decade on a bipartisan basis.
Senator MENENDEZ. Now, let me ask you, another issue we need
to address here is the ability to hold consumer reporting agencies
accountable when there is a breach, when they have clearly failed
to protect consumers’ personal data. My legislation also provides
FTC the authority to pursue fines against a consumer reporting
agency such as Equifax that negligently, knowingly, or willingly
causes a data breach.
In your view, would the institution of a monetary penalty framework incentivize consumer reporting agencies to better secure consumer data?
Ms. MITHAL. Yes.
Senator MENENDEZ. Let me ask another question for both witnesses. Given the unique and varied nature of consumer harm that
results from a data breach at a consumer reporting agency, which
includes everything from identity theft to difficulty purchasing a
home or securing employment, would it be helpful to have a comprehensive study analyzing both the immediate and long-term costs
and damages to individuals affected by data breaches at consumer
reporting agencies?
Ms. MITHAL. So I think that there is no question that there is
tremendous harm to consumers from data breaches of their sen-
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sitive information, and I think it would be worth considering a
study to quantify that harm.
Senator MENENDEZ. Ms. Twohig.
Ms. TWOHIG. I would agree with Ms. Mithal, and to the extent
the Bureau can be helpful providing technical expertise in analyzing that topic, we would be happy to do so.
Senator MENENDEZ. Well, thank you. I really did not want to
know your Social Security numbers, by the way, or your balances
on your mortgages, which I hope is virtually nil. But this is the
very essence of what we are talking about as we deal with this
issue here today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRAPO. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Mithal, can we agree that the work of the CRAs facilitates
commerce in America?
Ms. MITHAL. Absolutely.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you agree with that, too, Ms. Twohig?
Ms. TWOHIG. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. And I think we can also agree, can we not,
that that is a good thing in our free enterprise system?
Ms. MITHAL. Yes.
Ms. TWOHIG. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. When the CRAs gather information about me,
do they ask my permission?
Ms. MITHAL. No.
Ms. TWOHIG. No.
Senator KENNEDY. Do they pay me for the information?
Ms. MITHAL. No.
Ms. TWOHIG. No.
Senator KENNEDY. They gather this information, and they assign
me a score basically making an evaluation, a judgment about me,
whether I am a creditworthy person or not. Is that correct?
Ms. MITHAL. Correct.
Senator KENNEDY. And in 5 to 10 percent of the cases, they get
it wrong. They have some bad data. Is that correct?
Ms. MITHAL. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. If they have bad data and I call them up and
I say, ‘‘Hey, you have got bad data on me. You did not talk to me
first. I could have fixed this up front, but you did not talk to me.
But you have got some bad data on me, and it is affecting my life
and my family’s life,’’ and the CRA says, ‘‘OK. We will get back to
you,’’ and they never get back to me, or they get back to me and
say, ‘‘We disagree.’’ What is my recourse?
Ms. MITHAL. So under the FCRA there is a dispute process where
credit reporting agency is required to respond within a particular
amount of time, and though at the end of the day, when the credit
bureau says that, ‘‘No, you, in fact, owe this debt,’’ the consumer
owes the debt.
Ms. TWOHIG. That is right. The consumer can put a statement
on their credit report if they are not satisfied with the results of
the dispute investigation.
Senator KENNEDY. How long does that take?
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Ms. MITHAL. I believe under the FCRA the investigation process
is 30 to 45 days.
Ms. TWOHIG. That is right.
Senator KENNEDY. I have to fill out a bunch of forms, do I?
Ms. MITHAL. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. OK. How long do you think it takes to fill out
all those forms and make the phone calls and say, ‘‘Hey, you have
got my information wrong’’?
Ms. MITHAL. So I think there is certainly some time it takes on
the part of the consumer to kind of understand the dispute process,
to go through the dispute process, and to implement it.
Senator KENNEDY. And if I have got a day job, I cannot do that
at work, right?
Ms. MITHAL. Yes, it is certainly a lot of time and expense to dispute——
Senator KENNEDY. I might do it at night or on the weekends?
Can I call them up on the weekends? Do the CRAs work on the
weekends, do you know?
Ms. TWOHIG. I believe they have an online portal that you can
file a dispute online and submit documents. Now the consumers
can submit documents in support of their dispute online.
Senator KENNEDY. OK. And let us suppose at the end of the process they come back to me and they say, ‘‘No, we are not changing
anything,’’ or—I know this does not happen very often, but you get
somebody having a bad day, and they say, ‘‘Hey, we are not changing anything. And, by the way, we do not care because we do not
have to. You are not my customer.’’ What do I do?
Ms. MITHAL. So I think speaking for——
Senator KENNEDY. Do I file a complaint with the FTC?
Ms. MITHAL. Sure, you can file a complaint with the FTC, and
we have——
Senator KENNEDY. Do I need a lawyer?
Ms. MITHAL. No, you do not need a lawyer.
Senator KENNEDY. Does it take time? I bet it is not a one-page
form.
Ms. MITHAL. Yes, it takes time.
Senator KENNEDY. It is not a one-page form, is it?
Ms. MITHAL. It is multiple pages.
Senator KENNEDY. And how quickly would the FTC act?
Ms. MITHAL. It would take a while.
Senator KENNEDY. Like how long is ‘‘a while’’?
Ms. MITHAL. It could take—so let me just clarify. We do not act
on behalf of individual consumers.
Senator KENNEDY. I understand. How long would it take?
Ms. MITHAL. It would take several months to investigate, probably——
Senator KENNEDY. It could take a year, couldn’t it?
Ms. MITHAL. Sure.
Senator KENNEDY. It could take 2 years sometimes, doesn’t it?
Ms. MITHAL. Sure.
Senator KENNEDY. In the meantime, they have got bad data
about me, and they did not pay me for it. They did not even ask
me.
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Now, I think the CRAs perform an important service and do facilitate commerce. But it seems to me that we ought to be smart
enough, particularly with technology, to come up with a system
that says we are going to make it as easy as possible for the people
with respect to whom the CRAs have bad information so those people can get it fixed and they can get it fixed quickly and they can
get it fixed efficiently and they can get it fixed inexpensively and
they can get it fixed so they do not have to miss their kids’ ball
games.
Now, I think Senator Schatz and I have a bill that will do that.
What is wrong with that bill? You think it is a good bill, don’t you?
Ms. MITHAL. I do think it is a good bill, and I would support the
goals of the legislation, which is, as you articulated, to make it a
lot easier for consumers to file disputes with consumer reporting
agencies.
Senator KENNEDY. Ms. Twohig.
Ms. TWOHIG. Senator, I would say that all the issues you have
just pointed out are the reason why we have prioritized at the Bureau supervising both the CRAs and furnishers——
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, ma’am, I know you prioritized, and I am
not fussing at you, but you are still part of the bureaucracy. And
it is pretty intimidating for the average American who did not ask
to be brought into this system—it is a good system, but it is pretty
intimidating when the CRAs get it wrong. And we ought to make
it as easy as possible for them to get it fixed. That is good for them.
That is good for the companies. That is good for the free enterprise
system. And I think we can do better.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you.
Senator Warner.
Senator WARNER. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all,
thank you for holding this hearing. I think you are hearing bipartisan concern. I want to thank the Ranking Member for also yielding to us. I also want to point out, though, that Ms. Twohig and
Ms. Mithal are long-time career professionals. I think they would
lean in to being willing to try to help us fix this problem. But they
cannot fix this problem on their own without Congress acting.
So I want to reiterate what I think a lot of Members have said.
I had no choice in Equifax having my data. Senator Menendez
raised this, Senator Kennedy has, Senator Schatz has. To me, as
a former business guy, it is remarkable that a data breach based
upon sloppy cybersecurity standards that took place over a year
ago that the public was not notified until 11 months ago, that we
still—and this is not your fault at this point, because Congress has
not acted—that they have paid no penalty to date. They took a little bit of a hit in the market, but they have almost recovered from
that because they do not expect Congress to do its job to give the
FTC the ability to put a civil penalty process in place.
Now, Senator Warren and I have a very comprehensive bill that
I am sure she will speak to as well that would put a liability regime in place that would particularly in the event of negligent behavior put a real incentive to make sure that credit reporting agencies up their game.
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Let me just again, for the record, Ms. Mithal, the FTC at this
point does not have the ability to put any civil penalty on a CRA
based on performance, do they?
Ms. MITHAL. Not on the basis of data security violations generally, no.
Senator WARNER. So unless the Congress acts, whether it is Senator Warren’s bill, Senator Menendez’s bill, Senator Kennedy’s bill,
Senator Schatz’s bill, you do not have the tools. As a matter of fact,
if we go and look at the so-called Safeguards Rule—and we have
heard from Ms. Twohig’s testimony that CFPB does not have authority under the Safeguards Rule to examine or look at the practices of the CRA. Ms. Mithal, does the FTC have the authority
under the Safeguards Rule to examine credit reporting agencies to
ensure that that rule is being followed?
Ms. MITHAL. So just to be clear, we do not have examination authority, but we can investigate CRAs to make sure that they are
following the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Safeguards Rule. But, significantly, as you point out, we do not have the authority to seek civil
penalties under the Safeguards Rule.
Senator WARNER. Right, and if memory serves, I am sure Senator Kennedy remembers as well, FTC indicated they had opened
an investigation into the Equifax breach, but here we are over a
year after the breach took place and 11 months after the public
was finally notified, yet we still do not have a result. And even if
you come up with a result, you do not have the ability to impose
penalties because you have no liability regime in place.
Ms. MITHAL. Not under data security, yes.
Senator WARNER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think this is an area,
because I can assure you, sitting from the intel side, this is a problem that is not going to go away. This is a problem that is going
to only exponentially increase. And Senator Menendez went down
the path of would you be willing to offer your personal information,
you wouldn’t. But if somebody has hacked in and got that information from Equifax and contacts you with that personalized information and you combine that with the next realm of misinformation
and disinformation, and you suddenly have a live stream video of
what appears to be a face of somebody you recognize popping up
on your social media account asking you to do something, either invest in some company or vote for some candidate, you put those
two together, and you have a potential crisis that goes well beyond
just financial concerns. And if we do not act, I think we are going
to be irresponsible in ensuring that kind of activity does not take
place, because I agree with Senator Kennedy, the incentives are
not there at all for any CRA to clean up its act at all. There are
no civil penalties, there is no liability regime. And I think we can
do better, and I think these career professionals actually would
want us to do better if we would give them the tools.
Let me just say in my last 30 seconds, Senator Scott raised a little bit of this question about some of the folks who are unbanked.
I am concerned as well, as we think through—Ms. Mithal, this is
for you. As we start looking at the use of artificial intelligence, machine learning, you know, there are going to be a lot of tools used
particularly by nonbank financial institutions who may provide
credit lending, how we make sure that we ensure fairness in this
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new regime. But at this moment in time, again, I do not believe
the FTC has the appropriate ability to look at a nonbank financial
institution who is using AI techniques to grant a loan under FCRA.
Is that correct?
Ms. MITHAL. So we did do a report on this issue a few years ago,
and we did mention that there are certain circumstances when
companies use AI technology to make decisions about credit or
housing or employment eligibility that we would have authority to
take action under the FCRA, but that is against a limited set of
entities that are third parties using the information. So there are
some gaps there.
Senator WARNER. And I would only say, Mr. Chairman and
Ranking Member, that if we think what is happen with Equifax
was something, wait until you see the nonbank financials start to
use AI in the sophisticated way. And if we do not get ahead of this
in terms of we ought to be able to use good data and good information, but if we do not put some rules in place, the Equifax breach
will pale in comparison to what the next generation of attacks will
look like.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRAPO. I share your concerns, Senator Warner.
Senator Warren.
Senator WARREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thanks
for holding this hearing. Thank you, Ranking Member Brown, for
letting us go ahead of you here.
I want to pick up on the same theme that my colleagues have
been talking about. After Equifax disclosed its massive data breach
last year, I sent letters to Equifax and the other large credit bureaus and Federal regulators seeking information about the breach
and the options for holding Equifax accountable.
My staff compiled that information in an investigative report
that my office issued in February, and I would like to submit a
copy of that report for the record, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman?
[Laughter.]
Senator BROWN. Without objection.
Senator WARREN. Without objection.
Chairman CRAPO. Without objection.
Senator WARREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Chairman CRAPO. What did I just agree to?
[Laughter.]
Senator WARREN. So we put this report together, and one of the
key findings of this report is that Federal agencies do not have the
legal tools they need to stop data breaches at credit bureaus and
hold credit bureaus accountable for compromising sensitive personal information. As Senator Warner was just pointing out, the
FTC has some authority to oversee data security at credit bureaus,
but it currently has no authority to seek civil penalties against the
bureaus for compromising consumer information.
So let me just ask, Ms. Mithal: Do you think the FTC should
have that authority?
Ms. MITHAL. Yes.
Senator WARREN. Good. Thank you. In fact, the response the
FTC sent to my letter specifically requested legislation that would
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‘‘allow the FTC to seek civil penalties to help ensure effective deterrence of cybersecurity breaches,’’ so asking for it.
Meanwhile, the CFPB has some supervisory authority over large
credit bureaus, but limited ability to issue rules on how the bureaus must safeguard sensitive consumer data. Is that right, Ms.
Twohig?
Ms. TWOHIG. That is correct.
Senator WARREN. Good. In other words, even if the CFPB spots
serious cybersecurity problems at the credit bureaus it supervises,
it cannot issue new rules to try to address these problems. Is that
right?
Ms. TWOHIG. So we do not have the authority under the safeguards provisions of the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act or the Safeguards Rule.
Senator WARREN. OK. So in response to my letter to the CFPB,
then-Director Cordray said that the agency supported new legislation because ‘‘Federal laws that are applicable to data security
have not kept pace with technological and cybersecurity developments.’’ In other words, want the authority to do this.
So after receiving these responses, Senator Warner and I spent
months working with each other and with experts in the field to
develop the Data Breach Prevention and Compensation Act. Our
bill would authorize the FTC to impose large and automatic penalties on any large credit bureau that allowed sensitive consumer
information to be accessed. The way we see it, if credit bureaus collect our personal information without our permission, then they
should have an absolute obligation to protect that data from hackers and thieves.
The bill would also create a new Office of Cybersecurity at the
FTC with the responsibility to establish cybersecurity standards at
credit bureaus and supervise compliance with those standards.
Ms. Mithal, do you think the FTC would be better equipped to
oversee how credit bureaus protect sensitive information if Senator
Warner’s and my bill became law?
Ms. MITHAL. So I certainly do think we have the expertise. I
think it is a question of resources. And so if your law comes with
resources, that would be welcome.
Senator WARREN. OK, good. Fair enough. Fair enough. But you
have got to have the authority, or you cannot do anything.
Ms. MITHAL. Correct.
Senator WARREN. So thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I know that you and many of your Republican
colleagues on this Committee are concerned about the lack of adequate protection of consumer data at credit bureaus, and I hope
you will work with Senator Warner and with me to push this legislation forward.
Our Federal agencies have made absolutely clear that they need
more legal authority to protect consumers. We cannot just cross our
fingers and hope that another breach does not happen because another breach will happen. And if we fail to act, then we bear some
responsibility for that. More of our constituents will be harmed unless Congress acts.
So I urge you to join with Senator Warner and me and others
on this Committee to try to push our bill forward.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator Warren.
Senator Cortez Masto.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair and
Ranking Member for, I agree, this important discussion. And thank
you to both of you for being here and all of the work that you do.
I am curious. I want to talk a little bit about exclusive contracts.
Last October, right after the announcement of Equifax’s massive
data breach, the New York Times ran an article about how Equifax
and Freddie Mac have an exclusive relationship that harms both
consumers and small businesses. I am curious if either one of you
are familiar with that article or familiar with this concept that
there are exclusive contracts.
Ms. MITHAL. I am not.
Ms. TWOHIG. I am not familiar either.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. So this is not something that either one
of your organizations is looking into as something that is harmful
to individual consumers or small businesses?
Ms. MITHAL. I can only speak to privacy and cybersecurity
issues, and that is not something that is on our radar screen.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. OK.
Ms. TWOHIG. And for the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, as I said at the outset, we can confirm that we are investigating Equifax’s data security practices in coordination with the
FTC. Beyond that, our investigations are not public.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you very much.
Ms. Twohig, let me jump back then to the concept of—and I
agree with my colleagues—this concern that all of this data is
being collected on all of us individually, and we have no control
over it. So, Ms. Twohig, let me start with you. As you well know,
credit systems around the world have differing standards for consumer control of their own privacy. For instance, the new privacy
laws in the European Union provide more privacy options than we
do here in the United States. In fact, Americans have really little
say over what data can be aggregated by these credit bureaus.
If an opt-in system for credit bureaus was established, how
would that impact people, our communities, and our economy? In
other words, also—and as you address that, what is the reaction
we are seeing to the implementation of the general data protection
regulations in the European Union? And the reason I bring this up
is because we have all been talking about opt-in, but there is this
concern that somehow it is going to have an impact on our economy, on our businesses, and so I am curious if you have any insight
into that, either one of you. Let me start with you, Ms. Twohig.
Ms. TWOHIG. So at the outset, I would say that the Economic
Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act provides
additional important consumer protections in my view to allow consumers to get a free security freeze. And so even though that is not
exactly what——
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. That is not an opt-in.
Ms. TWOHIG. That is not an opt-in, but it is one step toward more
control if consumers choose to exercise it.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. But it is less than what the European
Union requires?
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Ms. TWOHIG. I believe so.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Any other——
Ms. MITHAL. Yes, I guess I would say that I would have a bit of
a concern about an across-the-board opt-in. I could see people who
have a bad credit history or who have criminal records or bankruptcies not wanting that information to be reported and thus not
opting into the system, and I think that could raise the cost of credit across the board. So I do have some concerns about that.
I agree with the general concept that consumers should have
more control, but there are other potential means of accomplishing
that.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Do you think that some of the legislation
you have heard today gives more of that control to consumers?
Ms. MITHAL. I think there are some very interesting options
worth exploring through that legislation.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you. I appreciate that.
And let me also then go back to this idea, I agree with my colleague Senator Scott and the concern about too many adults have
credit invisible and unscorable credit, and I think that is harmful
in so many different ways. But I also understand, Ms. Twohig,
from what you said that you are studying the issue or the agency
is studying the issue on alternative data. Can you talk a little bit
more about that and when you are going to anticipate completion
of that study and what your intent is after the study is completed?
Ms. TWOHIG. So I do not have a particular date, and I am not
sure there is a particular study. It is just something that the Bureau is very interested in and has requested information so we
could learn more about that. I can tell you the Acting Director has
created an Office of Innovation with the goal of seeing what the
Bureau can do to spur innovation in all kinds of ways, and that
would include the use of alternative data and avenues for increasing access to credit.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. OK. Thank you.
One final question. I know that a number of States just recently
announced a consent order last week with Equifax, and I believe
these States really took the lead on this and did their necessary investigation. One of the reasons why I have concerns that there
needs to be more of this collaboration between States and the Federal Government in this area is because I have seen here, as we
have had these hearings, that State oversight is even more necessary now. What I have seen from Director Mulvaney and really
the CFPB nominee Kraninger have not shown any willingness to
challenge the financial services industry.
So given what I know and what I have seen here, let me ask you
this: There is legislation in the House—it is H.R. 3626—and it requires enhancing information sharing between the Federal and
State regulators when conducting the TSP exams. Would that be
something you would support? And I am asking both of you.
Ms. TWOHIG. So I can say as a general matter that—and I have
been with the Bureau since its beginning in the Supervision Program. We have placed a priority on developing relationships with
State regulators, and my enforcement colleagues the same for the
State Attorneys General, and so we have close and cooperative re-
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lationships with those regulators, and the Acting Director has said
he wants to improve that even more.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. That is wonderful to hear. Thank you.
Ms. MITHAL. And I would echo that sentiment, and I just want
to also say that I think we have been talking a lot about gaps in
the FTC’s authority, but I do want to say whatever authority Congress gives us, we exercise very aggressively. So we have brought
over 60 data security cases, and we have looked at a variety of sectors. So I did not want to make it sound like we were sitting on
our hands.
Senator CORTEZ MASTO. Thank you. And I notice my time is up.
Thank you both.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you.
Senator Jones.
Senator JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to the
witnesses for coming here today.
I want to mention something about—I want to go back to cybersecurity like so many others, but from a little bit different angle.
I appreciate all of the colleagues on this Committee concerned with
the Equifaxes of the world and the holders of this information. But,
you know, I am an old prosecutor, and when we had a bank robbery, we just did not focus on what happened at the bank. We focused on who got the money and trying to catch those folks. So my
question is: We have heard a lot today about Equifax and the
CRAs. Is law enforcement involved in that investigation? If they
are not, I would like to know why. And if so, can we have an expectation at some point when the investigation is released that there
has been an effort and we hopefully can find out who did this? Because I agree with Senator Warner, this problem is not going away,
and we need to focus on perpetrators as much as those holding the
data. I will give that to both of you.
Ms. MITHAL. So I do not think I could talk about this in the context of a specific nonpublic investigation, but what I can say is that
we work very closely with criminal authorities. I think it is a kind
of one-two punch type situation where we want to make sure as a
civil matter that agencies and companies that are entrusted with
consumer data are doing everything they can to protect it, and at
the same time we work with criminal law enforcement authorities
to catch the bad guys and to try to share information to accomplish
that. So I agree it is a very important part of the equation.
Senator JONES. All right.
Ms. TWOHIG. And that would be the same for the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection in terms of coordinating with criminal
law enforcement agencies.
Senator JONES. All right. When this investigation is public,
would you expect there to be some element of the report about the
culprits in this particular Equifax matter?
Ms. MITHAL. I really cannot speak to that.
Senator JONES. All right. That is fair enough.
The other thing I would like to mention is that a recent study
showed that Alabama, my State, ranked third from the bottom in
terms of average credit scores, and I know there are a lot of things
that impact credit scores. But what seemed clear is that there were
also regional differences that have remained kind of static, and one
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of the—CFPB and FTC both have tools to educate customers,
which I think is as important as anything in trying to get folks to
get their scores up. I see TV ads all the time. But that is not the
same—you know, trying to get your free credit score is not the
same as trying to say get your free credit score up.
So could you both briefly describe some of the tools that your
agencies have with regard to education and what you believe could
be the most effective way to educate the public about how to maintain a good credit score?
Ms. MITHAL. So I can start with that. We have what I believe
is a world-class Office of Consumer and Business Education, and
one of the things we do is we put out financial literacy materials,
materials about credit scores and how to check your credit reports,
and I think what we recognize is that a lot of people will not know
the FTC, and so they will feel a lot more comfortable getting this
information from their local communities, their churches, their
schools, their libraries. And so we do not copyright our information.
We put it out there for the local communities to put out in their
own communities, and we would be happy to work with your office
to get our materials out. We are also members of the Interagency
Financial Literacy Task Force. So, again, I think we are trying—
I absolutely agree that education is a very important part of what
we do, and we need to get the word out to consumers so they can
help protect themselves.
Senator JONES. Great. Do you want to address that, Ms. Twohig?
Ms. TWOHIG. Same for the Bureau. Consumer education is a very
important part of what we do, and we have materials and education materials about how to create a credit file so consumers can
have access to mainstream credit. Our Community Affairs Office is
also doing active work in certain communities to try to help the
communities understand what they can do locally to help consumers understand how they can create and build their credit files
and positive credit history.
Senator JONES. Great. Well, thank you both, and my staff will
reach out to you so that we can do some affirmative things in Alabama.
In the remaining moment, I would just like to follow back up
with what Senator Scott said about the bill that he and I have introduced on the Credit Access Inclusion Act. And, Mr. Chairman
and Senator Brown, I would also urge this Committee to get involved and try to get that bill out. A companion bill that I think
is identical passed the House unanimously, and in an era in which
the divide over Supreme Court nominations and things like are
about to get greater, I do not want a bill that is a truly bipartisan
bill to fall through the cracks like this, and I would urge the Committee to take some action and let us get that done. So thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRAPO. Thank you, Senator Jones.
Senator Van Hollen.
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Ranking
Member, and thank you both for your testimony here today.
We have talked about a number of things. Two of the categories
we have talked about are: one, how do we create more incentives
to discourage or prevent or deter credit rating agencies from be-
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coming victims of data breaches? Obviously no one has an interest
in having a big data breach, but the cost-benefit analysis needs to
be changed, and that is what Senators Warner and Warren have
been talking about.
The other issue, which Senator Kennedy and Senator Schatz
have been talking about, is the accuracy of the information collected by the credit rating agencies, and I want to focus on that for
a moment because, yes, I absolutely agree that we should make it
easier for consumers to try to get their complaints submitted and
processed more quickly. But it still appears to me that when you
look at the sort of incentives of the CRAs, when they get it wrong,
other than making the consumer whole again or correcting the
error, they do not seem to have any penalty applied. So let me
know if there is a current penalty that can be applied when they
get it wrong. And we already know that in 5 percent of the cases
they get it wrong, which represents millions and millions of Americans, which can have a devastating impact on their lives. So it
seems to me in addition to making it easier to remedy the situation
from the point of view of a consumer, we should also create greater
incentives for the CRAs to get it right in the first place so that the
burden is on them when they get it wrong, that there is some penalty to be paid for getting it wrong.
Are there any penalties right now that either of you can apply
when you just find that they are getting it wrong a lot?
Ms. MITHAL. So we do have the authority to seek civil penalties
for companies that do not have reasonable procedures to have maximum possible accuracy. So I have been clarifying that under the
FCRA we do not have the authority to get penalties under data security, but for accuracy we do, and we have gotten those civil penalties. But I just want to emphasize the statutory standard is reasonable procedures for accuracy, so it is not that every inaccuracy
in a credit report will get a civil penalty.
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Right. Would it make sense to think of
those—applying more of a penalty when people get it wrong? In
other words, as I understand it right now, if you are a consumer
who believes you have bad information that is negatively affecting
your credit report, you go through this long process, right? You get
on the phone. You may be put on hold. You do what you said. It
may take a couple years. At the end of the day, what you, the FTC,
determines is whether or not the consumer’s complaint was correct,
right?
Ms. MITHAL. So we look to see whether the company’s procedures
were reasonable.
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Oh, you just look at the reasonable nature
of that. And if you find that they were unreasonable, what do you
do to the company?
Ms. MITHAL. So we have gotten civil penalties against several
companies. One was a couple of years ago against a company. We
got about a $2.6 million civil penalty. There is another check authorization company; we got about a $3.5 million civil penalty. So,
again, it depends on the facts and circumstances, and we look at
several statutory factors in determining the appropriate penalty
amount.
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Senator VAN HOLLEN. Would it be worth looking at greater sort
of deterrent mechanisms so that there is more of a burden on the
CRAs to get it right in the first place? And if so, what kind of suggestions would you have?
Ms. MITHAL. So I certainly kind of sympathize with the goal of
making it easier for consumers to dispute credit report inaccuracy
and also to make the whole process easier for consumers. And I
think that is a goal worth exploring, and I would be happy to work
with your staff and others on this Committee to accomplish that
goal.
Senator VAN HOLLEN. All right. Anything else?
Ms. TWOHIG. So, Senator, similarly, the Bureau can get penalties
where there has been noncompliance with the FCRA’s reasonable
procedures provisions. In fact, it brought a case against a consumer
reporting agency and got, I believe, about $5 million in penalties
for their failure to comply with that part of the law.
More generally, I think I also sympathize with the problems you
are pointing out, and that is exactly why we have used this new
supervisory authority that has never existed before until the Bureau was created to prioritize looking at the national credit reporting agencies and other consumer reporting agencies to ensure that
they are looking at all aspects of accuracy. There are various different components of really what it takes to get a quality data control system. There is the incoming information. There is compiling
it, and there is monitoring any indications of problems after the
fact. We have broken it down and looked at various aspects and
worked through our supervisory authority to require improvements
in each part of those pieces of the system.
Senator VAN HOLLEN. Good, because I think until—let us say
you are CRA. Until you have to suffer—right now, a consumer goes
through this complaint process, and the CRA at the end of the day,
OK, they have got to make them whole, right? ‘‘Oh, we made a mistake 2 years ago that has affected your life.’’ But there is no other
penalty to be applied unless they somehow have a system that you
determined has met this—that has been shaky. And even with
those systems today, as we know, 5 percent error rate which affects
tens of millions of people.
So, anyway, I look forward to working with the Chairman and
the Ranking Member and all of you. Thanks.
Senator BROWN [presiding]. Thank you, Senator Van Hollen.
My questions are for both of you. I have a couple of questions.
A lot of people, as we know, work hard every day, sometimes people are working multiple jobs to keep up with their bills. If they
are injured or if they fall ill, we do not have—many, many, many
companies in this country do not have any kind of leave policy.
Some do not have good health insurance, so when people are injured or fall ill, huge unexpected medical costs can haunt their
credit report for years.
Given this type of debt is generally out of a person’s control—
they obviously did not choose this—should we not pause medical
debt reporting, at least until more Americans have access to affordable insurance? We will start with you.
Ms. TWOHIG. So, Senator, I think it is correct that medical debt
is different than other kinds of debt. It can cause special problems
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for consumers. They can be subject to medical debt collection when
they are just waiting for reimbursement. So I think it is a different
kind of debt than regular debt.
Senator BROWN. Go ahead.
Ms. MITHAL. I agree with that, and I think S. 2155 was an excellent start in at least excluding certain medical debt for veterans,
and I think that this is an idea worth exploring.
Senator BROWN. But it should be broader than that.
Ms. MITHAL. I think that is an idea worth exploring, yes.
Senator BROWN. Partially a follow-up to Senator Cortez Masto,
I mentioned Mariner Finance in my opening statement. It is a company that sends cashable checks to people who might be in financial trouble, but the check is, as we know, a high-cost loan. The industry claims these prescreened offers that are allowed by the
FCRA help borrowers get a better deal, but it looks like shady
lenders fundamentally are taking advantage of a loophole to target
struggling families. Wouldn’t consumers be better off and less likely to face predatory lending practices if they had to opt into these
offers, had to opt in rather than having to take steps to opt out?
We will start with you.
Ms. MITHAL. Sure. So I also read the article, and I was very troubled by the practices. I cannot speak on any particular company,
but the types of practices described in the article were very troubling. So under the FCRA, prescreened offers are permitted if they
are a firm offer of credit, and so that is something that the statute
specifically allows. If Congress were to determine to change that,
we would enforce that requirement as well. So that is something
that the law currently requires, but, again, we would be ready to
work with Congress on any potential changes to that.
Senator BROWN. Ms. Twohig.
Ms. TWOHIG. I would agree with that. Consumers now have a
right to opt out, but as you suggest, Senator, that is different than
having the default the other way, and we would be happy to work
with you to consider whether there is a policy determination you
think would be better for consumers.
Senator BROWN. That is mostly yes?
Ms. TWOHIG. We would be happy to work with you to consider
the pros and cons of going that direction.
Senator BROWN. So it is not quite a yes.
Ms. TWOHIG. Not quite a yes.
Senator BROWN. OK. The Fair Credit Reporting Act protects companies that provide information to credit bureaus. Consumers cannot take them to court to get fixes. We know that. We have all
heard the horror stories of someone trying to fix inaccurate data on
a credit report. If consumers were allowed to have their day in
court, would providers be more careful ensuring the data they report to credit bureaus as accurate? Ms. Twohig.
Ms. TWOHIG. So there is a private right of action under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, and there are private actions filed by consumers if they believe that their information is inaccurate. So I just
want to make sure I understand what you are——
Senator BROWN. There is a private right of action, but that private right of action has been, to put it mildly, diluted by this Congress and by decisions made by Government, correct?
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Ms. TWOHIG. I cannot speak to that. What I can say is that we
are well aware at the Bureau of our obligation to ensure compliance with the law, which is indeed why we have prioritized supervising and enforcing in that area.
Senator BROWN. I agree with you, and I appreciate that, and I
appreciate your service over the years. But don’t providers—the
credit providers fundamentally know there is not a particularly effective private right of action. Do they not know that?
Ms. TWOHIG. I cannot speak to what they know.
Senator BROWN. Well, yeah, you can. The credit providers know
about forced arbitration. The credit providers know how the laws
have changed. The credit providers know where the power in this
society resides. It is not with consumers. It is not with employees.
It is with employers. It is with credit reporting companies. You
have had a string of really important jobs. You are obviously a
really bright woman. You do recognize that, correct?
Ms. TWOHIG. I recognize that it can be hard for an individual
consumer, and that is actually why I have spent my career in public service trying to do what I can do——
Senator BROWN. I get all that, and thank you again for that. But
you are not willing to say that the credit providers would be more
careful ensuring the data they report to credit bureaus is accurate
if the laws were written to give consumers more power in the marketplace?
Ms. TWOHIG. They probably would be more careful if the laws
were written that way.
Senator BROWN. Would you like to respond to that, too?
Ms. MITHAL. I agree with what Ms. Twohig said.
Senator BROWN. Which part? The part of——
Ms. MITHAL. That companies would be more likely to shore up
their practices if consumers had more power.
Senator BROWN. I guess I do not know why a simple ‘‘yes’’ is not
clear there. When credit providers know that the law is mostly—
the power of the law is mostly on their side and not on the consumer side. You know, Anatole France said, ah, the majesty of the
law. It prohibits rich people as well as poor people from sleeping
under bridges. Yeah, it does. Well, that tells you a lot about where
the power in society is, and the power more and more is residing
with those with more and more power and influence and privilege.
And consumers have less and less of that. It is just so clear to me
that the credit providers act worse because the law so often is on
their side and the power resides in them.
Senator Donnelly.
Senator DONNELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you to the
witnesses.
On May 24th, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act was signed into law. I negotiated and wrote
that legislation along with Chairman Crapo and several of my colleagues here. This new law includes important new consumer protection related to the credit bureaus to benefit servicemembers, veterans, and all Americans. The law provides free credit freezes,
credit monitoring for servicemembers, and protections for veterans
from VA billing delays.
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I would like to highlight these consumer-friendly provisions and
receive feedback and updates from you on efforts to oversee the implementation and enforcement.
The new law includes a provision to provide free credit monitoring for active-duty servicemembers. The FTC was provided 1
year to complete the rulemaking which will help shape the credit
monitoring services provided.
Ms. Mithal, I expect the FTC to complete its rulemaking as soon
as possible so troops can start receiving this important service.
What is the FTC’s expected timeline for the rulemaking?
Ms. MITHAL. So, Senator, I can assure you we are working as expeditiously as possible to complete the rulemaking, and I am hoping that we would have a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking out by
hopefully at least the fall. I do not have complete control over that,
but that is what I am committing to.
Senator DONNELLY. Obviously, the sooner the better.
Ms. MITHAL. Absolutely.
Senator DONNELLY. Section 301 of the new law includes a section
I authored with Senator Perdue to allow every American to freeze
and unfreeze their credit free of charge and set year-long fraud
alerts. Additionally, the FTC and the major credit bureaus have to
set up web pages where consumers can easily freeze their credit,
set a fraud alert, and opt out of prescreened credit offers. These
provisions allow Americans to take control of their credit files. The
law requires compliance by September 21st. These provisions will
make things easier for consumers.
Could you please speak about the provisions generally and your
expectation for the level of communication and collaboration that
will occur between your agencies and the credit bureaus during implementation to ensure consumers benefit as was intended? If you
could each respond.
Ms. TWOHIG. So I can assure you, Senator, that the Bureau is
going to work expeditiously to update—to implementation what it
needs to do in implementing the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act. That would include updating
the summary of rights that goes to consumers so that when they
get their credit report, they have the information about these important new protections available to them, as well as educating
consumers. We work collaboratively with the FTC and share information about that kind of information, as well as, of course, overseeing the compliance with these new provisions.
Senator DONNELLY. Ms. Mithal.
Ms. MITHAL. And I would say, first of all, I think these are very
important rights, and they give important tools to consumers, so
thank you for your work on that.
As to our implementation, we have put out some guidance to consumers informing them of the new updates to the law that will
take place in September, and we have already begun discussions
with the CRAs about creating an online portal to effectuate all
those tools for consumers. And so we are hoping to be ready—or
we will be ready by September when the law goes into effect.
Senator DONNELLY. OK. Section 302 of the new law is based off
the Protecting Veterans Credit Act, which I introduced with Senator Rounds to ensure veterans are not wrongly penalized by med-
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ical bill payment delays at the Department of Veterans Affairs.
Many veterans had their credit scores damaged when the VA was
late to pay medical bills. That will not be a problem any longer due
to this new law.
Your agencies, again, have oversight and enforcement authority.
Can you speak as to how this provision will ensure that veterans
are not wrongly penalized for medical debt that is actually the VA’s
responsibility? Ms. Twohig.
Ms. TWOHIG. Senator, you can be sure that we will be looking for
compliance with those important new provisions.
Senator DONNELLY. Ms. Mithal.
Ms. MITHAL. And, again, I think the provisions provide very important new rights for veterans. I think there have been recent
studies showing the lack of predictiveness of medical debt, and so
I think that is a very important provision, and we will do everything we can to support it.
Senator DONNELLY. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BROWN. Thank you, Senator Donnelly.
I ask unanimous consent to enter into the record a letter from
several consumer advocacy groups. Without objection.
Thanks for being the last guy standing.
[Laughter.]
Senator DONNELLY. Ready to help anytime.
Senator BROWN. That concludes the questioning for today. Questions for the record are due from Senators in 1 week, by Thursday,
July 19th. We ask the two of you to respond to those questions as
quickly as possible.
Thank you for joining us. This concludes the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 11:29 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[Prepared statements, responses to written questions, and additional material supplied for the record follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN MIKE CRAPO
Today’s hearing is entitled ‘‘An Overview of the Credit Bureaus and the Fair
Credit Reporting Act’’.
Credit bureaus play a valuable role in our financial system by helping financial
institutions assess a consumer’s ability to meet financial obligations, and also facilitating access to beneficial financial products and services.
Given this role, they have a lot of valuable personal information on consumers
and therefore are targets of cyberattacks.
Last year, Equifax experienced an unprecedented cybersecurity incident which
compromised the personal data of over 145 million Americans.
Following that event, the Banking Committee held two oversight hearings on the
breach and consumer data protection at credit bureaus.
The first hearing with the former Equifax CEO examined details surrounding the
breach, while the second hearing with outside experts examined what improvements
might be made surrounding credit reporting agencies and data security.
This Committee also recently held a hearing on cybersecurity and risks to the financial services industry.
These hearings demonstrated bipartisan concern about the Equifax data breach
and the protection of consumers’ personally identifiable information, as well as support for specific legislative measures to address such concerns.
Some of these were addressed in S. 2155, the Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief
and Consumer Protection Act, which included meaningful consumer protections for
consumers who become victims of fraud.
For example, it provides consumers unlimited free credit freezes and unfreezes
per year.
It allows parents to turn on and off credit reporting for children under 18, and
provides important protections for veterans and seniors.
Last month, a New York Times article commenting on the bill noted that, ‘‘one
helpful change . . . will allow consumers to ‘freeze’ their credit files at the three
major credit reporting bureaus—without charge. Consumers can also ‘thaw’ their
files, temporarily or permanently, without a fee.’’
Susan Grant, director of consumer protection and privacy at the Consumer Federation of America expressed support for these measures, calling them ‘‘a good
thing.’’
Paul Stephens, director of policy and advocacy at the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, similarly noted that the freeze provision ‘‘has the potential to save consumers
a lot of money.’’
But there is still an opportunity to see whether more should be done, and today’s
hearing will help inform this Committee in this regard.
Today, I look forward to learning more from the witnesses about: the scope of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act and other relevant laws and regulations as they pertain
to credit bureaus; the extent to which the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection
and the FTC, whom the two witnesses represent, oversee credit bureau data security and accuracy; the current state of data security, data accuracy, data breach policy, and dispute resolution processes at the credit bureaus; and what, if any, improvements could be made.
States have begun to react in their own ways to various aspects of the public debate on privacy, data security, and the Equifax data breach.
Two weeks ago, California enacted the California Consumer Privacy Act which
will take effect on January 1, 2020.
The Act, which applies to certain organizations conducting business in California,
establishes a new privacy framework by creating new data privacy rights, imposing
special rules for the collection of minors’ consumer data, and creating a damages
framework for violations and businesses failing to implement reasonable security
procedures.
Many Members are interested in learning more about what California and other
States are doing on this front.
Additionally, 2 weeks ago, eight State banking commissioners jointly took action
against Equifax in a consent order requiring the company to take various actions
regarding risk assessment and information security.
I have long been concerned about data collection and data privacy protections by
the Government and private industry.
Given Americans’ increased reliance and use of technology where information can
be shared by the swipe of a finger, we should ensure that companies and Government entities who have such information use it responsibly and keep it safe.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PEGGY L. TWOHIG
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SUPERVISION POLICY, DIVISION OF SUPERVISION,
ENFORCEMENT, AND FAIR LENDING, BUREAU OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION
JULY 12, 2018
Chairman Crapo, Ranking Member Brown, thank you for the opportunity to testify today about the work of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (Bureau)
to address consumer protections in the consumer reporting market. My name is
Peggy Twohig, and I am the Assistant Director for Supervision Policy at the Bureau.
The Office of Supervision Policy is responsible for developing supervision strategy
across bank and nonbank markets and ensuring that policy decisions are consistent
across markets, charters, and regions.
Prior to my work at the Bureau, I was Director of the Office of Consumer Protection at the Department of the Treasury (Treasury), where I worked on the proposal
to create a new consumer agency as part of financial regulatory reform. Immediately
before joining Treasury, I served as Associate Director of the Division of Financial
Practices at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). My 17-year tenure at the FTC
focused on enforcement and policy issues related to consumer financial services. I
have also worked as a litigator in private practice with the firm of Arnold & Porter
in Washington, DC.
Credit Reporting System
The consumer reporting market plays a critical role in the overall consumer financial services market and has enormous reach and impact; over 200 million Americans have credit files with tradelines furnished voluntarily by over 10,000 providers.
This information is used by many different types of businesses, including creditors,
insurers, landlords, telecommunications providers, and employers, to make decisions
about individual transactions with consumers. In particular, creditors rely on the information in consumers’ credit files to make decisions as to whether to approve a
variety of credit transactions, including mortgages, credit cards, student loans, and
auto loans. And, when extending credit, creditors use that information to determine
what terms to offer.
Accurate consumer report information is therefore important to creditors and
other consumer report users to make good business decisions. For any individual
consumer, an accurate consumer report can be even more important, given the significant impact that information can have on the consumer’s ability to obtain or pay
for financial and other products and services. Despite the impact credit reports can
have on a consumer, consumers do not get to choose who collects and sells consumer
report information about them.
Because of the importance of consumer report accuracy to businesses and consumers, the structure of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) creates interrelated
legal standards and requirements to support the policy goal of accurate credit reporting. These requirements anticipate that all reports will not be perfect; instead
the FCRA requires that credit reporting agencies (CRAs) have ‘‘reasonable procedures to assure maximum possible accuracy’’ of reports. 1 It also imposes certain accuracy obligations on furnishers. 2 The FCRA also sets forth a dispute and investigation framework, with obligations on both CRAs and furnishers, to ensure potential
errors are investigated and corrected promptly, if necessary. 3 This dispute resolution framework is important to the efficient operation of credit markets, as it provides a standard mechanism for identifying and resolving inaccuracies when they
occur.
Bureau Authority Over Consumer Reporting Agencies and Furnishers
Congress authorized the Bureau to assess compliance with the requirements of
Federal consumer financial laws as part of its supervision of both depository institutions and nondepository institutions. As defined by the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd–Frank Act), Federal consumer financial
laws include most provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act. 4 The FCRA is the
primary statute that governs consumer reporting by CRAs, furnishing information
to CRAs, and using reports generated by CRAs. Together with its implementing regulation, Regulation V, 5 the FCRA imposes obligations on the compilation, mainte1 FCRA

Section 607(b), 15 U.S.C. §1681e(b).
Section 623(a). 15 U.S.C. §1681s-2(a) .
3 FCRA Section 611, 15 U.S.C. §1681i; FCRA Section 623(b), 15 U.S.C. §1681s-2(b).
4 Id. at §5481(14), (12)(F).
5 12 CFR part 1022.
2 FCRA
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nance, furnishing, use, and disclosure of information associated with credit, insurance, employment, and other decisions made about consumers.
Federal consumer financial laws also include substantive provisions of Title X of
the Dodd–Frank Act. 6 One of these provisions is the prohibition on a covered person
or service provider from engaging in unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices
(UDAAP). 7 Many CRAs are ‘‘covered persons’’ under the Dodd–Frank Act because
they collect, analyze, maintain, or provide consumer report information or other account information used or expected to be used in connection with decisions regarding the offering or provision of consumer financial products or services and delivered, offered, or provided in connection with a consumer financial product or service. 8 Depending on the facts and circumstances of any given transaction, CRAs
might also be considered service providers. 9
The Bureau has supervisory authority over consumer reporting agencies that are
larger participants in the consumer reporting market. In July 2012, the Bureau promulgated the first larger participant rule to define larger participants in the consumer reporting market because of the importance of this function to efficient credit
markets. 10 The larger participant rule defines a larger participant of the consumer
reporting market as a nonbank covered person with more than $7 million in annual
receipts resulting from relevant consumer reporting activities. 11 The Bureau estimated 30 companies that account for about 94 percent of the market’s annual receipts met the larger participant threshold. 12
Participants in this market include nationwide consumer reporting companies,
consumer report resellers, and specialty consumer reporting companies. 13 The Bureau reviews the operations of these larger participants for compliance with Federal
consumer financial laws, including the FCRA and Regulation V. The Bureau also
has supervisory authority over a substantial number of entities that furnish credit
information to CRAs. As part of its exercise of this authority, the Bureau reviews
compliance with the FCRA’s furnishing requirements at other institutions subject
to the Bureau’s supervisory authority, such as large banks. The Bureau also has enforcement authority over nearly every person, regardless of status as a supervised
entity, who violates the FCRA. 14 The Bureau is the first Federal or State agency
to have both supervisory and enforcement authority over CRAs and the other participants in the consumer reporting market.
In addition to enforcement and supervisory authority over CRAs, the Bureau has
broad authority to promulgate rules ‘‘as are necessary to carry out the purposes of’
the FCRA. 15 The Bureau’s rules are applicable to any person subject to the FCRA,
except certain motor vehicle dealers. 16 The Bureau does not, however, have rulemaking authority (or supervisory or enforcement authority) under Sections 615(e)
and 628 of the FCRA. These provisions direct the Federal banking agencies, the National Credit Union Administration, the FTC, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and the Securities and Exchange Commission to promulgate regulations relating to Red Flags, and Disposal of Records. The FTC used its authority under
these provisions of the FCRA to promulgate its ID Theft Red Flags Rule 17 and its
Consumer Report Records Disposal Rule. 18 Other agencies have promulgated comparable rules pursuant to these sections.
CRAs and other participants in the consumer reporting market may also be subject to other laws within the Bureau’s authority, such as the Gramm–Leach–Bliley
Act’s (GLBA) notice and opt-out and privacy provisions. GLBA gives the Bureau
6 12

U.S.C. §5481(14).
U.S.C. §§5531, 5536(a).
8 Id. at §5481(5), (15)(A)(ix).
9 Id. at §5481(26) (defining ‘‘service provider’’ as ‘‘any person that provides a material service
to a covered person in connection with the offering or provision by such covered person of a consumer financial product or service . . . ’’).
10 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking/final-rules/defining-larger-participants-consumer-reporting-market/.
11 12 CFR §1090.104.
12 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-to-supervise-credit-reporting/.
13 The term ‘‘consumer reporting company’’ means the same as ‘‘consumer reporting agency,’’
as defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. §1681a(f), including nationwide consumer
reporting agencies as defined in Section 1681a(p) and nationwide specialty consumer reporting
agencies as defined in Section 1681a(x).
14 E.g., Section 1029 of the Dodd–Frank Act excludes certain motor vehicle dealers from the
Bureau’s rulemaking, enforcement, or other authority.
15 15 U.S.C. §1681s(e)(1).
16 12 CFR §1022.1(b)(2).
17 16 CFR Part 681.
18 16 CFR Part 682.
7 12
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rulemaking and enforcement authority over these provisions. 19 (Since these provisions are Federal consumer financial laws they are also within the Bureau’s supervisory authority under section 1024 of the Dodd–Frank Act.) The Bureau cannot,
however, implement GLBA section 501(b), which requires that financial institutions
develop, implement, and maintain comprehensive information security programs
that contain administrative, technical, and physical safeguards. 20 The Bureau has
no supervisory, enforcement, or rulemaking authority with regard to GLBA section
501 (b) or its implementing rules; that section is excluded from the definition of Federal consumer financial law. 21 Section 501(b) is implemented by rules and guidelines promulgated by the FTC and other agencies and include the FTC’s GLBA Customer Information Safeguards Rule. 22
Bureau Credit Reporting Work
In both its supervision and enforcement work, the Bureau has focused on credit
reporting accuracy and dispute handling by both CRAs and furnishers.
In March 2017, the Bureau issued a special edition of its Supervisory Highlights
publication in which it reported out on the supervisory work undertaken in consumer reporting. 23 As discussed in the report, the Bureau has focused its supervisory work on the key elements underpinning accuracy. As a result of these reviews, the Bureau directed specific improvements in data accuracy and dispute resolution at one or more CRA, including:
•
•
•
•
•

improved oversight of incoming data from furnishers;
institution of quality control programs of compiled consumer reports;
monitoring of furnisher dispute metrics to identify and correct root causes;
enhanced oversight of third-party public records service providers;
adherence to independent obligation to reinvestigate consumer disputes, including review of relevant information provided by consumers; and
• improved communication to consumers of dispute results.
In addition, the Bureau directed both bank and nonbank furnishers, consistent
with the FCRA’s requirements, to develop reasonable written policies and procedures regarding accuracy of the information they furnish and to take corrective action when they furnished information they determined to be inaccurate. The Bureau
also found that furnishers foiled to either conduct investigations or send results of
dispute investigations to consumers and demanded that these furnishers bring their
dispute handling practices into compliance with legal requirements.
In addition to supervisory work, the Bureau has brought enforcement actions and
entered into settlements related to institutions’ violation of the FCRA’s accuracy
and dispute investigation requirements. 24 The Bureau will continue to examine and
investigate CRAs and furnishers, using the authority and tools provided by the
Dodd–Frank Act and other statutes.
The Bureau is also focused on educating consumers by providing consumers with
tools and information to help them know what to do when they encounter a problem, or how to avoid problems in the first place. For example, we provide information to consumers about how they can obtain access to their credit reports to check
their accuracy and dispute any information they believe to be incorrect. 25
19 15 U.S.C. §§6804(a)(1)(A) and 6805(a)(8). The Bureau’s GLBA authority does not extend to
certain motor vehicle dealers. 12 CFR §1016.1(b)(1).
20 15 U.S.C. §6801(b).
21 15 U.S.C. §5481(12), (14).
22 16 CFR Part 314.
23 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/documents/2774/201703-cfpb-Supervisory-HighlightsConsumer-Reporting-Special-Edition.pdf.
24 See,
e.g., http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201510lcfpblconsent-orderlgeneral-information-serviceinc.pdf; http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201512lcfpblconsent-orderlclarityservices-inc-timothy-ranney.pdf; https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/bcfplsecuritygroup-inclconsent-orderl2018-06.pdf;
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/
201701lcfpblCitiFinancial-consent-order.pdf.
25 For information about how to access your credit reports and how to dispute errors: https://
www.consumerfinance.gov/consumer-tools/credit-reports-and-scores/; For information about obtaining credit reports: https://www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/how-do-i-get-a-copy-of-mycredit-reports-en-5/;
For
information
about
how
to
dispute
errors:
https://
www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/how-do-i-dispute-an-error-on-my-credit-report-en-314/; For
information about common credit issues: https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/3common-credit-issues-and-what-you-can-do-fix-them/.
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Data Security
CRAs hold a tremendous amount of information about consumers, including sensitive financial information. If CRAs do not protect this data, it may lead to data
breaches and other unauthorized access to it. Unauthorized access to data at consumer reporting agencies creates the risk of substantial harm to consumers, including the risk of identity theft. Because of these risks, since the Equifax breach, the
Bureau has increased its attention to data security issues in our supervisory and
enforcement activities.
The Bureau has the authority to conduct data security investigations and examinations at nonbanks over which it has supervisory authority, including CRAs.
Data security reviews conducted by the Bureau are comprised of three specific inquiries, consistent with the three prongs of the Bureau’s general examination authority. 26 First, the Bureau assesses the facts and circumstances to determine
whether a nonbank’s data security practices and policies constitute violations of
Federal consumer financial law, including violations of the Dodd–Frank Act’s prohibition against unfair, deceptive or abusive acts and practices (UDAAP) 27 and of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act. 28 Second, the Bureau obtains information about compliance management systems and procedures relating to data security practices. Third,
the Bureau detects and assesses risks posed by potential data security lapses to consumers and to markets for consumer financial products and services.
In addition to this work, the Bureau website has a list of resources and information for consumers about data breaches to help consumers understand what steps
or actions they can take to protect their personal information. 29 The Bureau also
provides resources to help consumers protect themselves from identity theft, 30 to
help military personnel and their families secure their identities, 31 and specific resources on the Top 10 ways to protect yourself in the wake of the Equifax data
breach. 32 In addition, the Bureau’s online tool, Ask CFPB, has provided consumers
with answers to frequently asked questions about a variety of topics, including identity theft, credit freezes, fraud alerts, and credit and identity monitoring. 33
Conclusion
Large breaches call for a coordinated response, and the Bureau will continue to
coordinate with other Federal and State agencies. We will also continue to exercise
our authority to examine and investigate credit reporting companies and furnishers
of information, and to educate consumers about important consumer financial
issues. Consumers should have confidence that their credit reports comply with all
applicable legal requirements.
Thank you again for the opportunity to testify today at this important hearing.
I would be happy to answer your questions about the Bureau’s work related to credit reporting.

26 Section 1024 of the Dodd–Frank Act grants the Bureau the authority to conduct examinations of certain nonbank financial institutions, including larger participants in the consumer reporting market, under its risk-based supervision program for the purposes of: (a) assessing compliance with the requirements of Federal consumer financial law; (b) obtaining information
about the activities and compliance systems or procedures of such person; and (c) detecting and
assessing risks to consumers and to markets for consumer financial products and services. 15
U.S.C. §5514.
27 Both courts and executive branch agencies have found that, in certain circumstances, insufficient data security can constitute an unfair or deceptive practice. FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide
Corp., 799 F.3d 236 (3d Cir. 2015); FTC v. AshleyMadison.com, No. 1:16-cv-02438 (D.D.C. filed
Dec. 14, 2016); available at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/152-3284/ashley-madison.
28 FCRA Section 607(a), 15 U.S.C. 1681e.
29 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/equifaxbreach.
30 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/identity-theft-protection-following-equifaxdata-breach/.
31 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/servicemembers-should-secure-their-identity-after-equifax-data-breach/.
32 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/top-10-ways-protect-yourself-wakeequifax-data-breach/.
33 Available
at
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/askcfpb/search/?selected-facets=tagexact%3Aidentity+theft.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MANEESHA MITHAL
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF PRIVACY AND IDENTITY PROTECTION, BUREAU
CONSUMER PROTECTION, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

OF

JULY 12, 2018
Introduction
Chairman Crapo and Members of the Committee, my name is Maneesha Mithal,
and I am the Associate Director for the Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
at the Federal Trade Commission (Commission or FTC). 1 I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the Fair Credit Reporting Act, credit
bureaus, and data security.
Congress enacted the Fair Credit Reporting Act 2 (FCRA) in 1970, recognizing the
importance of ‘‘fair and accurate credit reporting’’ to maintain ‘‘the efficiency of the
banking system’’ and ‘‘the public[’]s confidence’’ in that system, while at the same
time balancing the ‘‘need to insure that consumer reporting agencies exercise their
grave responsibilities with fairness, impartiality, and a respect for the consumer’s
right to privacy.’’ 3 The FCRA helps to (1) prevent the misuse of sensitive consumer
report information by limiting recipients to those who have a legitimate need for it;
(2) improve the accuracy and integrity of consumer reports; and (3) promote the efficiency of the Nation’s banking and consumer credit systems. Since the FCRA’s passage, Congress has amended the statute to address developments in the consumer
reporting system and the marketplace and to increase consumers’ rights and protections with respect to the collection and use of their data. 4
The Commission has played a key role in the implementation, enforcement, and
interpretation of the FCRA since its enactment. 5 In the last decade, the Commission has brought over 30 actions to enforce the FCRA against consumer reporting
agencies (CRAs), users of consumer reports, and furnishers of information to CRAs.
As the consumer reporting system evolves and new technologies and business practices emerge, vigorous enforcement of the FCRA continues to be a top priority for
the Commission, as well as consumer and business education concerning applicable
rights and responsibilities under the statute.
This testimony first provides background on the FCRA. Next, it discusses marketplace developments related to credit report accuracy. It then discusses the Commission’s work to enforce the accuracy provisions of the FCRA and educate consumers
and businesses about their respective rights and responsibilities under the statute.
Finally, it discusses the data security requirements applicable to credit bureaus and
the FTC’s efforts to promote data security in this sector.
Background on the FCRA
CRAs assemble or evaluate consumer data for third parties to use to make critical
decisions about the availability and cost of various consumer products and services,
including credit, insurance, employment, and housing. 6 These consumer reports are
often used to evaluate the risk of future nonpayment, default, or other adverse
events. For example, complete and accurate consumer reports enable creditors to
1 While the views expressed in this statement represent the views of the Commission, my oral
presentation and responses to questions are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the Commission or any individual Commissioner.
2 15 U.S.C. §§1681-1681x.
3 Id. §1681(a).
4 The Consumer Credit Reporting Reform Act of 1996, Title II, Subtitle D, Chapter 1, of the
Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1997 (Public Law No. 104-208, Sept.
30, 1996), made extensive revisions to the FCRA, including expanding the duties of consumer
reporting agencies, increasing obligations on users of consumer reports, and adding furnishers
of information to consumer reporting agencies as a category of entities with statutory obligations. There were a number of more modest revisions over the next 7 years, the most significant
of which was a 1999 amendment that specifically authorized the Federal financial agencies to
promulgate regulations for the banks and other entities subject to their jurisdiction. The Fair
and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003, Public Law No. 108-159 (Dec. 4, 2003) (FACT
Act), added several sections to assist consumers and businesses in combating identity theft and
reduce the damage to consumers. The Commission, often in conjunction with the Federal financial agencies, issued numerous rules to implement the various FACT Act provisions.
5 As enacted, the FCRA established the Commission as the primary Federal enforcement
agency, with wide jurisdiction over entities involved in the consumer reporting system; the primary exceptions to the Commission’s jurisdiction are federally regulated financial institutions.
See 15 U.S.C. §1681s(a)-(b). Pursuant to the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (CFPA),
Title X of Public Law 111-203, 124 Stat. 1955 (July 21, 2010) (The Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act), the Commission shares its FCRA enforcement role with the
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (Bureau) in many respects.
6 15 U.S.C. §1681a(d) and (f).
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make informed lending decisions, benefiting both creditors and consumers. Errors
in consumer reports, however, can cause consumers to be denied credit or other benefits or pay a higher price for them. Errors in consumer reports can also cause credit
issuers to make inaccurate decisions that result in declining credit to a potentially
valuable customer or issuing credit to a riskier customer than intended.
The FCRA imposes a number of obligations on CRAs. For example, to protect the
privacy of sensitive consumer report information, CRAs must take reasonable measures to ensure that they provide such information only to those who have a statutorily specified ‘‘permissible purpose’’ to receive it. 7 CRAs must also comply with requirements to help ensure the accuracy of consumer reports, including requirements
that CRAs (1) maintain reasonable procedures to ensure the ‘‘maximum possible accuracy’’ of consumer reports 8 and (2) maintain procedures through which consumers
can dispute and correct inaccurate information in their consumer reports. 9
Under the FCRA, if a consumer disputes the completeness or accuracy of information contained in his or her file, the CRA must complete a reasonable investigation
within 30 days. The CRA must notify the furnisher of the disputed information
within five business days. If a disputed item is found to be inaccurate or incomplete
or cannot be verified, the CRA must delete or modify the information and notify the
furnisher. In general, the CRA must provide the consumer with written notice of
the results of the investigation in accordance with the procedures set forth in the
statute within 5 business days after the completion of the investigation.
In addition, the FCRA imposes obligations on those who furnish information
about consumers to CRAs, such as entities extending credit. For example, furnishers
have a duty to report accurate information and investigate consumer disputes of inaccurate information. 10
Users of consumer reports have obligations under the statute as well. For example, if a user of a consumer report takes an adverse action against a consumer—
such as a denial of credit or employment—based on information in a consumer report, the user must provide an adverse action notice to the consumer, which explains how the consumer can obtain a free copy of the report and dispute any inaccurate information in the report. 11
Credit Report Accuracy
In 2012, the Commission published a study of credit report accuracy mandated
by the FACT Act, which amended the FCRA. 12 It was the first major study that
looked at all of the primary groups that participate in the credit reporting and scoring process—consumers, furnishers (e.g., creditors, lenders, debt collection agencies),
the Fair Isaac Corporation (which develops FICO credit scores), and the national
credit bureaus. 13 To implement the study, researchers worked with approximately
1,000 consumers to review their free credit reports from the three major credit bureaus. The researchers helped consumers identify and dispute possible errors on
their credit reports. According to the study findings, 25 percent of consumers identified errors on their credit reports that might affect their credit scores and 80 percent of these consumers who filed disputes experienced some modification to their
credit reports. Overall, 13 percent of consumers experienced a change in their credit
scores after a dispute and 5 percent of consumers experienced an increase in their
credit scores such that their credit risk tier decreased and the consumer may be
more likely to be offered a lower loan interest rate.
There have been significant changes in the marketplace aimed at increasing credit
report accuracy since the Commission published its study. For example, the Bureau
has been exercising its supervisory authority over the nationwide credit bureaus
and it periodically publishes Supervisory Highlights describing its findings. Last
year, it published an edition focused on accuracy issues in credit reporting and the
7 Id. §1681b(a), (c). Permissible purposes under the FCRA include, but are not limited to, the
use of a consumer report in connection with a determination of eligibility for credit, insurance,
or a license; in connection with the review of an existing account; and for certain employment
purposes.
8 Id. §1681e(b).
9 Id. §1681i(a)–(d)(1).
10 Id. §1681s-2(a)–(b).
11 Id. §1681m(a). The adverse action notice also must include a statement that the CRA that
supplied the consumer report did not make the decision to take the adverse action and cannot
give the consumer any specific reasons for the decision. Id. §1681m(a)(2)(B).
12 Public Law No. 108-159 (Dec. 4, 2003).
13 Section 319 of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003: Fifth Interim Federal
Trade Commission Report to Congress Concerning the Accuracy of Information in Credit Reports (Dec. 2012), available at https://www.ftc.gov/reports/section-319-fair-accurate-credittransactions-act-2003-fifth-interim-federal-trade.
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handling and resolution of consumer disputes, and it pointed to several specific improvements it directed in these areas. 14
In addition, in 2015, the nationwide credit bureaus announced a Nationwide Consumer Assistance Plan (NCAP) as a result of a settlement with over 30 State attorneys general, with a number of provisions designed to improve the accuracy of credit
reports. 15 These provisions include requiring all data furnishers to use the most
current reporting format; removing any previously reported medical collections that
have been paid or are being paid by insurance; requiring debt collectors to regularly
update the status of unpaid debts and remove debts no longer being pursued for collection; and implementing an enhanced dispute resolution process for consumers
that are victims of fraud or identity theft or are involved in mixed files (where two
consumer files are mistakenly mixed together). NCAP contained a phased implementation plan scheduled to be completed this year.
FTC Activities To Promote Credit Report Accuracy
Law Enforcement
FCRA enforcement continues to be a top priority for the Commission. With the
advent in 2011 of the Bureau’s supervisory authority over the nationwide credit bureaus and the coordination efforts between the agencies, the FTC has focused its
FCRA law enforcement efforts on other entities in the credit reporting area and
other aspects of the consumer reporting industry more broadly.
For example, the FTC settled cases against furnishers that allegedly had inadequate policies and procedures for reporting accurate credit information to CRAs. In
Credit Protection Association, LP, the Commission alleged that a debt collector
failed to have adequate policies and procedures to handle consumer disputes, did not
have a policy requiring notice to consumers of the outcomes of investigations about
disputed information, and in numerous instances failed to inform consumers of the
outcome of disputes. 16 The settlement included $72,000 in civil penalties. 17 And, in
Tricolor Auto Acceptance, LLC, the Commission alleged that the loan-servicing department of an auto dealer failed to have written policies and procedures designed
to ensure that the credit information it reported to CRAs was accurate and failed
to properly investigate consumer disputes regarding the accuracy of credit information. 18 The settlement included $82,000 in civil penalties.
In addition, the FTC has settled cases against background screening CRAs that
compile background reports on consumers that may include driving records, employment and education history, eviction records, and criminal records for use in making
employment and housing decisions. These settlements include allegations relating
to inaccuracies in consumer reports, as well as failures to protect the privacy of consumer reports by ensuring permissible use. For example, in InfoTrack Information
Services, Inc., the Commission alleged that a background screening CRA failed to
have reasonable procedures to ensure the maximum possible accuracy of consumer
report information and, as a result, provided inaccurate information suggesting that
job applicants potentially were registered sex offenders. 19 The settlement included
$1 million in civil penalties, which was suspended upon payment of $60,000 based
on inability to pay. In Instant Checkmate, Inc., the Commission alleged that the
CRA compiled public record information into background reports and marketed its
services to landlords and employers but failed to comply with several FCRA provisions, including failing to maintain reasonable procedures to ensure the accuracy of
its reports, failing to have reasonable procedures to ensure that those using its re14 See Supervisory Highlights Consumer Reporting Special Edition (Mar. 2, 2017), available
at https://www.consumerfinance.gov/data-research/research-reports/supervisory-highlights-consumer-reporting-special-edition/.
15 See, e.g., National Consumer Assistance Plan, News Release (Jun. 9, 2016), available at
http://www.nationalconsumerassistanceplan.com/news/news-release/.
16 U.S. v. Credit Protection Association, LP, No. 3:16-cv-01255-D (N.D.Tex. filed May 9, 2016),
available at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/142-3142/credit-protection-association.
17 As specified by the Federal Civil Penalty Inflation Adjustment Act of 1990, 28 U.S.C. §2861,
as amended by the Debt Collection Improvements Act of 1996, Public Law 104-134, §31001(s)(1),
110 Stat. 1321-373, in relevant part, civil penalties under the FCRA are capped at $3,500 per
violation for violations occurring before August 1, 2016, $3,756 per violation for violations occurring between that date and January 23, 2017, and $3,817 for violations occurring on or after
January 24, 2017.
18 U.S. v. Tricolor Auto Acceptance, LLC, No. 3:15-cv-3002 (N.D.Tex. filed Sept. 16, 2015),
available at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/142-3073/tricolor-auto-acceptance-llc.
19 U.S. v. Infotrack Information Services, Inc., No. 1:14-cv-02054 (N.D.Ill. filed Apr. 9, 2014),
available at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/122-3092/infotrack-information-services-inc-et-al.
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ports had permissible purposes for accessing them, and providing reports to users
that it did not have reason to believe had a permissible purpose to receive them. 20
The settlement included $525,000 in civil penalties.
The FTC has also brought cases against check authorization CRAs for failing to
comply with their accuracy obligations. Check authorization companies compile consumers’ personal information and use it to help retail merchants throughout the
United States determine whether to accept consumers’ checks. In its settlements
with Telecheck 21 and Certegy, 22 two of the Nation’s largest check authorization
companies, the Commission charged these companies with failing to follow FCRA
accuracy procedures, failing to follow proper procedures for consumer disputes, and
failing to establish and implement reasonable written policies regarding the accuracy of information the companies furnish to other CRAs. The FTC obtained $3.5
million in civil penalties against each company.
Business Guidance and Consumer Education
The Commission also continues to educate consumers and businesses on their consumer reporting rights and obligations under the FCRA. The FTC has published
guidance for employment and tenant background screening companies regarding
their obligations under the FCRA, including with respect to accuracy and consumer
disputes. 23 For furnishers, the FTC publication Consumer Reports: What Information Furnishers Need To Know provides an overview of obligations under the
FCRA. 24 Similarly, for users of consumer reports, FTC guidance includes publications for employers, landlords, insurers, and creditors, as well as guidance on secure
disposal of consumer information for all businesses. 25
The FTC also has a number of user-friendly resources for consumers designed to
inform them of their rights under the FCRA and assist them with navigating the
consumer reporting system. The publication Credit and Your Consumer Rights provides an overview of credit, explains consumers’ legal rights, and offers practical tips
to help solve credit problems. 26 The FTC also has publications that explain how
consumers can obtain their free annual credit reports from each of the nationwide
consumer reporting agencies 27 and use the FCRA’s dispute procedures to ensure
that information in their consumer reports is accurate. 28 For consumers seeking
employment or housing, the FTC has materials on employment background

20 U.S. v. Instant Checkmate, Inc., No. 3:14-cv-00675-H-JMA (S.D.Cal. filed Apr. 9, 2014),
available at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/122-3221/instant-checkmateinc.
21 U.S. v. TeleCheck Services, Inc., No. 1:14-cv-00062 (D.D.C. filed Jan. 16, 2014), available
at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/112-3183/telecheck-services-inc.
22 U.S. v. Certegy Services, Inc., No. 1:13-cv-01247 (D.D.C. filed Aug. 15, 2013), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/112-3183/telecheck-services-inc.
23 See ‘‘What Employment Background Screening Companies Need To Know About the Fair
Credit Reporting Act’’ (Apr. 2016), available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/
guidance/what-employment-background-screening-companies-need-know-about; ‘‘What Tenant
Background Screening Companies Need To Know About the Fair Credit Reporting Act’’ (Oct.
2016), available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/what-tenant-background-screening-companies-need-know-about-fair.
24 See Consumer Reports: ‘‘What Information Furnishers Need To Know’’ (Nov. 2016), available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/consumer-reports-what-information-furnishers-need-know.
25 See Consumer Reports: ‘‘What Employers Need To Know’’ (Oct. 2016), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-what-employers-needknow; Consumer Reports: ‘‘What Landlords Need To Know’’ (Oct. 2016), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-what-landlords-needknow; Consumer Reports: ‘‘What Insurers Need To Know’’ (Nov. 2016), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/consumer-reports-what-insurers-need-know;
‘‘Using Consumer Reports for Credit Decisions: What To Know About Adverse Action and RiskBased Pricing Notices’’ (Nov. 2016), available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/using-consumer-reports-credit-decisions-what-know-about-adverse; ‘‘Disposing of
Consumer Report Information? Rule Tells How’’ (Jun. 2005), available at https://www.ftc.gov/
tips-advice/business-center/guidance/disposing-consumer-report-information-rule-tells-how.
26 ‘‘Credit
and Your Consumer Rights’’ (June 2017), available at https://
www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/pdf-0070-credit-and-your-consumer-rights.
27 ‘‘Free Credit Reports’’ (Mar. 2013), available at https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/
0155-free-credit-reports.
28 See
‘‘Disputing Errors on Credit Reports’’ (Feb. 2017), available at https://
www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0151-disputing-errors-credit-reports.
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checks 29 and tenant background checks. 30 The Commission continues to update and
expand its materials as new issues arise.
Data Security
The FTC is committed to protecting consumer privacy and promoting data security in the private sector. The Commission is the Nation’s primary data security regulator and enforces several statutes and rules that impose data security requirements on companies across a wide spectrum of industries, including credit bureaus.
Since 2001, the Commission has undertaken substantial efforts to promote data security in the private sector through enforcement of Section 5 of the FTC Act, which
prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practices, such as businesses making false or
misleading claims about their data security procedures, or failing to employ reasonable security measures. 31 The Commission is also the Federal enforcement agency
for the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), which requires reasonable security for children’s information collected online. 32
Further, the Commission’s Safeguards Rule, which implements the Gramm–
Leach–Bliley Act (GLB Act), sets forth data security requirements for financial institutions within the Commission’s jurisdiction, which includes credit bureaus. 33 The
Safeguards Rule requires financial institutions, or companies that are significantly
engaged in offering consumer financial products or services, to develop, implement,
and maintain a comprehensive information security program for handling customer
information. The plan must be appropriate to the company’s size and complexity,
the nature and scope of its activities, and the sensitivity of the customer information
it handles. The FTC has exclusive enforcement authority with respect to nonbank
consumer financial services providers.
Finally, the FCRA requires consumer reporting agencies to use reasonable procedures to ensure that the entities to which they provide consumer reports have a permissible purpose for receiving that information 34 and also requires the secure disposal of consumer report information. 35 This section describes the FTC’s efforts to
enforce these laws, educate consumers and businesses, and develop policies in this
area.
Law Enforcement
The Commission has brought over 60 law enforcement actions against companies
that allegedly engaged in unreasonable data security practices. Last year, the Commission took the unusual step of publicly confirming its investigation into the
Equifax data breach due to the scale of public interest in the matter.
The FTC has significant experience with enforcing data security laws against
CRAs. In 2006, the FTC brought the seminal Choicepoint case against a CRA that
sold consumer reports to identity thieves who did not have a permissible purpose
to obtain the information under the FCRA, as well as failed to employ reasonable
measures to secure the personal information it collected and misrepresented its security practices under Section 5 of the FTC Act. 36 The complaint alleged that
ChoicePoint failed to monitor subscribers even after receiving subpoenas from law
enforcement authorities alerting it to fraudulent activity. The settlement included
injunctive relief, as well as $10 million in civil penalties—the largest FCRA civil
penalty in FTC history—and $5 million in consumer redress. A few years later, the
FTC settled another action against the company when it suffered a data breach be29 See ‘‘Background Checks’’ (Mar. 2018), available at https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/
0157-background-checks.
30 See FTC Consumer Blog, ‘‘Renting an Apartment? Be Prepared for a Background Check’’
(Nov. 2016), available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/disposingconsumer-report-information-rule-tells-how.
31 15 U.S.C. §45(a). If a company makes materially misleading statements or omissions about
a matter, including data security, and such statements or omissions are likely to mislead reasonable consumers, they can be found to be deceptive in violation of Section 5. Further, if a company’s data security practices cause or are likely to cause substantial injury to consumers that
is neither reasonably avoidable by consumers nor outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition, those practices can be found to be unfair and violate Section 5.
32 15 U.S.C. §§6501-6506; see also 16 CFR Part 312 (COPPA Rule).
33 16 CFR Part 314, implementing 15 U.S.C. §6801(b).
34 15 U.S.C. §1681e.
35 Id. §1681w. The FTC’s implementing rule is at 16 CFR Part 682.
36 U.S. v. Choicepoint, Inc., No. 1:06-cv-00198-GET (N.D.Ga. filed Jan. 30, 2006), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/052-3069/choicepoint-inc.
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cause it turned off a key electronic security tool used to monitor access to one of
its databases, in violation of the Commission’s order. 37
The Commission has also brought actions against companies for failing to dispose
of consumer report information securely. For example, in the PLS Financial Services, Inc. case, the FTC alleged that the company violated the FCRA Disposal Rule
by failing to take reasonable steps to protect against unauthorized access to credit
reports in the improper disposal of the consumer information, violated the Safeguards Rule requirements for financial institutions to develop and use safeguards
to protect consumer information, and violated the FTC Act by misrepresenting that
it had implemented reasonable measures to protect sensitive consumer information. 38 The settlement included injunctive relief and $101,500 in civil penalties.
Business Guidance and Consumer Education
In addition to law enforcement, the FTC provides extensive business guidance on
data security. The agency’s goal is to provide information to help businesses protect
the data in their care and understand what practices may violate the laws the FTC
enforces. The FTC provides general business education about data security issues,
as well as specific guidance on emerging threats.
In 2015, the FTC launched its Start with Security initiative, which includes a
guide for businesses, 39 as well as 11 short videos, 40 that discuss 10 important security topics and give advice about specific security practices for each. In 2016, the
FTC published a business advisory on how the National Institute of Standards and
Technology Cybersecurity Framework applies to the FTC’s data security work 41 and
released an update to ‘‘Protecting Personal Information: A Guide for Business’’,
which was first published in 2007. 42 Last year, the FTC published its Stick with
Security blog series offering additional insights into the Start with Security principles, based on the lessons of recent law enforcement actions, closed investigations,
and experiences companies have shared about data security in their business. 43
In addition to data security guidance, the FTC provides business guidance related
to data breaches. In September 2016, the FTC released Data Breach Response: A
Guide for Business, 44 and a related video, which describes immediate steps companies should take when they experience a data breach, such as taking breached systems offline, securing physical areas to eliminate the risk of further harm from the
breach, and notifying consumers, affected businesses, and law enforcement. The
guide also includes a model data breach notification letter businesses can use to get
started.
The FTC also provides businesses with specific guidance on emerging threats. For
example, most recently the FTC released a staff perspective and related blog post
to help businesses prevent phishing scams. 45 Following a workshop, 46 the FTC published a blog post describing ransomware, 47 how to defend against it, and essential
37 U.S. v. Choicepoint, Inc., No. 1:06-cv-00198-JTC (N.D.Ga. filed Oct. 19, 2009), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/052-3069/choicepoint-inc.
38 U.S. v. PLS Financial Services, Inc., No. 112-cv-08334 (N.D.Ill. filed Oct. 17, 2012), available at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/1023172/pls-financial-services-incet-al.
39 ‘‘Start With Security: A Guide for Business’’ (June 2015), available at https://www.ftc.gov/
tips-advice/business-center/guidance/start-security-guide-business.
40 ‘‘Start With Security: Free Resources for Any Business’’ (Feb. 19, 2016), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/audio-video/business.
41 FTC Business Blog, ‘‘The NIST Cybersecurity Framework and the FTC’’ (Aug. 31, 2016),
available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2016/08/nist-cybersecurityframework-ftc.
42 ‘‘Protecting Personal Information: A Guide for Business’’ (Oct. 2016), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/protecting-personal-information-guide-business.
43 FTC Business Blog, ‘‘Stick With Security: A Business Blog Series’’ (Oct. 2017), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/stick-security-business-blog-series.
44 ‘‘Data Breach Response: A Guide for Business’’ (Oct. 2016), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/data-breach-response-guide-business.
45 FTC Staff Perspective, ‘‘Businesses Can Help Stop Phishing and Protect Their Brands
Using Email Authentication’’ (Mar. 2017), available at https://www.ftc.gov/reports/businessescan-help-stop-phishing-protect-their-brands-using-email-authentication-ftc-staff; FTC Business
Blog, ‘‘Want To Stop Phishers? Use Email Authentication’’, Mar. 3, 2017, available at https://
www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2017/03/want-stop-phishers-use-email-authentication.
46 Fall Technology Series: ‘‘Ransomware’’ (Sept. 7, 2016), available at https://www.ftc.gov/
news-events/events-calendar/2016/09/fall-technology-series-ransomware.
47 Ransomware is malicious software that infiltrates computer systems or networks and uses
tools like encryption to deny access or hold data ‘‘hostage’’ until the victim pays a ransom.
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steps to take if businesses become victims. 48 Further, the FTC develops targeted
guidance for companies in specific industries. For example, staff developed specific
security guidance for debt buyers and sellers. 49
The Commission also educates consumers on security. For example, the FTC has
provided guidance for consumers on securing their home wireless networks, a critical security step for protecting devices and personal information from compromise.
These resources are accessible on the FTC’s consumer guidance website, consumer.ftc.gov. The FTC also assists consumers affected by data breaches through its
identitytheft.gov website that allows consumers who are victims of identity theft to
quickly file a complaint with the FTC and get a free, personalized guide to recovery
that helps streamline many of the steps involved. In the wake of the announcement
of the Equifax data breach last year, the agency published numerous materials and
created a dedicated page on its website, ftc.gov/Equifax, with resources to educate
consumers about fraud alerts, active duty alerts, credit freezes and locks, credit
monitoring, and how to reduce the risk of identity theft.
Policy Initiatives
The FTC engages in a variety of policy initiatives to enhance data security. The
FTC has hosted workshops and issued reports to highlight the privacy and security
implications of new technologies. For example, last year the FTC hosted a workshop
to examine consumer injury in the context of privacy and data security and various
issues related to the injuries consumers suffer when information about them is misused. 50 Most recently, the Commission announced plans to hold a series of public
hearings on the impact of market developments on competition and consumer protection enforcement, including the Commission’s remedial authority to deter unfair
and deceptive conduct in privacy and data security matters. 51
Conclusion
Thank you for the opportunity to provide the Commission’s testimony on credit
report accuracy and security. We look forward to continuing to work with Congress
and this Committee on these important issues.

48 FTC Business Blog, ‘‘Ransomware—A Closer Look’’ (Nov. 10, 2016), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/business-blog/2016/11/ransomware-closer-look.
49 ‘‘Buying or Selling Debts? Steps for Keeping Data Secure’’ (Apr. 2015), available at https://
www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/buying-or-selling-debts-steps-keeping-data-secure.
50 Informational Injury Workshop (Dec. 12, 2017), available at https://www.ftc.gov/newsevents/events-calendar/2017/12/informational-injury-workshop.
51 Press Release, ‘‘FTC Announces Hearings on Competition and Consumer Protection in the
21st Century’’ (June 20, 2018), available at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/
2018/06/ftc-announces-hearings-competition-consumer-protection-21st.
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RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SCOTT
FROM MANEESHA MITHAL

Q.1. I greatly appreciated the FTC’s guidance and technical assistance as I authored legislation, the Protecting Children From Identity Theft Act (S. 2498), to stamp out synthetic ID fraud. Your
team has long been a leading voice on this issue. Thanks to Chairman Crapo, the legislation was included in the Economic Growth,
Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (Section 215 of S.
2155) and enacted into law this May.
Please answer the following with specificity:
For the benefit of this Committee, could you explain what synthetic ID fraud is and who predominantly falls victim to this crime?
A.1. Synthetic identify theft is a technique used by some identity
thieves in which they apply for credit using a mixture of real,
verifiable information of an existing person with fictitious information, thus creating a ‘‘synthetic’’ identity. Often these identity
thieves use real Social Security numbers (SSNs) of people they
know are unlikely to have existing credit files, such as children or
recent immigrants. Using a consumer’s SSN to apply for loans, utility accounts, property accounts, driver’s licenses, and vehicle registrations can have long-term consequences that can leave victims
burdened with unauthorized debt and a flawed credit history. This
type of identity theft has been on the rise in recent years and was
a topic of discussion at the Federal Trade Commission’s 2017 Identity Theft conference.
Q.2. How exactly will the Protecting Children From Identity Theft
Act cut down on synthetic ID fraud?
A.2. Synthetic identity theft often happens because there is no convenient mechanism to ensure that an SSN matches with other information provided by an applicant for credit or other services.
Currently, the SSA’s Consent-Based Social Security Number
Verification system—while created to fight synthetic identity theft
and other fraud—requires financial institutions to obtain a physical
written signature from a consumer before making a request to
verify an SSN with the SSA. This requirement has been time consuming and has undermined the effectiveness of the verification
system. In an era where many consumers expect instant access to
credit, financial institutions will be more likely to take verification
measures when the process is quick and efficient.
The Protecting Children From Identity Theft Act, which was incorporated into Section 215 of the Economic Growth, Regulatory
Relief, and Consumer Protection Act, allows certain financial institutions, including credit reporting agencies (CRAs), to receive customers’ consent by electronic signature to verify their name, date
of birth, and Social Security number with the Social Security Administration (SSA). It also directs SSA to modify their databases
to allow for the financial institutions, including CRAs, to electronically and quickly request and receive accurate verification of consumer data. These measures will result in a quicker and more efficient verification process that will help reduce synthetic identity
fraud.
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develop new authentication measures to make the process more seamless, just as they have
developed credit ''locks'' as a new measure.
As for the proposed revision to FCRA Section 604(c)(3), this is also intended to give consumers
more control over their own information. Currently, the ability of!enders and insurers to use
credit repons for marketing "firm offers" of credit- which are not very firm at all, being little
more than advenising- has resulted in huge amounts ofunwanted junk mail generated using
personal private information. S1111ching from an opt-out to an opt-in system with affim1ative
written consent doesn't limit options; it gives consumers the right and ability to decide whether
to accept use of their credit repons and scores for marketing.
Thank you for your attention. If you have any questions about this letter, please contact Chi Chi
Wu (cwu@nclc.org or 617-542-8010).
Sincerely,
Americans for Financial Reform
Consumer Action
Consumer Federation of America
Consumers Union
National Association of Consumer Advocates
National Consumer Law Center (on behalfof it !ow-incomeclients)
Public Citizen
U.S. PIRG
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July 12,2018

The Honorable Mike Crapo, Chairman
Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs

534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
The Honorable Sherrod Brown, Ranking Member
Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Crapo and Ranking Member Bro11~1:
The National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC) and National Apartment Association (NAA)
applaud the Committee for calling a hearing entitled •An Overview of the Credit Bureaus and the
Fair Credit Reporting Act.• As an industl)' that relies heavily on accurate consumer and credit
reporting, we appreciate the Committee exploring these issues.
For more than 20 years, the National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC) and the National
Apartment Association (NAA) have partnered on behalf of America's apartment industl)'.
Drawing on the knowledge and policy expertise of staff in Washington, D.C., as well as the
advocacy power of more than 160 NAA state and local affiliated associations, NAA and NMHC
pro,~de a single \'Oice for developers, owners and operators of multifamily rental housing. Onethird ofall Americans rent their housing, and 39 million ofthem live in an apartment home.
There has been a fundamental change in our nation's housing dynamics as changing
demographics and lifestyle preferences have driven more people away from the typical
suburban house and towards the convenience of renting. Fueled by a gro11ing population,
demand for rental housing by younger Americans, immigration trends, and Baby Boomers and
other empty nesters trading in single·family houses for apartments, apartment renter demand
keeps growing: 2017 saw the biggest pickup in apartment renting since 2000.
Apartment owners and operators ha,·e long called for polic)'lnakers and the consumer reporting
industl)', together, to better enable our nation's renters the ability to build a financial profile that
allows them to attain the many benefits that come with it. Historically, credit reporting agencies
have not capt11red a complete pict11re of the financial performance of renters. Existing credit
scoring models that dri\'e approvals, interest rates and other terms of apartment leases, car loans,
insurance products, home mortgages and other financial products often do not accurately reflect
the creditworthiness of renters. Apartment Ji,~ng now attracts a 11ide variety of Americans and
will continue to do so making it all the more important that credit reports and scoring models are
modernized and adopted so as not to pre\'ent our nations renters from being put at a financial
disadvantage.
In fact, in a study released in 2015 by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, over 45 million
consumers were either credit in~sible or were unscorable by existing credit models.' This
disparity has drawn the attention of the financial industl)' and regulators who began to seek ways
Data Point: Credit lnvisibles, The CFPB Office of Research, May 2015, page 6

APARTMENTS WE LIVE HERE
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to incorporate more financial data into credit decisions. As an example, as part of ~1e 2015 and
Enterprise Scorecards the Federal Housing Finance Administration (FHFA) has directed
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to begin looking for ways to evaluate and undenvrite a mortgage
when a borrower does not have a credit score. In another example from 2013, E.xperian created
Rent Bureau, a credit reporting S)'Siem targeted to the multifamily industl)' whereby apartment
owners can voluntarily report rental payment information for its residents and allow a more
complete financial prolile to be built.
2016

Today more credit reporting agencies and central data aggregators are collecting alternative data
such as rental payments, medical payments, utility payments and other payment records. The
credit reporting iodustry has migrated towards colleding the required information to create a
deeper financial picture of the broader population. The limitation that remains today is that the
most 11idely used credit scoring model· FICO Classic • does not incorporate this additionally
reported data. Credit scoring models are e~·ohing to include this new data as well as to update
their e.'isting algorithms for ewlluating credit decisions. NMHC{NM applaud this movement as
it 11111 improve and infonn credit decisions regarding renters who may have been credit invisible,
unscorable or whose payments may not have been recognized pre~iously in existing credit scoring
models.
NMHC{NM urge poliC)1nakers to recognize the many benefits of alternative credit scoring models
that incorporate a broader and more complete financial picture of renters. Again, we thank you for
holding this important hearing and for the opportunity to present the ,;ews of the multifamily
industry.
Sincerely,
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President
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July 12,2018

The Honorable Mike Crapo, Chairman
Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs

534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
The Honorable Sherrod Brown, Ranking Member
Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Crapo and Ranking Member Bro11~1:
The National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC) and National Apartment Association (NAA)
applaud the Committee for calling a hearing entitled •An Overview of the Credit Bureaus and the
Fair Credit Reporting Act.• As an industl)' that relies heavily on accurate consumer and credit
reporting, we appreciate the Committee exploring these issues.
For more than 20 years, the National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC) and the National
Apartment Association (NAA) have partnered on behalf of America's apartment industl)'.
Drawing on the knowledge and policy expertise of staff in Washington, D.C., as well as the
advocacy power of more than 160 NAA state and local affiliated associations, NAA and NMHC
pro,~de a single \'Oice for developers, owners and operators of multifamily rental housing. Onethird ofall Americans rent their housing, and 39 million ofthem live in an apartment home.
There has been a fundamental change in our nation's housing dynamics as changing
demographics and lifestyle preferences have driven more people away from the typical
suburban house and towards the convenience of renting. Fueled by a gro11ing population,
demand for rental housing by younger Americans, immigration trends, and Baby Boomers and
other empty nesters trading in single·family houses for apartments, apartment renter demand
keeps growing: 2017 saw the biggest pickup in apartment renting since 2000.
Apartment owners and operators ha,·e long called for polic)'lnakers and the consumer reporting
industl)', together, to better enable our nation's renters the ability to build a financial profile that
allows them to attain the many benefits that come with it. Historically, credit reporting agencies
have not capt11red a complete pict11re of the financial performance of renters. Existing credit
scoring models that dri\'e approvals, interest rates and other terms of apartment leases, car loans,
insurance products, home mortgages and other financial products often do not accurately reflect
the creditworthiness of renters. Apartment Ji,~ng now attracts a 11ide variety of Americans and
will continue to do so making it all the more important that credit reports and scoring models are
modernized and adopted so as not to pre\'ent our nations renters from being put at a financial
disadvantage.
In fact, in a study released in 2015 by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, over 45 million
consumers were either credit in~sible or were unscorable by existing credit models.' This
disparity has drawn the attention of the financial industl)' and regulators who began to seek ways
Data Point: Credit lnvisibles, The CFPB Office of Research, May 2015, page 6
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to incorporate more financial data into credit decisions. As an example, as part of ~1e 2015 and
Enterprise Scorecards the Federal Housing Finance Administration (FHFA) has directed
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to begin looking for ways to evaluate and undenvrite a mortgage
when a borrower does not have a credit score. In another example from 2013, E.xperian created
Rent Bureau, a credit reporting S)'Siem targeted to the multifamily industl)' whereby apartment
owners can voluntarily report rental payment information for its residents and allow a more
complete financial prolile to be built.
2016

Today more credit reporting agencies and central data aggregators are collecting alternative data
such as rental payments, medical payments, utility payments and other payment records. The
credit reporting iodustry has migrated towards colleding the required information to create a
deeper financial picture of the broader population. The limitation that remains today is that the
most 11idely used credit scoring model· FICO Classic • does not incorporate this additionally
reported data. Credit scoring models are e~·ohing to include this new data as well as to update
their e.'isting algorithms for ewlluating credit decisions. NMHC{NM applaud this movement as
it 11111 improve and infonn credit decisions regarding renters who may have been credit invisible,
unscorable or whose payments may not have been recognized pre~iously in existing credit scoring
models.
NMHC{NM urge poliC)1nakers to recognize the many benefits of alternative credit scoring models
that incorporate a broader and more complete financial picture of renters. Again, we thank you for
holding this important hearing and for the opportunity to present the ,;ews of the multifamily
industry.
Sincerely,
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CONFERENCE OF STATE BANK SUPERVISORS

STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
FROM THE
CONFERENCE OF STATE BANK SUPERVISORS
TO THE
SENATE BANKING, HOUSING AND URBAN AfFAIRS'
HEARING ON
"OVERVIEW OF THE CREDIT BUREAUS AND THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT''
JULY 12,2018
Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS) is the nationwide organization of banking and
financial regulators from aliSO states, American Samoa, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The mission ofCSBS is to suppon the leadership role of state
banking supervisors in advancing the state banking system; ensuring safety and soundness;
promoting economic gro111h and consumer protection; and fostering innovative state regulation
ofthe financial sen•ices industry.
State regulators chaner and supervise 79 percent of all banks in the United States. In addition,
state regulators Iicense and supen•ise a variety of non-bank financial services providers,
including fintech, mongage lending, money transmission, and consumer finance. CSBS, on
behalf of state regulators, also operates the Nationwide Muhistate Licensing System (NMLS) to
license and register those engaged in mongage, money transmission, and other non-bank
financial services industries.
CSBS appreciates the opponunity to submit this statement for the record on recent effons by
state regulators related to credit bureaus. The recent special multi-state examination demonstrates
the responsiveness of the state financial regulatory system working together to protect
confidential personal information.
Consent Order with Egui fax
On June 25, 2018, state financial regulatory agencies entered into a Consent Order with Equifax
Inc., requiring the company to take specific action to protect confidential consumer information
in the wake of an extensive security breach last year. Equifax, one of the country's three major
credit reponing agencies, disclosed in September 2017, that a vulnerability in one of its websites
was exploited by criminal hackers in May 2017 to gain access to the personal information of an
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estimated 146 million U.S. consumers. Data accessed through this cybercrimeevent included
individual customer names, Social Security numbers, birth dates, addresses, and related
personally identifiable infonnation.
Inresponse to this breach, an examination team composed of state financial regulators from
Alabama, California, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, North Carolina, and Texas
initiated a multi-state examination of the company in November 2017 to evaluate the company's
infonnation seturity and cybers~urity controls. The states' examination evaluated the
company's cybers~urity, internal audit, risk management and controls.
Inthe Consent Order, Equifax agreed to improve how it prot~ts personally identifiable
infonnation. The company will undertake a restructuring of its risk management processes,
strengthening of internal controls and processes, and enhanced oversight by the Board of
Directors on the inforn1ation s~urity program. The corr~tive actions will apply to Equifax's
operations nationwide. Compliance with the consent order will be subject to regulator approval
and follow-up reports are required from the company. Additionally, the consent order preserves
the right of individual states to bring additional actions.
The order requires the Equifax Board and/or Management to:
• Review and approve a written infonnation security risk assessment.
• Improve the oversight of their audit function by establishing a fonnal and documented
internal audit program that effectively evaluates IT controls.
• Approve a consolidated written lnfonnation Security Program and review and an annual
report on the adequacy of that program.
• The Board must enhance its oversight of the company's infonnation seturity program.
• Improve oversight of critical vendors consistent with the guidance from the Federal
Financial Institutions Examination Council's(FFIEC) "Outsourcing Technology Services
IT Examination Handbook" and in the "Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards."
• Improve standards and controls for supporting the patch management function and
implement an effective patch management program to reduce the number of unpatched
systems and ins.tances of extended patching time frames.
• Enhance oversight ofdisaster recovery and business continuity.
• Submit a list ofall remediation projects planned or in process in response to the 2017
breach to the Multi-state Regulatory Agencies.
• Require an independent third party to validate all such remediation projects and provide
notice to the Multi-state Regulatory Agencies.
• Provide progress reports on a quarterly basis to the Multi-state Regulatory Agencies.
As part of required ongoing supervision, the company is required to file written reports 11~th state
bank regulators detailing progress with the various provisions of the order on a quarterly basis,
and quarterly written progress report submissions will continue until the regulators release the
provision.
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Amendment to Bank Service Comoonv Act
Moving forward, CSBS encourages enactment ofH.R 3626, the Bank Service Ccmpany
Examination Coordina!ion Act. This legislation 11~11 enhance stale and federal regulators' ability
to coordinate examinations ofand share information on ban.ks' technology vendors inan
eftective and efficient manner. Banks partner 11~th third-party technology service providers
(TSPs) to outsource a wide variety of critical banking services. The Bank Service Company Act
(BSCA) authorizes federal regulators to examine TSPs to assess the potential risks they pose to
individual client banks and the broader banking sr.;tem. Currently, 38 states have similar
authority under state Jaw. The BSCA is silent regarding authorities and/or roles of state banking
regulators, limiting the ability of federal and state regulators ro share information on TSPs.
Amending the BSCA to appropriately reflect states' authority to examine TSPs will improve
state-federal coordinatiQn and information sharing and promote more efticient supervision of
TSPs that provide critical services to a broad range of banks.
We look forward to working to with the Committee on these issues, another other issues vital to
the financial se!l•ices industry.
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REPORTS AND LETTERS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR SCOTT

PERC
RE5tJlJSANDSOLUTlONS
9 July2018
The Honorable Mike Crapo
Chairman
Comminee on Banking, Housing
& Urban Aflairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Rc:

The Honorable Sherrod Brown
Ranking Member
Committee on Banking, Housing
& Urban AOairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

S. 3040, the Credit Access and Inclusion Act

Dear Chaim1an Crapo and Ranking Member Brown:
On behalf of the nearly 50 million Credit Invisible Americans- largely comprised of
Millennials, elderly Americans, lower income earners, members of minority
communities, and legal immigrants-we write to thank you for your continued leadership
on the problem of Credit Invisibility. Those without a credit history, or for whom no
score can be generated owing to a lack of sunicient predictiYe data, face daunting
challenges when trying to secure anordable sources of mainstream credit.
Mainstream lenders, unable to assess an applicant's risk, automatically reject Credit
lnvisibles, forcing them to haYe their real credit needs met by high-priced ahematiYe
financial services providers (AFSPs). Many among the 50 million are ne,•er able to break
out from the "Credit Catch 22," that in orderto qualify for credit you have to already
have credit. Consequently, the dream ofhomeownership or owning a small business
remains just that- a dream and not a reality.
Worse still, non-financial service creditors are able and do today report late payment
data-defaults, cl1arge ons, delinquencies, and collections-to nationwide consumer
reporting agencies, directly or indirectly through collection agencies. What's missing is
timely payment data- the overwhelming majority of total payment data. As a result,
people are being punished for their credit transgressions, but not receiving any benefit for
their good credit behavior.
The Credit Access and Inclusion Act recognizes the seriousness of the problem of Credit
Invisibility, and seeks to rectify the terrible economic injustice from reponing negali,•e
data but not positive data. By clarifying that the Fair Credit Reponing Act pem1its nonfinancial sen•ice creditors-energy utilities, telecommunications and media finns,
landlords and property management firms-to fully report customer pa)1nent data to
nationwide consumer reporting agencies, including positive payment data, a significant
first slcp is being taken to end this problem for the SO million Creditlnvisibles.

&109 Farett<>·ille Ro•d, Stt. 120240
Ourham, i\'C 21713 USA
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There are abundant reasons why we support this bill, and why we urge all members of
CQngress to get behind this important piece of legislation. Key reasons include:
The solution-clarifying that non-financial payment data is already pennitted

under the Fair Credit Reponing Act and thereby eliminating e1•ident regulatory
uncertainty-is a pen-stroke solution that will cost the American taxpayer exactly
nothing to implement;
The solution is supported by over a decade of empirical research on millions of
Americans lucky enough to have had this data li1lly reported at one or more
nationwide CQnsumer reporting agencies. For any gi1•en default rate, more credit
is extended--resulting in sustained economic growth and job creation.
The largest net beneficiaries from the solution included in S. 3040 are the Credit
lnvisibles, who are overwhelmingly comprised of lower income Americ.ans (as
many as 40% of whom would qualify for some fonn of prime credit), members of
minority communities (African Americans and Hispanics experience a 21 %and
22% increase in access to mainstream credit), Millennials and the above 66
populations (14% increase in mainstream credit access), and lower income
persons (24% for those earning less than $20,000 and I5% for those earning
$20,000 to S29,999 annually).
This solution has been used in more than 90 countries as di1·erse as Britain, China,
Colombia, Germany, and New Zealand. In some cases, non-financial pa)1nent data has
been used in credit reports for more than a half-century to great success. In fact, the
World Bank even endorses the inclusion of fully-reported non-financial pa)1nent data in
their General Principles for Credir Reporring.1
In summary, S. 3040 otTers consumers a powerful tool to build and/or rebuild their good
credit history, enabling dramatically improved access to affordable sources of
mainstream credit. This will empower individuals with the necessary resources to build
assets and generate wealth by owning a home or a small business. The scourge of Credit
Invisibility will be nearly eliminated, and tens of millions ofdeserving and hard working
Americans will finally escape the "Credit Catch 22."
There is a research consensus around this solution.2 Now is not the time to further study
the 1ransforn1ative power of alternative data on Credit Invisibility. Instead, Congress must
act forcefully and authoritatively in support of$. 3040.
Sincerely,

t

AY<tilable for download at

hnp·/b:jtemmttrfS wqddbank nqr/FINANC!Af.SECIOR/Resourccs/Crtdtt Reporting tgrt pdC
2 See http· 1/www oeoc netlwp·rnnrept/yploads/2015/03/RegarcbConsensu$ pd[
~09Fay<tteville Road, Slt. 1202
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r~-/t2/--Michacl A. Turner, Ph.D.
President and CEO

ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTINGUSE OF
ALTERNATIVE DATAIN CREDIT REPORTS
180 Degrees, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Asian Economic Development Association, Minnesota
Association for Enterprise Opportunity
The Abilities Fund, Florida
Ashoka: Innovators for the Public, Washington DC
Asset Builders of America, Inc., Wisconsin
Asset Building Policy Project (The Michigan Asset Building Coalition),
Michigan
BMO Harris Bank, Illinois
Bread for the World, Washington DC
Community and Shelter Assistance Corp (CASA) of Oregon, Oregon
Capital Area Asset Builders, Washington DC
Center for Financial Services Innovation (CFSI), Illinois
Collaborative Support/Community Enterprises, New Jersey
Colorado Community Action Association, Colorado
Community Economic Development Association of Michigan(CEDAM),
Michigan
Community Financial Resources, California
Connecticut Voices for Children, Connecticut
Council on Crime and Justice, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Credit Builders Alliance, Washington DC
CRIF Lending Solutions, Atlanta, Georgia
Doorways to Dreams (D2D) Fund, Massachusetts
Dun & Bradstreet Pty Ltd., New Jesey
EARN, California
ECDC, Virginia
Experian, California
Financial Services Innovation Coalition Consortium, Washington, D.C.
Financial Services Roundtable, Washington DC
The Family Cons.ervancy, Kansas
Good Work Network, Louisiana
~09 Fayetteville Road, Stt. 120·
240
Durham, NC 277 13 USA
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Heartland Alliance for Human Needs & Human Rights, Illinois
Hope Communities, Inc., Colorado
IDA and Asset Building Collaborative ofNC, North Carolina
Insight Center for Community Economic Development, California
Jewish Community Action, Minnesota
Kansas Action f<>r Children, Kansas
Minnesota Credit UnionAssociation
Michigan IDA Partnership/ OLHSA, Michigan
Micro Mite, Florida
MissionAsset Fund, California
The Midas Collaborative, Massachusetts
National Association of Home Builders, Washington DC
National Association of Realtors, Washington DC
National Black Caucus of State Legislators
National Coalition for Asian Pacific American Community Development
National Consumer Reporting Association, Illinois
Neighborhood Partnerships, Oregon
Asset Building Program of the New America Foundation, Washington DC
New\Vell Fund, Virginia
Okanogan County Community Action Council, Washington
OnTrack Financial Education & Counseling, North Carolina
Opportunity Finance Network, Pennsylvania
Policy and Economic Research Council (PERC), North Carolina
Policylink, New York
Prosper, California
Prosperity Now, Washington DC
RAISE Kentucky, Kentucky
RAISE Texas, Texas
RentBureau, Ge<>rgia
Rural Dynamics Inc., Montana
Sunrise Banks, Minnesota
SVT Group, California
TransUnion LLC, Illinois
United Way of Forsyth County, North Carolina
U.S. Bancorp, Minnesota
Washington Asset Building Coalition
The Women's Center, Washington DC
~09 Fayetteville Road, Stt.120·
240
Durham, NC 277 13 USA
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Five Ways Alternative Data Can Expand Credit Access
By Rep. Keith Ellison (D-MN)
Millions ofAmericans lack credit scores or have scores that are too low to gain access to affordable
credit. This problem disproportionately aiTec1s young people, Ali'ican-Americans, Latinos and
immigrams, many ofwhom can't establish a crc>dit score without taking ondebt. Congress can help
address this issue by pro~iding companies with aftinnative pem1ission to thicken credit reports "ith
predictive ahemative data.
According to the Consunler Financial Protection Bureau, at least 45 million Americans cannot access
atTordable mainstream sources of credit becat~e they either have no credit repon or have insufliciem
credit hir.tories to be scored. These Americans are known as "credit imisibles.• They encounter
diflicuhies whenuying to rem an apartment or 10 take out a loan to obtain low-<:ost consumer credit.
But there is a solution. Many credit invisibles regularly make pa)~nents on their gas, water, electric,
heating oil, cable TV. broadband. wireless cellphone bills and pay rent on their apartments or homes.
These payments are recognized as credit and predicti1•e ofrisk. However, this pa)'ment infom1a1ion is
typically reported 10 a credit bureau when the customer is in collection, not when people pay their bills on
time.
Reponing this ahernative pa)~nent data would substantially reduce credit invisibilil)' and enable an
estimated 40%ofcredit irwisibles to qualify for some variant of prime credit. According to research by
the Policy and Economic Research Council and the Brookings Institution, using a sample of more than
four million actual credit reportS with fully reported nonfinancial pa)went data, simulations showed that
the inclusion of the nonfi11rutcial data would enable creditacceptance to increase 22% for Hispanics, 21%
for African-American~ 21% for thclowcr.t income households. and 14% for people under 25 years old
and those over 66.
While these increases seem large, one should consider that the CFPB has found that 28% of Hispanics
and African-Americans and 45% of indi11duals in the lowest-income census tracts are unscoreable with
traditional credit scores ~nd data. Credit reports that take into account when people pay their bills on time
help the Americans who need credit the most.
I am no"' championing legislation in Congress which would clarify that energy utility finns.
telecommunications companies and propeny management finns and landlords can report on-time
payment data to nationwide credit reporting agencies. While such reporting is not illegal, regulatory
uncertain!)' has hindered its practice.
My bill. the Credit Access and Inclusion Act of 2015, enables the addition of positil'e payments. There is
nothing in the bill that would require or incentivize utilitycompanies to start reporting late payment
diftl:rently.
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Arecent ~ by Chi Chi Wu published in American Banker cautioned that there may be pitf.1lls to using
alternative data to help credit in11sibles. However, my proposal would greatly benefit underserved
Americans. Here are five substamiated and incontro,·ertible facts about how altemative data can help
promote access to credit

57

Fact #I: The status quo hanns credit invisibles. Credit im·isibles currently ha1•e their credit needs met by
pawnshops, payday lenders and check-cashing services. These Americans pay an estimated $4 billion per
year in fees, funher entrenching their financial diOiculties.
Fact #2: Credit scoring has made lending fairer and more inclusive. Study after study shows that
automated underwriting better predicts risk than manual unde111~iting, and is more inclusil•e for

traditionally und~rved populations.
Fact #3: Reponing bills paid on time makes the system more forgil~ng and more inclusive. The nature of
the problem is not that credit reponing and credit scoring are inherently discriminatory and promote
exclt~ion, but rather that our national credit bureaus only have infonnation on poople who are already
banked. Therefore credit scores are limited as a tool for promoting financial inclusion. In shon, the
problem is one ofdata, not discrimination.
Factll4: Having a low score is better than no score. Ifyou are a credit invisible, you will almost always
be denied access to aftbrdable credit In this context, having any score -even a low one - is superiorto
ha~•ing none at all. The notion that having no score may somehow be helpful in finding anapanment or
employment or getting a more afibrdable insurance rate is also highly contestable. When applying for
insurance, an apanment and ajob, a credit rcpon is one piece of infonnation considered among many
others.
Fact #5: Predatory and subprime lenders already seek data oncredit imisibles. It is mainstream lenders
who tend to overlook this population for prime ofiers and in traditional undmvriting. To create a twotiered system in which alternative data is used only for the othe11vise unscoreable, as suggested in Wu's
o(>-ed, is a bad idea. One tier would be reserved for mainstream lenders offering competitive loans
serviced by the maincredit bureau databases. Another tier would be designated for higher-pric~d niche
lenders that use special databases to market to the credit inl'isibles. Not only would this segregate society,
it also would result in consumer conft~ion and erode imponant consumer rights and protections.
Therefore we should strive to bring all consumers into the same mainstream lending system where
possible.
For all of these reasons, it is impoJtantthat Congress p!OI'ide aOirrnatil'e permission to add on-time utility
and telecommunications payment data to credit repons and scores. This would open up credit, housing
and employment opponu11ities for tens of millions of Americans and make our current credit system more
inclusil'e and accurate.
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Rep. Keith Ellison is a member ofthe House Financial Senices Commirtee.
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• Kenneth P. Bre"oort
• Philipp Grimm
• Michelle Kambara
This is another inan occasional series of publications from the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau's Office of Research. These publications are intended to further the Bureau's objecti1•eof
providing an e1~dence-based perspective on consumer financial markets, consumer beha1ior,
and regulations to inform the public discourse.
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1. Introduction
Consumers 111th limited credit histories reflected in the credit records maintained by the three
nation111de credit reporting agencies (NCRAs) face significant challenges in accessing mnst
credit markets.' NCRA reoords are often used by lenders when making credit decisions. In
particular, lenders often use credit scores, such as one of the FICO or VantageScore scores, that
are derived entirely from NCRA reoords when deciding whether to approve a loan application or
in setting a loan's interest rate. If a consumer dnes not have a credit reoord 111th one of the
NCRAs or if the record contains insufficient information to assess her creditworthiness, lenders
are much less likely to ex1end credit. As a result, consumers 111th limited credit histories can
face substantially reduced access to credit.
In broad terms, consumers 11ith limited credit histories can be placed into two groups. The first
group is comprised of consumers without NCRA credit records. We refer to this group as "credit
im1sibles." The second group includes consumers who, while they have NCRA credit records,
have records that are considered "unscorable; meaning they contain insufficient credit histories
to generate a credit score. Generally speaking, a credit reoord may be considered unscorable for
two reasons: (!) it contains insufficient information to generate a score, meaning the record
either has too few accounts or has aocounts that are too new to contain sufficient pal1nent
history to calculate a reliable credit score; or (2) it has become "stale"in that it contains no
recently reported activity. The exact definition of what constitutes "insufficient" or "stale"
information differs across credit scoring models, as each model uses its 01111 proprietal)'
definition. Our analysis is based on a commercially-available credit scoring model that we
belie1·e uses a relatively narrow definition of a "scorable" credit record, but one that we believe is
consistent with most credit scores used today. We refer to these records as "unscored"rather

1

Thelh,.. KCRAs are F.quifax, ~rian, and TransUnion.
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than "unseorable" to reflect the fact that other credit scoring models might generate scores for
these records. Nevertheless, we believe our estimates of the population with unscored credit
records accurately reflect the circumstances faced by consumers with limited credit histories.
The challenges that credit imisibles and consumers 11ith unscored records face in accessing
credit markets has generated considerable attention from researchers and industry participants.
Sereral studies have explored the potential ofvarious types of "alternative data• to supplement
the information contained in the NCRA credit records and allow credit scores to be generated
for these consumers.' Stakeholders have debated the implications of doing so for those 11ith
limited credit history as well as those with scorable files whose credit profiles might change 11ith
the addition of such data. Several industry participants have also developed scoring products
that are aimed specifically at these populations.3
Despite all of this atten.tion, very little is known about the number or characteristics of credit
in1isibles or consumers 11ith unscored credit records. This Data Point documents the results of
a research project undertaken by Staff in the Office of Research of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) to better understand how many consumers are either credit invisible
or have unscored credit records and what the demographic characteristics of such consumers
are.
This analysis was conducted using the CFPB's Consumer Credit Panel (CCP), a 1-in-48
longitudinal sample of de-identified credit records purchased from one of the NCRAs and
representative of the population of consumers 11ith credit records. This dataset contains
information on almost 5 million consumer credit records. While these data contain no direct·
identifying information (such as name, address, or Social Security Number), for each credit

2

For example, see Turner, r1 cl. (20o6), E.xperian (2014), and Schneiderand Schune (2007) for utility pa)~lent.s,
E.<perian RentBureau (2014) for rent>! pa)'ment~ and CFPB (2014)for reminanoos.

3for example, FJCO n!CtntiJ announced tl\31 it islaunchinga pilot project th3t ~\1ends the number of oonsumers
whose records can be soor..>d u~ng alternati\-e dau on utili~· and teleoommunication bill payments and propel1)'
record data (FICO, 2015). LexisXa,is has also introduced a credit sooring model, Riskl"iew, that usesaltemati'-e
data to a'-pand the numbe:r of credit records that can be soored (Feinstein, 2013). The new ,-ersionofthe
VantageScore, wrsion 3.0, uses ahemati'-e dau when it is "~ilable ona credit record toexpand the numberof
oonsumers "-Ms. records canbe soored (VantageScore, 2013). Forother e.xrunpl~ see Jacob and Schneider
(2oo6).
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record we observe the consumer's census tract, year of birth, and a commercially-available
credit score.
We use these data from December 2010 to estimate the number of credit im~sibles ineach tract
by taking the difference between the number of adults li1ing in the tract according to the 2010
DEcennial Census and the number ofcredit records in each tract, as estimated from the CCP.
Since the 2010 Census publishes data on population by age, and since the CCP contains year of
birth, we estimate the number of credit invisibles in each tract for each of thirteen different age
groups. For each of these age groups, we also calculate the number of consumers ~>ith unscored
credit records in each tract using the CCP. Then using variation across census tracts in the
racial and ethnic comp<)Sitionof the population and their household incomes, which we take
from the 2008-2012 American Community Survey, we estimate how the incidence of being
credit imisible or ha1ing an unscored credit record differs across these demographic
characteristics.
Key findings of this report include:
• As of 2010, 26 millionconsumers in the United States were credit imisible, representing
about 11 percent of the adult population. An additional 19 million consumers, or 8.3
percent of the adult population, had credit records that were treated as unscorable by a
commercially-available credit scoring model. These records were about evenly split
between those that were unscored because of an insufficient credit history (9.9 million)
and because of a lack of recent history (9.6 million).
• There is astron,g relationship between income and ha1ing a scored credit record. Almost
30 percent of consumers in low-income neighborhoods are credit invisible and an
additional 15 percent have unscored records. These percentages are notably lower in
higher-income neighborhoods. For example, in upper-income neighborhoods, only4
percent of adults arecredit invisible and another 5 percent have unscored credit records.
• Blacks and Hispanics are more likely than Whites or Asians to be credit invisible or to
hal'e unscored credit records. About 15 percent of Blacks and Hispanics are credit
invisible (compared to9 percent of Whites and Asians) and an additional13 percent of
Blacks and 12 percent of Hispanics have unscored records (compared to 7 percent of
Whites). These differences are observed across all age groups, suggesting that these
differences materialize early in the adult lil'es of these consumers and persist thereafter.
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2. Data
2.1 Data Sources
The data used in this study come from three sources. The first is the CFPB's Consumer Credit
Panel (CCP), a longitudinal sample of approximately 5 million de-identified credit records that
is nationally representath·e of the credit records maintained by one of the NCRAs. This study
primarily uses data from December 2010; however, as described below, we also use information
for these same consumers from December 2014 in cleaning the data.
For each time period, tile entire credit record is supplied in the CCP, excluding any directidenti~1ng personal information (such as name, address, or Social Security Number). In
addition to the credit records, the CCP includes a commercially-available credit score, which we
use to indicate which records were scored and which were not. For each unscored record, an
"exclusion code" is provided indicating why the record could not be scored using the model for
the commercially-available credit score.
Like most credit scoring models, the model that generated the soores in the CCP was built to
predict future credit performance (that is, the likelihood, relative to other borrowers, that a
consumer 11ill become '90 or more days past due on a credit obligation in the follo111ng two
years).• In some cases, the model builders 11ill determine that a credit record does not contain
enough information to make a suitably reliable prediction. During soore development, these
records are excluded and are unscored by the model going forward.

'This is a genericdefinition of"credit perfonnance• used in credit scoring models. The e."'ct definition used "ill '~I)·
from one credit scoring model to another. f'or more information on measures ofperformance in credit scoring
models, see Board of Go1·emors of the Federnt R""'ll'e S)>tem (2007).
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There are two types of unsoored re(ords in the CCP.s The first, "insufficient unsoored" records,
do not contain enough information to generate the score, meaning either that the record
contained too few reported accounts or accounts that did not have asufficientlylong credit
histol)'. The Se(Ond type, "stale unscored"records, do not contain any re(ently reported
information. Our anal)'sis examines these two types of unsoored credit re(ords separately.
When al'3ilable, a year of birth is included in theCCP for each record.6 We use this information
to calculate the age of each consumer at the end of 2010. This allows us to examine how the
incidence of being cred.it in1~sible or ha~ng an unsoored credit record varies with age. Though
credit records in the CCP do not include address information, each consumer's census tract
using 2010 census definitions is pro1ided. This allows us to measure how credit records are
distributed across the countl)•.
The seccnd source of data used in this study is the 2010 Qe(ennial Census, conducted by the
U.S. Census Bureau. The Decennial Census indicates the number of consumers in eachcensus
tract. It also pro1~des information on the racial and ethnic mix of each tract. In our analysis, we
focus on four different racial or ethnic groups: Hispanics or Latinos ("Hispanics"), NonHispanic Asians("Asians"), Non-Hispanic Blacks or African Americans ("Blacks"), and nonHispanic Whites ("Whites"). All other non-Hispanic racial groups, which include American
Indians or Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians or Other Pacific Islanders, or multi-racial
indi~duals, are included in a categOI)' labelled ' Other."
The third source of data comes from the 2008-2012 American Community Survey (ACS), which
is also conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. Among other information, the ACS includes the
median household income in each tract, county, and Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). We
use this information to calculate the"relative income" of each tract. Relative income is defined
as the ratio between the median household income of the tract and the median household
income of the surrounding area, which is the MSA for urban tracts or the countyfor mral tracts.
Follo11ing the definitions used in the Community Reinvestment Act, we then characterize each

s Cr<dil reoords in the CCP "ill also be unsoortd if the reoord belongs to a deceased consumer. Our anal)>is focuses
onli'ing consumers ,,nose records "ill only be unscored for these two reasons.

6Though credit reoords also contain the monthand day or birth for consumers, the CCP does not include!his
information to help mainlain the pri'""l' oflheconsumers in our sample.
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tract as low, moderate, middle, or upper income, depending on whether the tract's relative
income is below so percent, between so and So percent, between So and 120 percent, or above
120percent.

2.2 Dataset Creation
Estimating the number of credit im~sibles is complicated by the fact that almost no data exists
specifically for this population. Some datasets that collect data on a representative sample of the
entire population, like the Survey of Consumer Finances or the ACS, certainly include
information on credit invisibles, but do not collect information that allows one to determine
which sample observations are credit invisible. Datasets like the CCP generally have good
information about consumers "ith credit records but by definition cannot include consumers
without credit records.
Our approach is to estimate the number of credit invisibles by comparing the adult population
in the U.S. from the 2010 Decennial Census "ith an estimate of the number ofadults who have a
credit record at the NCRAs. While this mayseem straightforward, it is actually a complex
undertaking. The reason is that many consumers have multiple credit records within the data of
the NCRAs. As a result, comparing the number of credit records maintained by the NCRAs 11~th
the U.S. population wo11ld be misleading. For example, the CCP in 2010 contained 4.91 million
credit records. Given the 1-in-48 sampling rate used by the CCP, this implies that there were
about 236 million credit records at the NCRA, more than the 235 million adults in the U.S.
according to the Census. By itself, this would suggest that there are no consumers \\othout credit
records.
The reason that some consumers have multiple credit records is the existence of"fragment
files." These are credit records containing a portion of a consumer's credit history that exist
outside of the consumer's primary file. Take for example a consumer "ith a credit record who
opens a new credit card. When the lender or set\"cer first reports the account, the NCRA
attempts to match it with the correct credit record using a proprietary algorithm. If, based on
that algorithm, the NCRA is unable to find any credit records that match, or is unable to find a
unique match, perhaps reflecting erroneous or incomplete information reported 11oth the new
account, then the newly reported credit card "ill be placed in its own credit record. Most of
these fragment files are temporary. Over time, as more information comes in, the NCRA may
determine that the credit record is a fragment and that the accounts in the record belong to a
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consumer 11ith an existing credit record. When this happens, the infonnation in the fragment
file gets subsumed in the consumer's primary credit record and the fragment file ceases to exist.
Fragment files present an interesting challenge for estimating the number of consumers who
have credit records at the NCRAs. An accurate measurement requires pnming from the data
those records that are likely to be fragment files; othen,ise, we ""1 overestimate the number of
consumers 11ith a cred.it record and underestimate the number of credit im~sibles. For example,
as discussed above, 11ithout any pnming the CCP (or other data based on credit records) would
imply that all Americans have credit records or, possibly, that there are more records than
people.
Our process of cleaning the data involves the follo11ing exclusions. First, since we are
comparing credit records to the U.S. population, we exclude credit records that indicate the
consumer was li,~ng outside of the fifty states. Second, we exclude the credit records of
consumers who appear to be deceased in December 2010.
We then use hindsight 1o identify fragment files. We discard any credit record from December
2010 that does not appear in the December 2014 data as well, suggesting that the record had

been purged from the database or merged into another record during this time. Finally, we
e.xclude any credit record that had no reported year of birth in either December 2010 or
December 2014. Birth dates tend to he an important characteristic in matching accounts to
credit records. Accounts that lack this information are less likely to be (uniquely) matched to an
e.xisting credit record and are more likely to be placed into a fragment file. Any CCP record that
was missing year-of-birth infonnation for four years should also have been missing date-of-birth
infonnation in the records maintained by the NCRA over this period, which suggests that these
records are fragments containing accounts that could not he linked.7 We discuss these
exclusions in more detail in AppendLx A.
Once we have removed the likely fragment files, we estimate the number ofcredit invisibles in
each tract as the difference between the tract's adult population according to the 2010 Decennial

' This is furthersupported by the pw~lence ofauthorized user acrounts in lhese files. Authorized users are people
whoare permined louse a m-ohingaccount, likea credil card, "ithout being legally liable foranyoflhe charges
Ihal are incurred. lenders generally do nol require a lot ofdetail onlheseoonsumers and, based on our
conversations"ithindustry participants, their atoou.nts often end up infragmentfiles as a result. For more
information on authorized userattOunts and the issues in\'Oh·ed, see Bre\'oort, Mel)\ andCanner(2:012).
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Census and our estimate of the number of consumers in the tract who have a credit record. Since
the 2010 Decennial Census pro1~des tract-level information on population by age, we are able to
calculate the number of credit im~sibles for each of thirteen different age groups: Ele1•enage
groups are defined using fil'e-year spans of ages from 20 through 74 (i.e, 20 to 24, 25 to 29) and
the remaining two containJS-t0-19 year olds and those 75 or older. We also estimate the
number of consume.rs 11ith insufficient-unscored and stale-unscored credit records from the
CCP for each tract at each of the 13 age groups.
These estimates of the number ofcredit in~isibles and consumers 11ith unscored credit records
depend crucially on the exclusions described earlier in this section. To the extent that some of
the excluded credit records may have been the primary records of consumers, our estimates of
the number of credit im~sibles 11~11 be overstated and the number of consumers with a credit
record (scored or unscored) 11ill be understated. In contrast, if we have failed to exclude some
credit records that are fragment files, then our estimates 11~1! tend to understate the number of
credit im~sibles and potentiallyOl'erstate the number of consumers 11~th credit records. One
e.~clusion that we considered imposing, but decided against, was remo1ing consumers whose
only item on their credit record was a third-party debt collection or public record (such as a tax
lien). While some of these are likely fragment files, our analysis suggested that remo1ing these
would likelyexclude too many primary files. As a result, we believe that our estimate of the
number of cred.it imisibles is likely low and our estimate of the number of consumers ~>ith
unscored credit records likely overstated slightlysince debt-collection-onlyor public-recordonly credit records tend to be unscored. We pro1ide additional detail on the consequences of
each of these exclusion:s for our estimates of the number of credit invisibles and consumers 11ith
unscored records in Appendix A.
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3. How Many Americans Have
Limited Credit Histories?
Our estimates suggest that approximately 188.6 million Americans have credit records at one of
the NCRAs that can be scored by the commercially·a11lilable model that infonns our analysis.
This represents over 80 percent of the adult population. An additional19-4 million Americans,
representing 8.3 percent of the adult population, hal"e credit records that cannot be scored.
These are almost evenly split between consumers "ith credit records that are insufficient
unscored (9.9 million) <!nd those that are stale unscored (9.6 million). The remaining 11 percent
of adults, or about 26 million An1ericans, are credit in1isible.
Credit history is something that consumers establish over the course ofa lifetime. As a result,
one would expect the problem of limited credit history to be more concentrated among the
young. This pattern is observed in the data. Panel (A) of fig1ore 1shows the share of consumers
in each age group that are credit imisible, have unscored records because of insufficient
infonnation, or have umscored records because of a lack of recently reported information. As
shown, ol"er So percent of18 or 19 year olds are credit inlisible or have unscored records. This
percentage drops substantially for older consumers, falling below 40 peroent in total for the 20
to 24 year old age group. After age 60, the number ofconsumers that are credit im'isible or that
have an unscored record increases "itb age. With our e.xisting data, it is difficult to detennine to
what extent this reflects an age effect (a greater tendency ofcredit histories to shrink or become
stale with age), a cohort effect (in which people born earlier than1950 had thinner credit
histories over the course of their lives, possibly reflecting less credit reporting during the periods
of their lives when they were actively using credit), or some combination.
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FIGURE 1:

INCIDENCE AND NUMBER OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDIT INVISIBLE OR HAVE RECORDS
THATARE UNSCORED

(A) Share of Consumers that are Credit Invisible or Unscored
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The data shown in panel (A) also indicate that the causes ofan unsoored credit record differ
substantially by age. The share of consumers 11ith an unscored credit record because of an
insufficient credit historydeclines with age. Onlya small percentage of consumers aged 65 or
older have records that are unscored because of an insufficient history; instead, most of the
unscored records for these older consumers are the result of a lackof recent information.
Interestingly, ha1ing astale-unscored credit record is not strongly related to age. Infact, the
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incidence of a stale unscored record is higher for consumers aged 25 to 49 than it is for
consumers older than so.
As this suggests, most consumers that are credit invisible or that have an unsoored credit record
are young. Panel (B) of figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of consumers who are

credit im;sible or have unscored records. Over 10 million of the estimated 26 million credit
im~sibles are younger than 25. Consumers in this age group also account for a disproportionate
share ofinsufficient-u11soored credit records. In contrast, most consumers "ith stale-unsoored
records are middle aged. Consumers aged between 25 and so account for over half of staleunscored credit records.
Other characteristics besides age may also affect the likelihood of being credit invisible or ha1ing
an unsoored credit record. Among these is income. If higher-income consumers have an easier
time quali~ing for traditional credit, eren \\ithout credit histories, then they may be more likely
than lower-income consumers to open credit cards, auto loans, or other forms of credit that are
frequently reported to the NCRAs. Relatedly, if lower-income consumers have a more difficult
time qualif)-ing for traditional credit and, as a result, rely on non-traditional sources like payday
or auto-title lenders, then this will exacerbate the differences by income as these non-traditional
sources of credit generally do not report information to the NCRAs.
E.xploring the relationship between income and the incidence of being credit invisible or ha1~ng
an unsoored record is complicated by the fact that credit records do not contain income
information. As a result, we do not know the income levels of the consumers whose credit
records are in the CCP .and, thus, rely on the relative income of each census tract as an
alternative measure. Panel (A) of figure 2 shows the number ofconsumers that are credit
im~sible or have an unsoored credit record who lil-e in census tracts \\ith each of the four
relatire income levels: low, moderate, middle, or upper. As shown, middle-income tracts
account for a larger portion of the credit im~sible and unscored population than any of the three
other income groups. Consumers from low- and upper-income neighborhoods, in particular,
make up a notably sma.ller sha.re of the credit invisible and unscored population.
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FIGURE 2:

NUMBER AND INCIDENCE OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDITINVISIBILEOR HAVE AN
UNSCORED CREDIT RECORD BY CENSUS TRACT INCOME LEVEL

(A) Number of Consumers
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By and large, these numbers reflect l'<ll)~ng population sizes in each income category. There are
many more consumers in middle·income tracts than in low-income tracts, so it is not surprising
that so many of these im1sible and unscored consumers come from middle-income tracts.
Instead, if we look at the share of consumers who are credit imisible or hare an unscored credit
record at each of these income le1•els, shown in panel (B), we see a very different pattern.
Almost so percent of consumers in low-income tracts appear to either lack a credit record
entirely or have an unscored credit record (mostly because of an insufficient credit histol)•). At
higher-income levels, tihis incidence falls sharply. In comparison, fewer than 10 percent of
consumers in upper-income tracts are credit in;isible or have unscored records. So while low·
income tracts appear to comprise a relatively small share of the credit in~sible or unscored
population (about 5 million of the total45 million consumers), this represents a significant
share of the population in those tracts.
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4. Patterns of Limited Credit
History by Race and
Ethnicity
4.1 Patterns by Race or Ethnicity
Another characteristic that has been mentioned in connection with consumers that are credit
invisible or have unscored credit records is race or etbnicity. As 11itb income, credit records do
not contain any information about the race or ethnicity of the consumer. As a result, we do not
obsen·e this information for the consumers whose credit records are in the CCP and, unlike
income, we cannot easily segment census tracts into different racial or ethnic groups. This
analysis, therefore, req11ires a different approach than we used in the pre,ious section.
To explore how the incidence of being credit imisible or ha,ing an unscored record varies with
race or ethnicity, we examine cross-tract variation in the racial composition of census tracts and
in the number of consumers who are credit imisible or have unscored records. Specifically, for
each tract, we estimate the number of consumers in each of the thirteen age groups who are
credit imisible. We then use the racial mix of the tract in each age group from the 2010
Decennial Census to estimate the racial or ethnic mix ofcredit imisibles, assuming for these
purposes that the distribution of credit imisibles in any given tract is proportionate to the racial
and ethnic composition of the tract (i.e., that members of each racial or ethnic group in a given
tract have an equal chance of being credit imisible). For example, if we find that a tract has 100
credit imisibles in a given age group, and that tracfs population in that age group is 15 percent
Black, 10 percent Hispanic, 5 percent Asian, and 70 percent White, then we would assume that
15 of these credit invisibles were Black, 10 were Hispanic, 5 were Asian, and the remaining 70
were White. We make this calculation for each tract, at each age lerel, and aggregate the
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numbers nationally. We estimate the racial and ethnic mix of consumers 11ith unscored records
using the SJme method.

FIGURE 3:

NUMBER AND INCIDENCE OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDIT INVlSIBILEOR HAVE AN
UNSCORED CREDIT RECORD BY RACE OR ETHNICITY

(A) Number of Consumers
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The results of these aggregations are shown in figure 3. Panel (A) shows our estimate of the
distribution of consumers who are credit im~sible or have unscored records across the five
different racial or ethnic groups used in this study. The patterns are largely consistent 11itb the
overall shares of these racial or ethnic groups in the population at large. Most consumers who
are credit im~sible or have unscored credit records are White. Minorities account for asmaller
share of the population that is credit imisible or has an unscored record, largely reflecting the
fact that minorities ma:ke up a smaller portion of the overall U.S. population.
Panel (8) shows the percentage of consumers from each of the five racial or ethnic groups who,
using our estimates, are credit imisible or hal'e an unscored credit record. Whites are the least
likely racial or ethnic group to be credit im~sible or to have an unscored credit record, though
the rates for Asians are almost identical. Blacks and Hispanics, as well as those included in the
"Other' racial categol)', are notably more likely to be credit in\isible or to have an unscored
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record than 'Aihites. Though Hispanics are slightly more likely than Blacks to he credit
im~sible, Blacks appear to he more likely than Hispanics to have unscored records.a
In calwlating these estimates of the racial and ethnic mix of consumers 111th limited credit
histories, we assumed that, 111thin each census tract, consumers of each race or ethnicity had an
equal likelihood of being credit invisible or having an nnscored record. Our results suggest that
consumers in census tracts \11th relatively more Blacks or Hispanics are more likely to he credit
im~sible or ha1•e an unsoored credit record. Since we observe this pattern across tracts, it is
likely that a similar pattem holds "ithin tracts as well. lftrue, our estimate of the number of
Blacks or Hispanics who are credit imoisible or have an unscored credit record is likely
underestimated and the number of \llhites or Asians overestimated.

4.2 Racial or Ethnic Patterns by Age
The results by race or ethnicity suggest that minority populations, other than Asians, are
generally more likelyto he credit invisible or have unscored credit records. As shown in the
pre1ious section, the incidence ofthese forms of minimal credit history is strongly correlated
with age. To better understand how these differences across racial or ethnic groups emerge over
the oourse of a lifetime, we also compare the incidence of being credit imisible or ha1ing an
unscored reoord by age across the different racial or ethnic groups. Because we do not obsen·e
how credit records change with age, we are unable to disentangle the effects of age from cohort
effects, such as the different macroeconomic em1ronments that oonsumers in different age
groups have faced. Ne,•ertheless, while not oonclusive, the results of tl1is analysis may provide
some evidence about whether these differences emerge at young ages and, if so, whether they
tend to dissipate with age.

8 One factorthat mar distort Illes<! figum is the underoounting of minorities (and owroounting of Whites) in the

2010 De<.nnial CensllS. The CensllS su..au's post..numeration SU~'ey forthe2010 CensllS found that, while the
2010 Censt~ "~s the most a<CUrate to date, the White popul<ttion may ha'~ beenO\<m>unted by o.SS petttnt.
Blacks may ha'~ been underoounted by2.1 petttnt and H~panicsby 1-5 percent Nule, 2012). These results "-ould
suggest that "·eare oreroounting the number of White credit imisiblesand underoountingthe number ofBl"k or
Hispaniccredit in,isibles. These changes would not ha'• had a notable effect on the number ofconsumers "ith
unscored records, though lhe percentage of Blacks and Hispanics unscored records \\'Ould be sli$ltt~· smaller.
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FIGURE 4:

..

INCIDENCE OF BEING CREDIT INVISIBLEBY AGE AND RACE OR ETHNICITY

(A) Credit lnvisibles

(B) Differentials
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Age Grows

Age Groups

The share ofconsumers in each age group who are credit invisible is shown for four racial or
ethnic groups in figure 4-• For most racial or ethnic groups, the age pattems are l"ery similar, so
we present the results slightly differently to sharpen the contrasts. The graph on tbe left, panel
(A), shows the results for Whites, which we use as the baseline group. The results suggest that
the incidence ofbeing credit invisible is very high for 18-19 year aids, but then falls sharply. The
share holds relatively s~eady after age 25, until it begins to increase withage after 6o.
The graphon the right, panel (B), which is shown at a magnified scale, shows the results for
Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics relative to the pattem for Whites. For example, among
consumers who are aged 25-29, Blacks are 5 percentage points more likely than Whites in the
same age group to be credit invisible. Fromthe left graph, panel (A), we can see that about 6
percent of Whites are credit imqsible, which means that 11 percent of Blacks are credit im~sible
at this age.

• R,.ults for the "Other rnci.ll group are omitted from the remaininggrnphs of th~ section to reduce the amount of
clutter; hM'm~r. they are pto~ided inthe tables in Appendix B.
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The patterns in this graph indicate that Blacks and Hispanics are more likely than Whites to be
credit imisible at almost every age. While we are unable to detennine with our existing data
whether these reflect age or cohort effects, these patterns suggest that the relatively higher
incidences of being credit in,~sible for Blacks and Hispanics emerge at young ages and tend to
persist over time. The difference between Whites and Asians is much less consistent across
ages. Like Blacks and Hispanics, Asians younger than 30 or older than 60 are more likely to be
credit im1sible than are Whites; however, Asians aged 30 to 59 have a lower incidence of being
credit invisible. This suggests that the relati,·e equality between Whites and Asians in terms of
the aggregate incidences of being credit im~sible (sh0\\11 earlier in table panel (b) of figure 3)
conceals significant differences across ages.
Figure 5 shows a similar analysis for the incidence of unscored credit records. The left panels
show the incidence for Whites of having an unscored record because of an insufficient credit
history, panel (A), or a lack of recent history, panel (C). The right panels, (B) and (D), show the
patterns by age for the other three racial or ethnic groups relative to Whites for these two types
of unscored records, respecti,•ely.
The results indicate that the share of Whites "~th a credit record that is unscored because of an
insufficient credit history declines steadily by age, as sho\\n in panel (A). Blacks and Hispanics
have consistently higher likelihoods of ha,1ng an insufficient unscored credit record (panel (B)).
The differences are largest at younger ages. While they decline for older consumers, Blacks and
Hispanics of all ages are more likely than Whites to have an insufficient-unscored credit record.
While young Asians are less likely, and older Asians more likely, than Whites to have an
insufficient-unscored credit record, the gap between Asians and Whites remains less than one
percentage point across all age groups.
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FIGURE 5:

INCIDENCE OF HAVING AN INSUFFICIENT-UNSCORED OR STALE-UNSCORED CREDIT
RECORD BY AGE AND RACE OR ETHNICITY
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The patterns by age for records that are stale-unscored are somewhat different. For Whites, the
likelihood ofha1~ng a stale-unscored record increases 11ith age until around 25-34 (panel (C)).
It then declines 11ith age thereafter. The share of Black or Hispanic consumers who have astaleunscored record is consistently higher than Whites at almost all age lel'els (the exception being
18-19 years of age, when the likelihood ofhavinga stale unscored record is near zero for all
consumers). This gap increases 11ith age until the mid·40S and declines thereafter. While the
gap 11ith \>\'bites declines at older ages, Blacks and Hispanics appear to be consistently more
likely to have astale-unscored credit record.
Like the pattem observed for insufficient-unscored credit records, young Asians are less likely,
and older Asians more likely, than 'A'hites to have stale-unscored credit records. Again,
howe1·er, the gap between Asians and \·\'bites remains within 1 percentage point at all age levels,
suggesting that the patterns for Asians and \\'bites are similar.
Taken together, these results suggest that Blacks and Hispanics are more likely to be credit
imisible or to have unscored credit records. These differences are observed for all age groups,
which suggests that these differences emerge at young ages and persist over the lifetimes of
these consumers.

FIGURE 6:

INCIDENCE OF HAVING A SCORED CREDIT RECORD BY AGE AND RACE OR ETHNICITY

(A) Scored Records

(B) Differentials
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The combined effects of being credit im1sible or having an unscored credit record are sh01111 in
figure 6, which depicts the share of consumers at each age 111th ascored credit record. Again,
the left panel shows the pattern by age for Whites and the right panel shows the relative patterns
for Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics.
Panel (A) of this figure shows that the share of Whites 11ith ascored credit record increases
sharply \11th age up to around age 30 and then increases more gradually through age 6o. At
older ages, the incidence ofha1ing a scored credit record decreases somewhat 11ith age. Blacks
and Hispanics, sh01111 in panel (B), are less likely than Whites to ha1•e ascored credit record at
very early ages. This gap 11idens 11ith age, becoming greater than 10 percentage points for ages
25-29 for both groups, and remains large thereafter, though it does narrow (particularly for
Hispanics around so years of age, though this narro11ing is not obserred at older ages). As our
earlier results would suggest, the pattern for Asians is somewhat different. At early ages, they
are less likely to have scored credit records than are \\fhites; however, this gap shrinks during
their 20s and disappears in their 30s to sos, during which time they are more likely to have a
scored credit record than \\fhites in the same age group. Asians older than 54, however, are less
likelyto have credit records than \\fhites.
01-erall, these patterns suggest that the problem of limited credit histol)' affects all racial or
ethnic groups. Nerertheless, Blacks and Hispanics appear more likely to be credit invisible or
have an unscored record. These differences are observed across all age levels.
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5. Conclusions
The three NCRAs have traditionally been the sole source ofinfom1ation used to calculate credit
scores like the soores produced by FICO or VantageScore. Consumers 11ith limited credit
histories established in the records of the three NCRAs generally have a harder time obtaining
credit as a result because many lenders do not extend credit to consumers 11ithout a scored
credit record or do so only in quite narrow circumstances. While there has been a lot of
attention paid to the problem oflimited credit history and to various forms of alternative data
that might mitigate it, very little is known about the number of consumers who are affected and
even less is kno1111 about their demographic characteristics.
This report uses data from the CFPB's Consumer Credit Panel and aggregate information from
the 2010 Decennial Census and 2008-2012 American Community Survey, both conducted by
the U.S. Census Bureau, to construct estimates of the number of consumers 11ith limited credit
histories. Our results suggest that there are 26 million adults in the United States 11ithout a
credit record. This amounts to 11 percent of U.S. adults. Additionally, our results suggest that
another 19 million adults (about 8 percent) have credit records that are considered "unsoorable'
by the commercially-available credit soaring model used in this analysis. These records are
almost evenly split between those that are unscored because of an insufficient credit history (too
few accounts) and th~ that are unsoored because of a lack of recently reported credit histOI)'.
Our results also suggest that there is astrong relationship between income and ha,ing a credit
record. Almost 30 percent of consumers in low-income neighborhoods are credit imisible and
an additional 16 percent have unsoored records. These percentages are notablylower in higherincome neighborhoods. For example, in upper-income neighborhoods, only 4 percent of the
population is credit invisible and another 5 percent has an unsoored record.
Additionally, our results suggest that there are significant differences in the incidence of having
a limited credit history across racial and ethnic groups. While Whites and Asians are almost
equally likely to be credit invisible or have an unscored record, the shares of Blacks and
Hispanics 11ith limited credit history are much larger. About 15 percent of Blacks and Hispanics
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are credit invisible (compared to 9 percent of Whites and Asians) and an additional13 percent of
Blacks and 12 percent of Hispanics have unscored records (compared to 7percent of Whites).
This elevated incidence of being credit invisible or having an unscored credit record is observed
across ages, suggesting that these differences across racial and ethnic groups materialize early in
the adult lives of these consumers and persist thereafter. These results suggest that the
problems that accompany having a limited credit history are disproportionally borne by Blacks,
Hispanics, and lower-income consumers.
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APPENDIX A:

Effect of Fragment File
Exclusions
Estimates of the number of credit im~sibles or consumers 11ith unscored credit records depend
crucially on the decisio·ns about which credit records in the sample to identi~· as likely fragment
files. In this Appendix, we pro1~de deta.il about the exclusions that were applied in pruning the
data of likely fragment files and the effects that these had on our results.
Before identi~ng likely fragment files, we excluded credit records for consumers lil~ng outside
of the United States. Most of these were credit records for consumers living in Puerto Rico and
other U.S. territories. About 44,000 records were excluded for this reason. We also excluded
credit records that indicated the consumer was deceased in 2010. These exclusions were
necessaty to focus on the population of interest and make the credit record population as
comparable to the Census data as possible.
Once these exclusions were made, this left a sample 11ith 4·7 million credit records. From these
we removed two groups of credit records that we believed were most likely fragment files. The
first of these groups included credit records that disappeared between December 2010 and
December 2014. In total, there were 242,727records excluded for this reason. These records
were split into two subgroups. The first subgroup included 138,152 credit records that were
identified as having been consolidated into existing credit records, which is a direct identifier of
a fragment file. The second subgroup included an additional104,575 credit records that, while
we could find no record of having been consolidated into an older credit record disappeared
during the four years.
The second group included the credit records of consumers whose credit records were missing
year-of-birth infonnation in both December2010 and December 2014. There were 153,1.52
records excluded for this reason. Date of birth is an important factor used by the NCRAs in
matching reported account information to credit records. The fact that these files had no yearof-birth information in the CCP indicates that the credit record maintained by the NCRA did not
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have a date of birth and suggests that these files contain account information that the NCRA was
unable to uniquely match to a primary file. Consistent 111th this, most of these credit records
containauthorized user accounts.
In addition to these exclusions, our estimates were also affected by records that were not
e.xcluded, but that might have contained a large share of fragment files. In particular, we
considered excluding those credit records that only contained information reported by thirdparty debt collectors or infonnation from public records. Based on conversations 111th industry
participants, we believe that NCRAs have a more difficult time finding unique matches for
infonnation from these sources. This suggests that these types of records may contain a large
number of fragment files. Ne1•ertheless, we belie1•e that e.xcluding all such records would hare
excluded too many primary credit records and chose to include these records inour estimates.
Table 1 shows the eff~ that each of these exclusions and inclusions had onour estimates of the
number of consumers who are credit in1isible or have an unscored credit record. The first line
of the table shows our estimate presented in the body of this Data Point. The following lines
show the effect that each e.xclusion or inclusion had on the overall estimate. For e.xample, the
decision to e.xclude credit records that were missing in 2014 because they likely were fragment
files had the effect of decreasing our estimate of the number of scored records by 4.3 million and
increasing our estimate of the number of credit invisibles by 11.7 million. Similarly, our decision
to include credit records that contained only third-party debt collection accounts increased our
estimate of the number of consumers 11ith ascored credit record by 0.1 million and decreased
our estimateofthe number of credit invisibles by 2.1 million.
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TABLE 1: EFFECTS OF SAMPLE EXCLUSIONS AND INCLUSIONS

Scored
Records

Credit

Stile·

lnvisibles

Unscored

Insufficient·
Unscored

1886

26

9.6

9.9

Missing in 2014 (Total)

-4.3

+11.7

·1.7

·5.7

Observed Merge

·3.0

+6.6

·1.2

·2.4

Disappeared

-1.2

+5.0

-0.5

·3.3

-6.5

+7.4

-0.4

-0.5

Debt Collection Only

+0.1

-21

+0.09

+1.9

Public Record Only

+0.01

-0.4

+0.01

+0.3

Baseline Estimate
Exclusions:

Missing Age
Inclusions:
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APPENDIX B:

0

Data Used In Figures
This Appendix pro1~des the underl}ing data used to produce each of the figures in the tex1.
TABLE 2: SHARE OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDIT INVISIBLE OR UNSCOREO, DATA FOR FIGURE !(A)

Credit Invisible

Stale-Unscored

InsufficientUnscored

18to 19 years

64.5

0.4

18.9

20 to 24 years

20.2

3.8

11.5

25to 29 years

8.9

5.9

5.9

30 lo 34 years

5.5

6.1

4.9

35to 39 years

7.6

5.6

3.9

40 to 44 years

5.1

5.4

3.4

45to 49 years

7.4

4.7

3.0

50 to 54 years

6.4

4.0

2.4

55 to 59 years

6.3

3.4

1.7

60 to 64 years

2.7

3.1

1.3

651o 69 years

8.6

2.3

0.9

70 to 74 years

11.1

2.0

06

75 years and over

17.8

2.0

0.4

Age Group
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TABLEJ: THE NUMBER OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDIT INVISIBLE OR HAVE AN UNSCORED CREDIT
RECORD BY AGE, DATA FOR FIGURE 1(6)

Cllditlnvisible

Stalt.\Jnscolld

Insufficient·
Unsoolld

18to 19 years

5.8

0.0

1.7

20 to 24 years

4.3

0.8

2.5

25to 29 years

1.9

1.2

1.2

30 to 34 years

1.1

1.2

1.0

35to 39 years

1.5

1.1

0.8

40 to44 years

1.1

1.1

0.7

Age Group

45to 49 years

1.7

1.1

0.7

50 to 54 years

1.4

0.9

0.5

55 to 59 years

1.2

0.7

0.3

60 to 64 years

0.5

0.5

02

65to 69 years

1.1

0.3

0.1

70 to 74 years

1.0

0.2

0.1

75 years and over

3.3

0.4

0.1

TABLE4: NUMBER OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDIT INVISIBLE OR HAVE AN UNSCORED CREDIT
RECORD BY CENSUS TRACT INCOME LEVEL. DATA FOR FiGURE 2(A)

Income Group
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Slalt.\Jnscolld

Insufficient·
Unscolld

LOIY

3.7

0.9

1.2

Moderate

8.4

2.8

3.1

Middle

11.2

4.1

3.9

Upper

2.6

1.8

1.7
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TABLE 5: INCIDENCE OF BEING CREDIT INVISIBLE OR HAVING AN UNSCORED CREDIT RECORD BY
CENSUS TRACT INCOME LEVEL. DATA FOR FIGURE 2(B)

Credit Invisible

Stalt-Unscored

Insufficient·
Unsoored

Low

28.9

6.8

9.5

Moderate

17.6

5.8

6.5

Mkj(jle

11.0

4.1

3.8

Upper

3.6

2.5

2.4

Income Group

TABLE 6: NUMBER OF CONSUMERS THAT ARE CREDIT INVISIBLE OR HAVE AN UNSCORED CREDIT
RECORD BY RACE OR ETHNICITY. DATA FOR FIGURE 3(A)

Race or Ethnicity

Credit Invisible

Stalt.Unscored

lnsulficien1·
Unscored

Blad<

4.0

1.6

2.0

Hispanic

5.3

1.8

2.1

Asian

1.1

0.4

0.4

Other

0.7

0.3

0.3

Wllite

14.7

5.5

5.1

TABLE 7: INCIDENCE OF BEING CREDIT INVISIBLE OR HAVING AN UNSCORED CREDIT RECORD BY RACE
OR ETHNICITY. DATA FOR FIGURE 3(8)

Credit invisible

Stalt.Unscored

lnsulficien1·
Unsoored

Blad<

14.8

5.8

7.2

Hispanic

15.8

5.5

6.4

Race or Ethnicity
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3.6

3.7

13.7

4.6

5.9

Wllite

9.4

3.5

3.2
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TABLES: INCIDENCE OF BEING CREDIT INVISIBLE BY AGE AND RACE OR ETHNICITY, DATA FOR
FIGURES 4(A)AND 4(B)
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White

Black

Hispanic

Asian

Other

18 to 19 yeam

63.9

66.6

64.0

65.6

65.3

20 to 24 yeam

18.0

22.0

23.5

26.1

21.0

25to 29 yeam

6.0

11.1

15.5

9.2

9.3

30 to 34 yeam

3.3

6.7

11.4

2.5

5.5

35to 39 yeam

6.7

8.4

11.3

3.9

7.3

40 to 44 yeam

4.0

7.3

8.6

1.4

5.6

451o 49 yeam

6.8

10.7

8.5

3.4

9.5

50 to 54 yeam

5.6

10.7

7.5

3.7

7.9

551o 59 yeam

5.3

11.2

8.9

4.2

8.1

60 to 64 yeam

1.5

8.0

6.6

3.0

4.6

651o 69 yeam

7.3

14.8

13.6

9.1

10.2

70 to 74 yeam

9.4

17.8

18.0

15.5

13.4

75 years and over

16.5

23.9

23.9

22.5

20.0
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TABLE9: INCIDENCE OF HAVING AN INSUffiCIENT-UNSCOREDCREDIT RECORD BY AGE AND RACE OR
ETHNICITY. DATA FOR FIGURE 5(A) AND 5(8)

Age Group
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Black

Hispanic

Asian

Other

18 to 19 yeam

18.0

19.9

20.9

17.1

18.9

20 lo 24 yeam

10.3

15.1

13.1

9.4

12.4

251o 29 yeam

5.0

9.1

6.7

4.7

6.3

30 lo 34 yeam

3.9

8.3

5.7

3.7

5.2

351o 39 yeam

3.1

6.7

4.8

2.8

4.4

40 lo 44 yeam

2.7

6.2

4.4

2.5

4.1

451o 49 yeam

2.3

5.6

4.0

2.4

3.5

50 lo 54 yeam

1.9

4.9

3.4

2.0

3.0

55 to 59 yeam

1.3

3.8

2.7

1.6

2.2

60 to 64 yeam

1.0

2.8

2.2

1.3

1.8

651o 69 yeam

0.7

2.2

1.8

1.1

1.4

70 lo 74 yeam

0.5

1.4

1.3

0.8

1.0

75 years and over

0.3

1.0

0.9

0.6

0.8
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TABLE 10: INCIDENCE OF HAVING ASTALE-UNSCOREO CREDIT RECORD BY AGE AND RACE OR
ETHNICITY. DATA FOR FIGURE 5(C)AND 5(0)

Age Group
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Black

Hispanic

Asian

Other

18 to 19 yeam

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.4

20 to 24 yeam

3.5

4.6

4.4

3.0

3.9

25to 29 yeam

5.4

7.4

6.6

4.4

6.1

30 to 34 yeam

5.5

8.0

7.1

4.5

6.4

35to 39 yeam

5.0

7.5

6.8

4.3

6.0

40 to 44 yeam

4.7

7.5

6.6

4.3

5.8

451o 49 yeam

4.1

6.9

6.2

4.1

5.2

50 to 54 yeam

3.5

6.3

5.5

3.6

4.7

551o 59 yeam

2.9

5.4

4.8

3.3

3.9

60 to 64 yeam

2.7

4.9

4.5

3.2

3.7

651o 69 yeam

2.0

3.7

3.7

2.7

2.9

70 to 74 yeam

1.7

3.3

3.1

2.2

2.3

75 years and over

1.8

3.1

2.9

2.0

2.3
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TABLE 11: INCIDENCE OF HAVING ASCORED CREDIT RECORD BY AGE AND RACE OR ETHNICITY. DATA
FOR FIGURE 6(A)AND6{8)
Age Group
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Black

Hispanic

Asian

Other

18 to 19 yeam

17.7

13.1

14.6

16.8

15.4

20 to 24 yeam

68.2

58.3

59.0

61.5

62.7

25to 29 yeam

83.6

72.4

71.2

81.7

783

30 to 34 yeam

87.2

76.9

75.8

89.3

82.8

35to 39 yeam

85.3

77.4

77.2

89.0

82.3

40 to 44 yeam

88.6

79.0

80.4

91.7

84.5

451o 49 yeam

86.8

76.8

81.3

90.1

81.8

50 to 54 yeam

89.0

78.1

83.6

90.7

84.4

551o 59 yeam

90.5

79.6

83.6

90.8

85.8

60 to 64 yeam

94.8

84.3

86.7

92.5

89.9

651o 69 yeam

90.0

79.3

80.9

87.1

85.5

70 to 74 yeam

88.4

77.5

77.6

81.5

83.3

75 years and over

81.3

72.0

72.3

74.9

77.0
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GIVE CREDIT WHERE
CREDIT IS DUE:
I NCREASING ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE MAINSTREA~I
C REDIT USI NG ALTERNATIVE DATA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Despite the vast accomplishments of the American credit system,
approximately 35 million to 54 million Americans remain outside
the credit system. For a variety of reasons, mainstream lenders have too little information on
them to evaluate risk and thereby extend credit. As a result, those in most need of credit often turn to
check cashing senices and payday loan pro,iders, with effective intere~t rates as high as 500 percent.
The lack of reliable credit pla~es them at a great disadvantage in building assets (such as homes, small
businesses, or loans for education) and thereby imprming their lives.

This study offers a feasible market solution to bring
those outside the mainstream credit fold "ithin it.
Mainstream lenders can use "alternati\"e" or "nontradi·
tiona!" data, including payment obU~ations such as

make a 1~riety of credit decisions. The scores, or pre·
dictions, of these models \\"Cre then compared "ith
pajmentlbankruptcy outcomes obsen-.d during the fol·
lowing year.

rent, gas, electric, insurance, and other re<:urring

obligations, to e'~luate the risk profile of a potential
borrower.' Our findings indicate that altemath"C data,
if "idely incorporated into credit reporting, can bridge
the information gap on finan<ial risk for millions of
Americans. ~lore concrete!)\ considering that many of
these millions outside the credit mainstream are
poorer. less ad\~ntaged Americans, the information
can direct markets to"ard a faster albiation of
poverty in this country.
We e.xamincd a sample of appro.~mately 8 million
TransUnion credit Rles \\ith a strong focus on con·
sumers outside of the credit mainstream. The con·
sumers indude populations "~th thin credit folcs
(fewer than three sources of payment information, or
trade lines) on pa)menttimeliness, as well as
"unscoreable" segments whose risk cannot bo deter·
mined Ol\~ng to insufficient information. The credit
report foles. which contained ahernati\"C O{ nontradi·
tiona! utility and telecommunitations payment infor·
mat ion, were applied to models used by !.nders to

Key finding~ include:

•11•ose outside llz.e credil mainstream lutte $imilnr
risk profiles as rlrose irr rlre rrrairrstre11m wl~tn
iududiug uoutraditional dtrtn in credit =ments.
The evidence suggests that most in<li>iduals in this
segment are not at high risk in terms of lending. Using
nontraditional data lowered the rate of serious default
by more than 20 perttnt among previously unscoreable populations. The risk profile of the thin·
filelunscoreable population-after energy utility and
lekcommunications da~;~ sets are indude.l in their
credit Oies- is similar to that of the general po1>ulation
(as measured by credit score distribution}.

• Noutradiliorwl data make exlending credit easier.
Including energy utility data in all consumer credit
reports increases the accept;~nce rate by 10 percent,
and including telecommunications data increases the
acceptance rate by 9 perttnt, gh-en a 3 percent target
default rate.
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• i\liu<>rilies aud lire poor beuefil more lloan

• More comprelrensin~ dn!a can improre scoring

cxpecled from IIOIIIradiliOIIOI t/alll.

models.

Including alternatil-e data was especially benefodal for
members of ethnic communities and other bomm-er
subgroupS. For instance. Hispanics saw a 22 pen:ent
increase in acceptance rates. The rate of i11crease was
21 percent for Blacks; 14 P"'rcent for Asians; 14 percent for those aged H or younger; 14 percent for
those aged 66 older. 21 perc-ent for those who earn
$20,000 or less annually; and 15 pen:ent for those
earning between $20,000 and $29,999. In addition,
renters (as opposed to homeowners) saw a 13 percent
increase in their acceptance rate, and those who prefer
Spanish as their primary language saw a 27 pen:ent
increase in their aceeplance rate.

This migration greatly affects the performance of
examined scoring models. For e~:ample, in our study, in
one set of calculations we assume that creditors interpret little or no credit infom>ation as the highest risk.
As a result, when fully reponed utility or telecommuni·
cations trade lines are added to credit reports. we sec a
signi5cant rise in the KS st<ltistic-an industry gauge
to measure the model performance. Specifically, we
see a 300 pen:ent rise for a sample of thin-file con·
sumers, and a nearly 10 percent rise for the general
sample. In the most conse1''3lire case, in which the
general sample is used but unscoreable credit files are
excluded from the calculations,"" still find a modest
2 percent impro1-ement in model performance 11ith the
addition of alternatire data.

• Nm!lrtlditioual darn decrease credit risk aud
iucrea.se accm.
The addition of the altematn·e data mo1•es 10 percent
of the analysis sample from being unscoreable to
score~ble. Sizable segments would sec their credit
scores improl'e -22.4 percent in the utility sample and
II percent in the telecommunic~tions sample. 1\lost
remarkable is that !\\~·thirds of both the thin-file
utility sample (60.3 percent} and the thin-file telecommunications sample (67.7 percent) become scoreable
when altematil'e data are included in their credit files.
Preliminary e~idence strongly suggests that the inclusion of altematil'e trade lines in conl'entional credit
reports impm\"es access to mainstream sources of con·
sumer credit. In a one-year obsel'-ation period, 16 percent of thin-file borrowers whose cred.it report
included nontraditional data opened a new credit
account compared with only 4.6 percent of thin-Ale
borrowers 11ith only trad.itional data in their credit
reports.

• More data cau reduce bad loous.
Including full)' reponed energy utility and telecommu·
nkations trade lines (i.e.. different accounts) in tradi·
tiona! consumer credit reports measurably improl'cs
the perforn1ance of loans for a targtt acceptance rate.
For e.~:ample, by integrating fully reported energy utility
data, a lender's default rate (percentage of outstanding
loans 90 da)~ or more past due) declines 29 percent,
gil-ella 60 percent target acceptanre rate. Similarly,
adding telecommunications data reduces the default
rate by 27 percent. These reductions allow lenders to
make n1ore capital a~'3ilable and impro1-es their margins, capitaladequac)) and prol'isioning requirements.
Such impro1·ements could ha1·e further positi1-e econom)'llide e!Tects.

• Nmllrttdilioual dttta loat'e lillie effecl ou tire credit
mnittslr~nr.
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counterprodurli\'e, harming more in the mainstream
that helping those now excluded. The resul.ts of simulations reponed here suggest that little 11ill change for
the ma.instream population.'
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In summa!); nowaditional data promise to bring mil·
lions into the credit mainstream and improve their
chances of building assets. Although using alternati1·e
dara in consumer credit reports affects how the data
appear in a host of credit scoring models, nothing
about the dara subjects has changed. What has
change<l is the a'•ailability of information. Whenerer
an information gap e.\ists. marl<ets fail to thrh-c. The
usc of altemalire data in consumer (and commercial)
credit reports can dose an infonmation gap that has
negath·cly affected the lives of millions of thin·n.le and
unscoreablcAmcricans who reside in url>an areas and
elsewhere.

The benefits of using nontraditional data 11ill not be
insrantaneous. Information must forst be gathered and
implemented, new models optimized for such data
must be built and old models modified. Some models
must be altered to not treat utilities and telecommuni·
cations accounts as a n·nancialtradc. The steps, while
fe111are important. Simply bringing the information
online 11i1l spur many of the steps: 11ithout it, there is
no incentive to take them. Public officials can pial' a
positi1·e role by removing barriers to reporting where
they exist. I
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OVERVIEW
• Section I pro,ides a brief O\'C"iew of the impact of the U.S. credit S)~tem, those left behind,
and the role of information in bringing those outside the credit mainstream into accessible, afford·
able credit channels.

• Section II descril>es the objettives, data sources, and methodology of the study.
• Section Ill shows how the addition of utility and telecommunications trades has affected
consume~· credit profiles,

focusing on the number of consumm who can be scored and the

resulting distribution of credit scores.

• Section IV compares the number and sir.e of new accounts that were opened by consumers
with an e,\isting utility or telecommunications trade (the "analysis" sample) to the number and
size of new accounts that were opened by otherwise similar consumers without such trades (the
"yaJidation"" sample).

• Section V c.\"3mines the impact of utility and telecommunications trades on the predictil'e
power of severn! scoring models and the implications for both the cost and availability of credit.

• Section VI examines the demographic groups that would most likely be affected by a more
systematic reporting of utility and telecommunications data.

• Section VII summarizes the empirical results and concludes "ith a discussion of their implications for public policy.

• Section VIII offers directions for funore research.
Appendix Adescribes the anal)~ is sample in more detail and assesses the extent of potential
biases. Appendix

B iJlresents the complete results of our model simulations. I
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I. INTRODUCTION
EXCLUDED FROM THE MIRACLE
The American crediit system is in many ways the envy of the world.
The steady development of infonnation·sharing, automated credit scoring. and easy entry by new com·
petitors have e.\tended credit to tens of millions of Americans. In the years since the financial sel'\1ces
industry began using standardized payment information for scoring, homeownership rates have grown
and credit has become available to those for whom credit was reserved for the elite.

The national credit reporting system has become the
basis for"automated unden1Titing.' a practice that has
become so successful that former Federal Trade
Commission Chairman 11m~!uris referred to it as
"the miracle of instant credit." The fom1er Federal
Rcscn·e Board Chaim1an Alan Greenspan said that
such a system and technologies using it hod ·a dramatic impact...on consumers and households and their
access to credit in this country at reasonable rates."
This success ranges from those appl)ing for a home
mortgage loan or refinancing an e,jsting mortgage to
those appl)ing for a credit card or a retail store card.
Thus, the nationol oredit reporting S)~tem touches the
lil·es of millions of Americans each day. The robust and
full-file data maintained h)' consumer reporting agencies have contributed to a significant e.\l'ansion in con·
sumer and small-business lending 11ithout increasing
risk in the national credit S)~tem.

Despite the imprcssi,·e track record of the national
credit S)>lem under the Fair Credit Reponing Actrecord homeoll'nership, fairer lending across all seg·
ments of society, a dcmocrati>.ation of access to
credit- an estimated 3; million to H million
Americans remain ouuide of the mainstream national
credit S)>tem. This gi'Ollp is excluded from instant
credit because there is liule or no credit information in
their credit fil~s. As a result, mainstream lenders, lacking sufficient information for automated underwriting
tools, equate a lack of information ll'ith unacceptably
high credit risk.
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THE INFORMATION

l<knti~ing information gaps, de~·eloping solutions to

CYCLE
n one sense, those outside the mainstream credit
S)~tem are trapped in a catch-22 by their lack of a
credit history: how does one build a credit history
when denied access to credit? lender$ cu rrendy lack
the right tools to adequately assess the credit risk,
credit capacity, and credit-worthiness of tens of millions of"thin-flle" (that is, those 11ith little credit history) and "unscoreable" Americans. The lack of tools
stems from a gap in adequate information on which to
make credit decisions about these indi1iduals.

I

bridge them, and educating decision makm in new
"~>' to better understand undel$et\'ed credit markets
requires a clear undel$tanding of the process ofknowl·
edge creation, or the infom1ation C)'Cie.' Although
decision maker$ begin with row data, they must anal)~• it, or add 1~lue to it, to make it useful i11jormnriou.
Prior to 19iO.Iendel$ gained information by assessing
the capacity. collateral, credit, and character of borrowers. In today's \\'O~d of automated credit underwrit·
ing. data are turned into infonnation by external
consuhants-<onsumcrcredit bureaus. Consumer
credit bureaus ha1·c become powerful information
sources and "translator$' of the potential of consumer
credit markets.

The Information Cycle
Knowledge spurs action inurban markets

"'•V•ifitll eff«l lllo 1/rt lmmofdgt mod

hm~ a

nlrimattlr the MtiOPI rhal u taken by markelaci<>T$.

POLITIC.U ,\Sl) ttO,'OliiC ltslAIICII
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In credit decisions, lender's anal)1ic teams and modeling capabilities pro,ide a customized understanding of
the market conte~1 to use in turning the infomtation
they recei,-. into k11owledge on which to act. Although
automation has enai>led a deeper penetration of some
marketS, it customarily o,•erlooks the thin-file and
unscortablo populations. The lack of data and information on these population• can lead to "knO\,ing·
doing gap: the gap between a lender's perception of a
particular individual's potential and the reality of his or
her credit risk, credit capac it)\ and credit-worthiness.'
Many lenders, who are •"~"' that this is not the case,
are often forced to tl'l'at these borrowers as c.<eessil·cly
ris~)' simply for want of better information.

NONTRADITIONAL DATA
CAN BRIDGE THE

Othor alternatire data scts-<uch as auto insurancc,
remittance pa)1nents. and rental data-did not score
as highly as utilitr and telecommunications data.
These setS may ha'" ,~Jue, but their near-tenm prom·
ise for the thin-folelunscorcable population is not as
e'ident. For simplicity's sake, throughout the course of
this stud)•, the terms "altemati\-e data" and ,;nontrndi·
tiona! data" refer e.<dusi,~ly to utility and telecommunications data, unless othcmise specified.
This study tests the hypothesis that including utility
and telecommunications data in consumer credit
reports can achim·e the follo\\ing results:
(I) Increased ability of mainstream lenders to ade·
quately assess credit risk, credit capacity, and
credit-worthiness of the thin·filefunscoreablc
population;
(2) Increased access to affordable mainstream credit
for thin-file/unsooreable population;

INFORMATION GAP
ne potential solution to the credit Catch·22 is
pen'asire reporting of nontraditional or alter·
nati,·e da1·a in consumer credit reports.' In this
study. PERC singled out energy utilities (gas, electric,
heating oil, ""ter) and telecommunications as the
most promising data sets to help bring consumer outliers into the fold. These two data sets ranked highest
along three metrics-<:o,-erage, concentration, and
being rredit-like. They were also likely to )ield result$
for a large segment of the 35 million to 54 million
thin-folefunscortable indi,iduals, as the penetration
rates for these senices are frequently 90 percent or
more. The utility and telecommunications industries
are rtlati,·dy concentr;ncd, making data collection
more feasible. Final!); e."ha~ges in these two indus·
tries inrolrc "credit-like' transactions- that is. a good
or senicc is pro,ided in ad,-anee of a payment, and the
payments arc made in regular installments.

0

(3) Thin-filc/unscoreablc indhidua.ls will deri'-e the
grtatest bentfit from including alternative data,
while the credit effects on "thicker-file• indhidu·
als "ill be less e'idcnt; and,
(4) Increased fairness in lending. esp<>ciall)• for
minority communiltes and younger bo"owers.
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THE CRITICAL ROLE OF
CREDIT FILES
nformation contained in consumers' credit files
plays a critical role in determining both the
amount and the terms of crcditthatthey receive.
ll<:hind this simple fact is an issue of c.onsiderable
importance, for the claim can be C.\tended to "and
therebl•shape the ability of individuals to build assets
and thus alter their life chances.• The use of informa·
lion in credit decisions, especial!)' 1ia automated mod·
els, has c.tended credit to millions, increasing
homeownership rates. ace<ss to -education, and small
business formation. This payment infonnalion there·
fore pia)> a significant role in shaping the social for·
tunes of indilidual Americans. In general, consumers
who hal'e demonstrnted a histOI}' of timely payments
on semal different accounts, or trade lines, are more
likely to be granted credit at more fal'orable tem\S than
those with spouy payment records or 11ith liule, if an)~
established cre<lit.

I

Unfortunately, those with '"'credit histories and those
11ith poor credit are often treated similarl)'· The net
effect is that millions ofAmericons remain outside the
credit mainstream and arc consequent~· handicapped
in their abilit)' to access credit and impro1·e their !ires.
Morcom, many are forced to tum to prmiders who
charge as effectil·e rates as high as 500 percent.
Altcrnatil'e or nontraditional data oiTer one possible
solution to the problems posed by no credit histories.
The financial senices industry has long recogniied the
need to fond alternath'e wal• of emluating the credit·
worthiness of thin·fUe consumers. For example, some
in the mortgage industry now ac-cept a "nontraditional
credit report" based on the consumer's demonstrated
performance in meeting such ongoing obligations
as rent, utilities, and telephone bills.• Although such
payments are not credit obligations in the traditional
scnse.they are generally beliered to reOect a con·
sumer's 11;llingoess and ability to repa)' credit-like
obligations.
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some utility and tdccommunicalions companies cur·

rently report data to credit bureaus, the majoril)•do
not. In fact, in some states, the reporting of such data
is prohibited by law or regulation, and in many others,
uncertainty about the reaction of regulators inhibits
utilities from reporting.
None of this is to suggest that other types of altematlre payment information-auto insurance, rent$, and

so forth~Jre of less l'lllue, just that utility and
telecommunications data may be one effectil·e 11'2)' of
folding in those outside the credit mainstream. Froma
standpoint of prJcticalit)', utility and tclecommunka·
tions p3)1llent data may be the fastest way to e.\1end
credit to undcrsen·ed communities.
The promise is that new data sources can help tens of
millions of Americans take a step t011~rd asset forma·
tion. Considering that many of these millions are
poorer, less ad1-antaged Americans, the information
can help alle;iate po1•ert)' in this country. That is, it
promises a market solution to problems of credit
access. What follo11~ is an attempt to measure that
ptomise.
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Arecent report by the lnfonnaiion Polic)' Institute
c."'mine<lthe feasibility of collecting these and other
t)'pe~ of nontraditional credit data on a widescale
basis. Of the different sources considered, utility and
te.lecommunications trndes again appeared to be most
promising, for among other reasons, the cone<ntration
of the data. Relatil'el)' few data furnishers must be
engaged, unlike 11ith rental infonnation, which is
11idely dispersed among direrse landlords. Although
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II. METHODS
OBJECTIVES
This report examines the impact that the broader reporting of telecommunications and
utility trades could hare on consumers' access to different types of credit. In our anal)~is, "utility" trades
include payments for electricit)\ gas, and heating oil, while "telecommunications" trades refer to tradi·
tiona! telephone service (i.e., land lines) and mobile phones. Although precise statistics are difficult to
assemble, the number of consumers who would likely be affected by the reporting of these trades is
undoubtedly very large, as the consumption of these services is nearly universal.

It should be noted that there ha1•e been pre~ious
attempts to encourage the utilities to report to the
credit bureaus. Yet, to date, the scale of the imp.1ct
remained one "ithout measuren1ent. This study aims

to fill that gap and to pro1idc clear estimates of the
impact of reporting. In doing so, industl')' and policy
makers can assess what is at stake and chan 1iablc
courses to assist those who have poor or no access to
mainstrean1rredit.
Increasing the reporting of utilityand telccommunica·
tions trndes could affect consumers in at least two dif·
fercnt ways:

• first, it n-ould increase tl;e number of COIJSumers
1rl10 can be scoml, and ,..loo tloerebr Cllll access
creilil. Although the induStry has developed sereral
alternatil't approaches for cl·aluating the credit·wor·
thiness of thin·fole borrowers, many traditional scoring n1odels require at least one ralid trade. All of the
models used in this study require just one trade to
produce a score. Nonetheless. using a represcntati1·e
sample of credit files, we found, 13 percent of credit
files had no payment hist<rri.,, and 19.4 pertent had
only one or two pa)mcnt trade lines. Because the

S)>lematic reporting or utili!)' and telecommunica·
lions data should add one or more trade lines to the
credit profile of the typical consumer, the number of
potential bori'OII'trs 1\ith thin credit files should be
reduced. By increasing the number of trade lines
that can be used to score consumers, the prtdicth·e
power of scoring models should be improved, which
in turn should lead 10 higher acceptance rates, lower
costs! or a combination of the two.

• Seco11d, tl•e systematic reporting of uriliJy arul
telecommuuicalious trades could affect tire distri·
butiou ofcredit scores. Depending on the con·
sumcis parment record and overall credit profile,
the impact on an indhidual's score could be positil·e
or negatire. Although the impact on consumers with
well·eStabl.ished credit hiStories would like!)' k minimal. the impact on consumers with little or no estab·
lished credit could be large.
To the e.\1entthatthis information leads to bett·er lend·
ing, we might also C''J>CC' reductions in the arerage
price of credit. ll'e do not, howc1•er, undertake a direct
measure of this <.\j><'Cted reduction. but rather esti·
mate changes in the performance or portfolios, which
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Table 2.1. Oislribution of Consumer> by Number ofTclecommunicalions and Utility Trades:
2005 Anal)>is Sample

No.

5,076,81 1
1.414.501
608.502
419.206
7.;19,020

I

2
3
4+
Total

are a major componcnl of loan pricing. The research
presented in this repon has been designed to eSiimale
the probable magniiUde of these different effects and
to identi~· thel)pes of consumer> 11l10 arc most likely
to be affected.
Although not quantified in this stud)•, another benefit
of including ahematii'C data in consu mercredit repons
is that the uncertainty associated with a gi<en credit
score should decline. For e>"Omple, a lender deciding
11llether to e.\tend credit to 11m indi1iduals 11ith identi·
cal credit scO'rcs-the font of which uses ahcmati<e
data in addition to traditional credit data- 11ill be
more likely to lend to the first applicant, all else e<jual,
because the additional data reduces uncertainty about
the credit score. The lender ma)' e\'en prefer to e.11cnd
credit to an indi1idual 11ith a more accurate but lower
credit score than to an indi1idual 11ith a less accurate
but higher credit score. As is c.idenced in this and
other studies, adding predieti1·e information to a credit
scoring model reduces the uncel'lainty of credit scores.
It is therefore reasonable to e.']l€Ctthat lender> 11~uld
e>1cnd cred.it more deeply'" than the estimate,l gcner·
atcd in this stud)' This may l:>c particularly true for
those with thin credit flies. A lender may be more
likely to lend (and at beucr rates) to an indilidual of a
giren risk lel'el if they know that risk lel'el ll;th greater
cenainly.
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~

No.

67.5
18.8
8.1
5.6
100.0

545.826
38.127
5,025
1.817
590.79;

!f

92.4
65

0.9
0.3
100.0

THE DATA FOR THE
SJMULATIONS

0

ur anal)~is uses a data set constructed by
TransUnion from the detailed credit reports of
two mutually exclusi,•e samples of consumer>:

• An anal)~is sample of approximately 8.1 million con·
sumen 11ith at least one "fully reported" utility (gas,
electric, or fuel) or telecommunications trade (wire·
less or land line) as of March 31, 2005.
• A~~lidation sample of approximately 4 million ran·
domly selected indi1iduals designed to represent the
broader population of consumer> with no full)'
reponed utility or telecommunications trades on
Marth 31, 200).
"Fully reported" trade lines include information on the
timely pa)'Olent of bills as well as an)' derogatorics
(e.g., delinquent accounts referred to collection agen·
cies.) Although most utility and telccommun.ications
companies routinely report collections, the reporting of
timely pa)ments is far less common.
Table 2.1 sho11~ the number and distribution of con·
sumer> in the analysis n!e by the numl:>cr of utility and
telecommunications trades. As sho11'11 in the chart,
most of the records in the anal)>is file hal'e a utility as
opposed to a telecommunications trade. Just over i .5
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million consumers in the anal)'sis me hn,·e 31 least one
fuUy reported utilitytrade, and ahout one·third ha~-e
more than one (for e.xamplc, consumers who use a
combination of gas and electricity in their homes.) In
contrast, onl)' 591,000 consumers in the anal)~is Ole
have a fully reported telecommunications trade, and
only 8 percent ha1'e more than one. Because there is
relatively little o1·erlap between the two groups (on~·
ahout I,500 records ha1•e hoth a utility and a rclecorn·
munications trade), they arc treated separately
throughout this report.
We collected detailed inforn~arion from the consumers'
credit reports for hoth the anal)~is and the ''<llidation
samples at two points in rim~: ~larch 31.2005 (the
date that was used to generate the samples) and
March 31 , 2006. The inten"ening year is the "perform·
ance period; during which the predictions of the
model were e~oaluated. 1\\l augmented the credit

APPROACH
his study examines the impact of including
alternati1·e data in consumer credit reports
on credit scoring models and on credit access
by 1'3rious communities. Specifically, the anal)~is
focuses predominantly on the 35- 54 million
Americans outside the credit mainStream. Attention
is paid to the credit profllcs and score distributions of
this group as well as access to credit 11ith and 11i1hout
alternatil·e data. Then credit scoring model perform·
anee, as measured by the Kolmogoroi'·Smirnov (K·S)
statistic, is examined. Sc:~·eral commercial gr•dc scor·
ing models were analrtcd 10 determine model predicti,·eness. Finall)\ credit access is probed through a
comparatil-e anal)>is of new attou.nts opened by those
with and without ahernatire data and an c.xaminarion
of acceptance r.ucs for various communities.

T

bureau data in two ways:

• \Vc used a 1~riety of credit scoring models to score
each consumer in the sam·ple 1111h and 11i1hout his
or her utili!)' and telecommunications data.
• \Ve sent the data to an independent senice pro1ider,
who appended information on the individual's race,
ethnicit)\ age, and household income.'
The resulting data set contains a wealth of information
on the credit profiles of consumers, their demographic
chnracteristics. and the effect of any reported utility
and telecommunications u•des on a mriel)' of credit
scores.

We took deliberate steps to ensure the pri1"cl' and
conAdentialityof indilidual consumers. Speciflcall);
the data contain no identi~ing information of indi,id.
ual consumers (that is, no names. addresses, social
security numben, or account numben). Once the
demographic d.1ta were merged 11i1h the credit reports,
we purged all identifying information fron• the Ale.

The ne<l srep in the analysis examined the impact of
remo1·ing the telecommunications and utili!)•trades on
the consumer's credit score. This analt>is used a
"l'antageScore.' a generic sc<>ring model recent I)• intro·
duced h)' the three national credit bureaus (E.<perian,
Equifa.<, and TransUnion). ll'e used the model to
deril'e a credit score for each consumer, 11ith and 11ith·
out the utility or telecommunications trades. ll'e then
compared the distribution of these hypothetical scores
11ith the score based on the consumer's e.\isting credit
me (that is, including the telecommunications and
utilit)' trades).9
The third step in the anal)•is focused on the impact
that utility and teiC(ommunications dala would have
on consumers' access 10 credit. \\i also compare the
actual experiences of the consumen in the anal)•is
and the validation r.Jes Ol'er a 12·month time period:
~larch 31, 2005 (the date that the samples were
drawn) and ~larch 31,2006 (the end of the perform·
anee period.) In particular, we compared the number
and size of new accounts that 11-ere opened by con·
sumers wilh an e,xisting utility or telecommunications
trades (the anal)~is sample) \\;th the number and sile
oF new accounts opened by otherwise similar con·
sumers without such trades (the '~lidation sample.)
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'That is, does this information impact credit beha1ior?
We then examined how the reporting of utility and
telecommunications trAdes would affect the predicti\'e
power of SCI'eral generic and indusll)•speciflc scoring
models, and estimated the impact that this would hal'c
on both the al'ailability and cost of credit." Credit
scores are the principal means br which credit is allocated in the United States to consumer>. The scoring
models considered in this report include:
Vanrage~ore, "·hich predicts the probability that a
consumer \\ill hal'e at least one 9().day delinquency

on a new or existing account O\'CT a l\\'O•year period;

• Tn~nsRisk New Account, which predicts the proba·
bility that a consumer "ill hal'.e at least one 90-day
delinquenC)1 on a new attount O\'tr a two-rear

period;
• Two separnte bankruptcy scores (one from a large
financial institution and one from Tn~nsUnion"),
which predict the probability that a consumer will
declare bankruptC)' in a two-rear period: and

"
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Ill! used these different models to score consumer>
11ith and 11ithout their urilit)' and telecommunications
trade line(s), and restrhe e.11ent to which the resulting
scores accutdtely predict consumer performance orer a
12·monrh period: April I. 2005to March 31, 2006."

In gencn~l, if rhe presence of utility and telerommuni·
cations tn1des helps to improYe the models" accuracy,
this should ultimately lead to higher acceptance niles,
lower delinquency niles, or a tombination of rhe rwo.
The final srep in the anal)~is c.1plored l1ow different
demographic groups are likely ro be affected. II~ first
csrima1ed the relatii'Cimportance of ene'l)' utility and
telecommunications tn1des for different demogn1phic
groups by c.xamining each group's share of total trades.
We nc.'t estimated rhe probable impact of such tn1des
on acceptance rates within each group. The impact on
acceptance nltes again renccts the C.\1ent to which the
predictil'e power of scoring models improves 11ith the
addition or utility and telecommunications trades.
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• Amortgage screening model de-·eloped by a major
lender that exclusil·ely relies on credit bureau data
and predicts the proh<Jbility that a consumer 11ill
ha1'e at least one 60-da)' delinquency on a mortgage
account O\'eT a tu'o·rear period.1'

111

LI MITATIONS
he anal~~is has a few limilalions that should be
noted. Most relate 10 the underl)ing character·
iSiics of the anal)~is sample and the scoring
modds.

T

SAM PLI NG ISSUES
Because of the local naiUre of both utility and
telecommunications pr01iders, we knew from the slart
that the analysis sample would not he representative.
In fact, 84 percent of our data on consumers with uti!·
ity trades is concentrated in the three Slalcs-lllinois,
\\lsconsin, and Pennsyh'l!nia-where sereral large
local utilities ha1~ begun to report their data. Like11isc.
81 percent of the records 11ith telecommunications
data 11~re from Penns)'ll'ania and Ttxas.
The l'al.idalion sample was designed lo lest the e>1enl
10 which the anal)~is file is representatil't in other
lla)~, for example, the numl>er of trades in the con·
sumds files e.,c/rrdirrg telecommunications and utili·
ties. The results of this anal)~is are presented in
Appendix A. As discussed there, the analysis file
appears to be broadly represenlatire of all consumers
in terms of their overall credit profiles and demo·
graphic mi,. In general, hoii'OI'er, consumers with uti!·
it)' or telecommunications trades seem to hare stronger
credit profiles than the geneml population, although
this is less true for consumers 11ith tclecommunica·
tions trades.

The anal)~is sample is also limited in t110 other
respects. The anal)sis file is necessarily restricted to
consumers 11i1h either a utility or telecommunications
trJde. As a result, the findings they cannot be used 10
make inferences lo the broader population, which
includes an unkno11n number of consumers with nei·
cher a utility nor a tel~communicalions account In
addition. consumers in our anal~~is fole are unlikely to
ha1'c all of their ul ility and telecommunications trades
rcporte<l. Despite the fact that many consumers pay
both a utility and telephone bill, there is relatirely linle
o1·erlap bel\l'tCn the two trade accounts in our sample.
Furthennore, the telecommunications data are domi·

nated b)' llirdcss accounts and may therefore undcres·
timare the full effects of reponing both land lines and
cell phone accounts. As a result, our anal)>is 11ill likcly
underestimate the potential impact of full reporting.

MODELING ISSUES
It is important to recogni1.e that many of our findings
are based on the current 1-ersions of exiSiing scoring
mode~. In the e~·enl that utili~· and telecommunica·
lions data 11~re more broadly reponed, many scoring
models would undoubtedly be optimited to renect this
important change. Howe~·er, on the basis of an earlier
anal)~is of a similar issue," ll't belie1't that any biases
introduced by this simplification will not affect our
Ol'crall conclusions regarding the probable impact of
full reporting. This limitation likely means our findings
11ill tend to err on the side of caution, allcnuating the
actual impact we would expect 11ith increased report·
ing of ahematire trades." •
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III. IMPACT ON
CONSUMERS' CREDIT
PROFILES
The full reporting of utility and telecommunications data would
clearly affect the credit prollles of most consumers by adding one or more trade lines to their
Ales. Logically, consumers with liule, if any, "traditional" forms of credit would have the most to gain.
(Simulations below suggesttbatthis is in fact the case.) This section details the results of our estima·
lion of the potential magnitude of these effects by examining the impact of the utility and telecommuni·
cations trades on the consumer's total number of trade lines as well as their credit score.

Table 3.1 compares the distribution of consumers by
their total numher of trade lines, with and without an)'
utility or telecommunicotions trades." The Arsttwo
columns refer to the sample of 7.5 mill.ion consumers
11ith an existing utility trade. Column I shows the dis·
tribution of these consumers on the basis of the total
number of trades that currently appear in their credit
foles (that is, including any utilities.) Column 2 pres·
ents the countcrfaciUal, the distribution of these same
consumers when their utility trades are excluded. The
last two columns present compaTable information for
the sample of )90,i9S consumers with at least one
fully reponed telecommunications trade. Column 3
sho11~ the distribution of these consumers based on
the information currcntlj•appearing in their mes (i.e.,
including any telecommunicatiom), while column 4
illustrates what this distribution would ha,·e looked
like had the tele<ommunioations trades not heen
reported.
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and telecommunications trades has a si1.able impact on
the credit prof.les of the consumers in our sample. For
e.xamplc, when utilities are included in consumc.rs'
credit reports (column 1), about 12 perecnt of the
sample can be classified as ha1ing a thin credit me
(fewer than three established trades). Howel'er, when
the utilitytrades are removed from their credit records
(column 2), the Jrroponion of thin·l\lc borrowers rises
to Ii pereent, and about 10 pereent of the sample
have no reported trade lines at all.~
The impact of adding the telecommunications trades is
similar, although the impact on the share of con·
sumers 11ith no established trade lines is more pronounced. For e.'"mple, when their telecommunications
trades are reported (column 3), about IS pereent of
the sample would beclnssifoed as ha,;ng a thin credit
file. floll·e,·er. when their telecommunications trades
are remol'ed (column ~). the share rises to 23 percent,
and 14 pereent of the sample would have had no
established trades.
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As shown in Table 3.1, thereponing of both utility
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Table 3.1. Impact of Utilities and TelecomTrades on Total Number ofTrades''
Cormuntrs "ith U1ili1 •Tradt.s
Total Numbtr
ofli:odrs

Consumt.rs wilh TtltromTndt'$

Including

E.n·luding

lndudiog

E"ludi"&

Uliliti., (ll) (!l)

Ulilitirs (l2) (~)

T<l«oms (13) 1!11

T•i«oms (14)('41

Thin·Fil<
14.0

9.6

0

I

i .i

4.0

13.4

4.9

2

4.1

3.4

5.0

4.1

3.;
3.2

3.2

4.1

3.i

3.1

J.S

J.;

;

3.1

3.1

35

3.3

6

).I

3.1

).4

).2

1+

7).2

i05

63.3

100.0

100.0

668
100.0

100.0

1.119.020
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Differences in the impact of telecommunications and
utility trades n>ostlikely reflectunderl)i ng differences
in the populations 11ith such trades. For example, a
comparison or the underl)ing credit profiles or the two
groups or consumers (columns 2 and 4) suggests that
consumers 11ith telecommunications trades hare a
smaller number or trnditional trade lines than con·
sumers who are responsible for utility payments. In
this respect. consumers 11ith telecommunications
trndes appear to be more similar to the genernl popula·
lion than do consumers with utility trades (sec
Appendi< A). Because it is easier to get a cell phone
than to rent or buy a home, this pattern makes sense.
Figures 3.2c and 3.2d show the impact of adding the
utilityand telecommunications trndes to the con·
sumer's \~ntageScore. (This score rnnges from ;o I to
990, 11ith higher scor<s signi~ing lower credit risks).
Figures 3.2a and 3.2b show the distribution of con·
sumers by the change they e.<pcriencc when adding
their utility and telecommunications trnde lines to
their scores. In genernl. a change of more than 25
points in the \~ntageScore, or a change from an

"unscoreable" to a ·scor<able" situation, should be
1iewed as a significont change. Where along the score
rnnge the change occurs is also important. For
instance, a consumer gaining 50 points and mo1ing
from 900 to 950 maygain little in practical temlS rcla·
tire to a consumer also g.1ining 50 points but mo1ing
from 650 to iOO.
One would e.<pectthe reporting or utility and telecom·
munications data to increase the number of consumers
who could be scored by increasing the their trade
lines. However, ther< is no a priori r<ason to expect
that the reporting or utility or telecommunications
data 11ill change a consumer's e.\isting credit score in
one direction as opposed to another. Although a good
payment histOI)' on a larger number of trades will tend
to increase a cons·umeis score, a poor payment history
on additionaltrndes would most likely reduce it.
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Figure 3.2. lmpacl of Uli.lilies and Telecommunicalions Trades on VanlageScore
All Consumers
Figure l.la Imp>« of Utility 1l"ades
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"The impact of adding utility
and telecommunications trades
is considerably greater for
thin-file consumers than for
the population at large:'

tldding utility data to the ronsumer's credit report
decreases the proportion of consumers who cannot be
scored, from about 12 percent to 2 percent. Howc"er,
among consumers who could be scored 11ithout their
utility trade lines, the share whose score increased by
more than 25 points 11ith the addition of the utility
trndes (4.6 percent) ""s about the same as the share
whose score decreased by more than 25 points (5.2
percent). In fact, the inclusion of the utility data had
little or no significant effect on about 69 perecnl of

the sample, resulting in no cha.nge or changes less
than 10 points. It should be kepi in mind that lenders
often place unscortable consumers among the highest
risk. That is, a share of the 12 pereent would be
treated as belonging to the lowest-risk tiers, gi,•cn that
they hare little on which to base their decisions.
(Some lenders of course will attempt to rollecl infor·
mation to get a bener sense of the applicant's risk. but
this track is far more costly.)
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figure 3.3. Impact of Utilities and Telecommu.nications Trndes on VantageScore
Consumers 11ith less than 3 Traditional Trndes
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Rough!)' comp3rable pallem~ can be obsen-ed in the
sample of consumers with telecommunications data.
Again, the primary impact of ind11ding tclecommuni·
cations data appears to be on the proportion of con·
somers who cannot be scored, which drops from Ii
percent to I percent. Howe1·er, among the consumers
who could be scored without their telecommunications
data. the share who experienced an increase of more
than 23 points in their score (3.2 percent) was only
about one-half the proportion of consumers who expe·
rienced a decline (i.l percent.) Although the number
significantly affected was higher than it "as for the
utUitydata, telecommunications data had little or no
effect on the credit scores of about 63 percent of the
population.
Figure 3.3 presents comparable statistics for borrowers
11ith It$$ than three tmditionaltrades (or more pre.
cisely, It$$ than three tmdes. c.'cluding any telecom·
munications and utility accounts.) This segment
repments the population of most interest, as many of
these borrowers have difficult)' accessing mainstream
credit. As e.,pected, the impact of adding utilitr and
telecommu niealions trades is considembly greater for
thin-file consumers than for the population at large,
and the primary effect is to increase the percentage
of consumers 111lo can be scored. For e.-omple,
adding utility data reduced t!he percentage of thin·file
consumers who could not be scored from about
65 percent to just 4 percent. The reporting of telecom·
munications data had an even greater effect, declining
front 68 percent to less than. I percent. I

"The primary effect [of using alternative data] is to increase the
percentage of consumers who can be scored"
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IV. OBSERVED
DIFFERENCES IN
ACCESS TO CREDIT
All else equal, one would e>:pect that the full reporting of utility and
telecommunications data would increase access to credit by reducing the proportion of
consumers 1\ith thin credit

mes and increasing the proportion ofconsumers who can be scored.

Although we the impact on consumers "ith a well-established credit history is relatively modest, the
impact on consumers with less than three tradititmal trades was quite pronounced.

To estimate the potential impact of the utilil)' and
telecommunications trades on the consumer's access

to credit, we compare the actual experiences of con·
sumers in the anal)liS and validation 8Jes 0\'er a 12month period beginningApril I, 200; and ending on
March 31, 2006. Because consumers in the l'alidation
sample hal'e no reported utility and telecommunica·
tions trades, they provide a con•-enient. although
imperfect ·control" for assessillg the potential effects
of Full reporting.~
The results of this anal)~is are presented in Table 4.1.
In addition to comparing the proportion of consumers
who opened a new account 11ithin this period. we also
looke<l at other indicators of credit use, including the
"'"rage change in the consumer's total outstanding
credit balance (i.e., credit use) and the a•'erage change
in the consumer's aggregate credit limit. The first three
columns in Table 4,I describe the results for the three
populations groups. The last three columns restrict the
anal)~~ to thin-me consumers.
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Table 4.1. New Credit Accounts Opened February 2005 to January 2006
Thin-me 1<3 Trc4ioloo!•l Tr>desl

Allil<>nwm

PC't wi1h 11ew arcounts

A1-c. no. trades opened
_Total outstanding bolance
_Total a1~ilable credit
Sample sil.e

ComurMt$

Cons:umtr1

\\ilhlJtili()'

"iehTd«<m

r ..ote. llll
;0.92%
1.14

+ $39i6
t $6973
6,211,323

Ccnsu~n

eo"'""""

\ !alid>Uon

\lilblJtilil)'

l'oilh Ttk-com

\'alilbtion

r ..ote.llll

S.mole(lll

T10deo(")

Tr>des (l;)

sam.le(16)

48.73%
I.Oi
+ $1466
+ $3192
504,481

~2.21%

16.44%
0.2i
+ $19i2

16.42!1\
0.26
+ $891
+ $)094
113.240

Ml%

0.93
+$8489
t $12309
3,i85,681

t $2~66

1,036,396

o.o;
• $402
. $382
I,030,m

o... s.,.,,., .~~...~ 11, zoo; o..~ .uw 11, 1006 c..Jij FlW.forA•,..J"' S.MJ>k

In general, 11idesprcad reporting of utilit)' and telecom·
munkations data increases consumer ac<:ess to credit.
Although the proportion of consumers who opened a
new account Ol'er the observation period was higher
for all consumers 11ith a fully reported utility or
tclecommunitations trade, the impact 11~ signifo.antl)'
greater for thin-fole borrowers. For e.xample, only about
; percent of thin-file borrowers in the l'alidation sam·
pie (column 6) opened a new account between April I,
200i, and March 31, 2006. comp;>red with 16 percent
of thin-me consumers who had either a reported utility
or telecommunications trade (columns 4 and ; ,
respccth·ely).
Compared with thin·fole consumers \lithout such
trades, those 11ith a full)•reported utility or telecom·
munications trades also ~rienced greater increases
in their use of and access to c.redit. In fact, thin·fole
consumers \\ith utilit)' and telecommunications data
increased their credit limits b)' about $2,i00 and
$1,100, rcspectil'cly, Ol'er the 12-month period, while
thin-r.le consumers 11ithout such trades experienced a
small decline ($382). flowe••er, the pattern for all con·
sumers sho11~ the opposite effects. 11ith larger
increases obsen·ed for consumers in the l'olidation
sample. I

"Thin-file consumers with utility
and telecommunications data
increased their credit limits"
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V. IMPACT ON
SCORI NG MODELS
Another way to assess the probable outcome of full reporting is to
examine its impact -on the reliabilit)' or ability to rank risk within the scoring models. In gen·
erJI, reporting utility and telecommunications trades should affect consumers' access to credit if the
additional information provided improves the ability of credit issuers to identify a good credit risk. As
shown in prior research, greater accuracy in estimating credit performance should lead to lower credit
costs for lenders, higher acceptance mtes, or some combination of the two." ~loreover, if better per·
formance reAects better capacities of borrowers to pay, it limits 01•er·indebtedness.

POWER

T

o examine these potential effects, we relied on
S<\l'eral commercial scoring models, including
the l'antageScore model: a generic new account
model; two bankrupt<)' models; and a mortgage screen·
ing model Although none of these models specifically
distinguishes telec<>mmunications or utility trades from
other I)-pes of accounts, the scores of each model 11ill
be affected by the consumer's performance on all
reported trade lines, including an)' utility or telecommunkations accounts.

We began by scoring consume~ in the anal)~is file
with and 11ithouttheir reponed 1clecommunications
and utility trades. ll'e then used the resulting scores to
mnk consume!$ according to their predicted risk. and
compared the different rankings 11ith consume~· per·
fonnance over a 12-month period ~>\pril I, 2005, to
March 31, 2006). The accuracy of the l'l!tious scores
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11as summarized bytheir Kolmogoroi'·Smirnol' (K-S)
statistic, a commonl~· used metric designed to capture
a model's abilit)' to distinguish between two different
groups, in thisease. performing and nonpcrfonning
accounts." The K-S statistic ranges from 0 to 100,
11ith higher ~~lues signi~·ing a gre~ter ability to distinguish betwetn good and poor credit risks.
In calculating the KS statistics, we fi~tassumed that
consumers who could not be scored would be treated
as a higher risk than consumm with the minimum
applicable score. In realit)', howem, some credit
issuers, primarily those lending for mortgages, would
attempt to ~~lidare the credit-worthinc» of no~score
applicants by examining nontraditional sources of
credil. Our anal)~is, therefore, may01>ersimplify the
decision·making process of cre<lit-issum in some
instances, such as for mortgages, and 01~rstate the
benefits that arise when consumers mo1·e from
unscoreable to score~ble.
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Table 5.1. Impact of Utilities and Telecommunications Trades on K-S Statistics: General Population Models
Cons:umtn \\1th U1i!i1''Tt;~dt$
E._,duding

lnduding

Model

utmties lltl
\~ntageScore
1.098
Transrusk new account
1.051
TransRisk bankroptcy
1.135
Bankruptcy model II
1.138
Sample size
6,211,323

Utiliti" (12)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
6 ,211,323

Consurntrs withTtltromTl'l1dt.t
lnduding
Ttleco"" (13)

1.085
1.048
1.214
1.262
504,481

E'"<"luding
T<leconu (n)

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
504,481

o... s.,.,,., .u...~ 11, zoo; o..~ .uw 11, 1006 c..Jij Flk.sfor....z,;.....p~<.

\11th these caveats in mind, Table ).I sho"' the csti·
mated impact of adding the tltility and telccommunica·
lions trades on the prroicth'll power of the l'arious
models (for reasons described below, the mortgage
model has been treated separatel)•.) To protect the JYroprietal)' nature of the models, the K·S statistics for
each of the models has been scaled to equai!OO when
the utility and telecommunications trades arc e.<eluded
from the consumers' credit flies. Values abo"e 100
when the utility or telecommunications trades are
included indicate a relati1·e imJ>rorement in the
model's prroictil'e power.
As shown Table 5.1, adding <otility and telccommunitations data increases the Ol'erall accuraC)' of the scoring
models by a significant amount.u For cxam1>le, adding
the data to the VantageScore model increases its Ol'erall K·S statistic by 9.8 percent and 8.5 per<ent, respec·
til'el)'· Results for the Other general population models
are similar, ranging from a ; percent increase for the
second generic model to nearly a 14 percent increase
for the bankruptcy scores in the utility sample and
increases of more than 20 per<ent for the bankrup!C)'
scores in the telecommunications sample.

The impro1-ement in the model's prroictil·e power with
the addition of the utility an-d telecommunications
trades appears prin>arily to be driren br the greater
ability to score pre1iousl)' unscoreable consumers,
rather than to a better risk-ordering of those who can

be scored 11i1hout the addition of the alternatil·c data.
This is e1ident from comp.•ring the results in Table ).I
and 7. which are based on calculations from samples
composed of only those who can be scorro with or
11ithout the alternatil-e data. and thus onlycaptures
the reordering effect from the addition of the new
data. The greater lift {that is, increase in the KS statis·
tic) in Table ; .1 when prtl'iously unscoreable consumers are scorro and mowd out of the greatest risk
category. This reOects the fact that the average rate of
serious delinquencies among such consun>ers is relati,·d y low comparro 1\ith the scoreable consumers at
the bottom of the score distribution. Hence, these consumers do not belong (as a group) in the highest-risk
category. For example, consumers who were unscore·
able 11ithout their utility trades had a delinquenc)' rate
of 14 percent, which is only slightlygreater than the
rate obsen·ed among consumers \\ith scores in the 680
to 740 range of the VantageScore, and well below the
rates obsen·ed among consumers 1\ith lower scores
(whose delinquency rates ranged bet11·een 33 percent
and 60 percent).

As mentioned, also calculated changes in the K-S Sta·
listie for samples of consumers who could be scored
11ith and without the alternatil'< data. These calcula·
tions, thus. make no-assumptions regarding how those
11ith no score should be classi.foed, but they do exclude
those who would most benefot from the inclusion of
the a!ternatire data. Nonetheless, it is useful to explore
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Table 5.2. Impact of Utilitie• and Telecommunications Trades on K-S StatiSiics: E.xduding Unscoreablcs''
Consumt"rtl'oilh UtiliwTradts

Model

VanlageScore
TransRisk New Account

TransRisk Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Model II
Sample Size

COtl$1Jmtr'S ''ithTeletom Tnlilts

lndudiog

Etduding

lncludi"1!

E~duding

UtiUtics (IJ)

Ulili<its (l2)

T•lecoms (13)

T<lt<Om> (I~)

1.022
1.025
1.00;
1.008
5,439,844

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
S,439,SH

1.012
1.010
0.987
1.003
421,915

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
421.91S

how the models' performance is affected when including alternalil'e data for those who can be scored with·
out it. These resultsore sho"n in Table 5.2.
Table l.2 n1akes it dear that for those who can already
be scored without the alternati1·e data, we should
¢;\:pect, on arerage. only a modest improrement in
score model performance (at lcrust 11ith current nonop·
timized models). This should be expected gi1·en that,
for instance, more than three-quarters of the consumers in the utili!)' subsample used had SCI'en or
more traditional trade lines. Theiefore, the addition of
another (alttrnative) trade line for the a~·erage consumer should ha~-e linle effect.
ll<cause the purpose of the <tu<~· is to detennine
whether and how the addition of alternatil-e data in
credit files can benefot those traditionnll)' undersen·ed
b)' the mainstream financial sector, we now look at
model performance for those with little or no tradi·
tiona! trade lines-lhe thin-file consumers.
As before, we first treated those ll;th no score as the

As shown in Table 5.3. the K-S statistic for

VantageSoorc model rose b)•more than a factor of 3
11ith the addition of the utility dala and by more than a
factor of 4 with the addition of the telecommunications trades. The results for the other models are
rough!)' the same order of magnitude. These findings
underscore the critical nature of such trades in cl'aluating the credit performance of thin-file borrowers.
Table ;.4 sho\1~ the change in model performance
when scoring thin-file consumers who are scoreable
11ith and 11ithout utility and telcoommuoications
dara, that is, when scoring consumers \\ith one or
two traditional trade lines. II~ see a larger a~·cragelift
11ith the addition of the altcrnatil'e data for the thinRic consumers than for the general sample results in
Table 5.2, reflecting the greater imponance of additional trade lines to consumers (and those tl)ing to
estimate their lel'el of risk) 11ith few trJde lines.
Again. we sho~tld e.\j>CCt a lift from adding utility and
telecommunications data to the credit file< of the
thin-file consumers when the scoring models are
optimi>.ed for such data.

highest-risk consumers (they were placed at the bottom of the score d~tribution). In the absence of the
utility and telecommunications data, only36 percent
and 32 pereent, rcspectil'el)', of such consumers registered a score for the VantageSc&re model. 1'11th the
addition of the data. the number of no-scores declined
to a minimal amount, and the model's abilit)' to predict
the credit performance of thin-file consumers
increased dr<matically.
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Table 5.3. Impact of Utilities and Telecommunications Trades on K·S Statistics:
Thin-File Borrowers Only
Consumm uith Utili

Including
Ut;J;t;.s(ll)
MOO.I
VantageScore
3.294
TransRisk New Ac('ounl 2.932
TransRisk Bankruptcy
3.358
Bankruptcy Modell!
3.595
Sample Size
1,280.>53

· Tn~deJ

E.<duding
Utilitlt$ (12)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.280,553

Consumcn: "ilb Telecom Tradt.s

lnduding
T<l<ro,., (13)
4.281
4.993
5.297
6.783
137.256

Excluding
T<lero"" (I~)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
137,256

0.~ S.""";,\l"'h JJ, 2(1(); ..!.l.llotrh JJ, 2006 CrtJ'• Fik<pAn.ol}si<S..~pk

Table 5.4. Impact of Utilities and Telecommunications Trades on K-S Statistics:
Thin·File Borrowers Onl)l Excluding Unscorcables
Consurntn with Utilii\' Trades

Ut;J;ties(ll)
Modtl
l'antageScore
1.078
TransRisk New Account 1.061
TransRisk Bankrupley
1.035
Bankruptcy Modell!
1.050
Sample Sile"
369.903

li1'cluding
Utiliti.,(f2)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
369.903

These findings are consistent \lith what one would
c.,pect wirh rhe addition of alternalii'C data; namely.
thai (I) the largest impact "·ould be for those who
become scoreable after addi~g the new dara: (2) thin·
flle consumeti who were scoreable without the new
data would e.\perience a smaller. but noticeable,
impact; and (3) consumm with thick files would see
relatirely little change.
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E.xduding,

Ttlero"" (#~)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
36,506

MORTGAGE
SCREENING MODEL
though the results are quite robust for the
generic scoring models, appl)•ing the same
f>proach to the mortgage screening modds
pro,·ed problematic. Because mortgage screening mod·
cis are designed to predict the incidence of 60+ da)1
mortgage ddinquencies, I he samples we used to esti·
male the K·S statistics were limited to consumeli with
mortgage trades at the b<:gi.nning of the performance

"
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period. Not surprising!)\ all of the consumers in these
subsamples had at lrast one established traditional
trade (their mortgage), and the great majority had
thirk aedit files. For e."'mple, 95.6 perrent of mort·
gage holders in the utility sample had se•·en or more
traditional trades (i.e., excluding. utility trades), com·
pared with i05 perrent in an overall sample of con·
sumers. Like~1ise. fewer than I perrent of mortgage
holders in the utility sample had thin credit files com·
pared with about Ii percent in the Ol'trnll sample.
Ciren that including uti.lity and telecommunications
data had relatively liule impact on a model's ability to
predict the perfonnance of thick·flle borrowers, it is
therefore not surprising thatth~ data had relatively
lillie imJ>aCI on the K·S statistics of the mortgage
S<:reening models, 011 ""basis of lire obsen'ed perfonll·
tmce of cousm1JetS U'itll mortgnges. In Fatt, the addition
of the utility data led to a 0.4 per<:ent decline in the K·
S statistic of a mortgage screening model designed for
homcbuyers. while the telecomn>unications data led to
0.9 pereent decline."
To gain a bener understanding about how utilityand
telecommunications data could enhance a mortgage
lenders abilitr to identify credit·worthy borrowers. we
recalculated the K·S statistics f<>r the n>ongage screen·
ing models using an altemath·e perfom>ance measure:
the incidence of anr 90+ dar delinquent)'· II~ based
this anal)~is on the entire sample of consumers,
whether or not they had a mongage trnde. The results
of this analysis were similar to the generic scoring
models. In panicular, we found that utilit)' and
telecommunications data increased the K-S statistics
of the homcbuycrs model by 13.-1 percent and 3.2 per·
cent, respecti1·ely. Although thesoe rrsults should be
interpreted 11ith caution- mortgage models are specifi·
cally designed to predict mortgage performance not
performance across all rrndcs-they nel"ertheless sug·
gcst that the improvements obsen·ed for the generic
credit models are likcl)' to appl)' to models specifically
designed for mongagc loons.

ADDITIONAL RESULTS
ON THE PREDICTIVE
POWER OF ALTERNATIVE

DATA
e would expect that altematil'e payment data
would contain some infonnation useful in
predicting future p3)1nenl outcomes. If an
indilidual has been making h~ or her utility or telecom·
munications payments on time for a period of time, we
would "'J'C<<Ihey would be more like!)' to make time!)'
papnonts (in the present and the future) on a •~riety of
their obligations compared with scmeone who had fallen
behind on payments. ll>at we see a rise in the K·S statis·
tic in the Ol'ernll samples or in the thin·file samples. and
includingor e<eluding the unscoreable populations,
points to this. In addition, and more simpl)\ ""could
look at the correlations between a serious delinquency
on an ahemati•·e trade and a serious delinquency on a
rrnditionaltrade.

W

Specificall)\ using the sample of consumers 11ith utility
trnde line.s who also had trnditional trade lines, we cal·
culatcd the correlation between a serious de.linqueney
(90+ da)~) on a utility trade and on a traditional trade
line between ~larch 2004 and ~larch 2005. We simi·
lariycalculated serious delinquencies for telecommuni·
cations trade lines. The respective correlations were
.288 and .292 and, not surprisingly gi•·en the ,..ry large
sample sizes, they were statisticallr significant.~ The
results indicate that a serious delinquenC)' on either a
utility or telecommunications trnde is weakly to moder·
ately correlated 11;1h a serious delinquency on a tradi·
tiona! trade. These result> refute any notion that uti)ity
and telecommunications payments are unrelated to
traditional payments. The correlation does not, how·
Cl'<'r, explain whether ahemati\'e pa)'ments are a g<>od
predictor offuture payment>.
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Table ; ,; , Regression Results, Oependenl Variable: Whelher a Consumer Had a Serious Oelinquencr
on Any Trade During Man:h 2005 and Mareh 2006 (Siondard E..... in"'"""""')

l>riables
Constant

Whe1her a Tradilional (90+ OPDJ
OelinquenC)I March 04-March 05
Whe1her a Utilily (90+ OPO)
OelinquenC)I ~larch 04-March 05

Const1mers "ith IJ&ilit)'

CoMUrnm "ith Tdccom

and T!"41dilional Tn~dts

and T,.ditional T..des

(II)

(12)

(Ill

.082

.106

.110

~·-'-

~
j__

~

(f~)

.130
l.0006
.l...__

.412

0511

.424

0.485

(.()001)

(.()001)

(JlOH)

t OOH)

AIO
(.000;)

\Vhelhrr a Telecom(90+ OPO)
OelinquenC)I Mareh 04·March 05

--

R·Squared
Sample Size

.2-li

0.3009
S.631,H6

The correla1ion belween ha1ing a serious ddinquency
on a u1ili1y 1rade during ~lar<:h 2~ and ~larch 2005
and ha•ing such a delinquent)' on an)' 1rade1he follow·
ing year is 0.42. Such a correla1ion for ldecommunicalions delinquendes during is 0.32. The correlalion for
delinquencies on a 1radi1ional1rade is 0.46. The corre·
la1ion be1ween a consumer's serious delinqucnC)' and
serious delinquencies on a lradilionallrade, a u1ili1y
1rade, or a lelecommunicalions 1rode are qui1e similar.
It could be 1he case 1ha11he prediciil•e information
ahern31i••e 1rades embody is already cap1ured in 1he
informal ion from lradilionallrndes, and therefore
adding such ahernalh•e lrades 10 troditional trodes ma)'
not add any pre<licli•-e po11~r. To tes11his, we ran
regressions to determine whtthcr adding altemati•·e
trnde inforrnarion would improre predictability.

~m

-0.2136
5,631,146

0.2506
436,140

- -0.2143
436.1~0

The resuhs in Table ).5 indicate rhat 11ith 1he addition of 1he utility da1a, 1he predicril·e power or good·
ness of for of !his admiucdly crude model rises b)' 40%
as measured by 1hc R-squared. llr.th the addirion
of the 1elccomn1Unica1ions da1a, 1he goodness of fit
of 1he model rises by li%also as measured by the
R-squared."
or course. this is only suggcstire or how I he addition
or utilily and telecommuni<alions payment information would afTccl model fit in a rcoptimized commer·
cial-gradc scoring model. A commercial model would
be more sophisrica1ed, take into account much more
detailed information, and do a muth beuer job of
predicting. None1heless, i1 appears 1ha1 utiliry and
telccommunicalions payment data contain informa·
tion 1hat could be useful in predicting fururc pay·
ment outcomes.
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IMPACT ON
DELINQUENCY AND
ACCEPTANCE RATES
n a compelilive marke1. consumers could benefil
from an increase in 1hc accuracy of scoring models
in 1wo different \13)•· On Ihe one hand, credil
issuers could increase their acceptance rales and keep
the rales Ihat 1heycharge 1he same. Increasing 1heir
acreprance rate \\ilhout increasing rates and fees is
possible because the default rate associated 11i1h a
given accepmnce rate 11ill necessaril)' decline 11i1h an
impro,·ement in I he model's prediclive power.
Alternali,·ely, lenders could maiAiain their existing
acceptance ra1es but lower 1heir r:nes and fees. Again,
a price reduction \\Ould be poss[ble because the
default ra1e that is associated with a gi"cn acceptance
rare 11ill decline with impro\'ements in the model's pre·
dicti\~ power. In shon, the trade-off bet\lecn the size
of 1he lender's market and 1he performance of 1heir
ponfolios becomes less steep.

I

Although it is difficult to predict 1he market outcome,
1he types of trade·offs I hat credit issuers face with full
reporting of utility and lelecommunicationslrades are
illuSirated in Tables 5.6 and 5.7.Ahhough 1he data in
the tables are based on the VantageScore model,
results for the other models are gcnerall)•similar and
are presented in Appendl< B. As before, we have
assumed that lenders woul<l put consumers who can·
not be scored in the highest-risk category." This
assumes that the unscoreable population is esscntiall)'
._,eluded from c<msideration (gi>·en that they are put·at
the bottom or the risk distribution) but nonetheless
count as potential borrowers/consumers (their pres·
encc is felt in the numerator of the acceptance rate).
Table 5.6 sho11~ how the performance associated with
a gi'·en acceptance rate could impro,•e 11ith the addi·
tion of ulility and telerommunications data.J• For
<.<ample, suppose that a credit issuer wished to main·
rain an acceptance rate of about >0 percent. a rate
that is more or le.ss in line 11ith 1hc current acceptance
rates among <redit card issuers. With this target
acceptance rate. serious delinquencies would fall by
about 22 percent (from 2.3 to 1.8 percent) \\ith the

Table 5.6. Serious Delinquencies by Target Acceptance Rates: VantageScore Model

Consumers "ilh Utility

Tr.lck.
lntluding
Utililit..s:
A«<1>10n<e Rote

30%
40%

l n~lllding,

E~duding

Utilities

Tek<oms·
Ttl«ommunicalions
1.10%
l.iO%

Teltroms·
Tti«--mmunialtions

(II)

(12)

0.90%
1.20%

1.10%
150%

1.30%
2.20%

I.S~

2.3~

3.30%

4.60%

60%
70%

3.00%

4.20%
8.10%
13.80%

i .40%

10.10%
16.20%
20.9051.
21.60%

).40%
9.50%
13.80%

90%

Jkt 046629
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addition of utilit)' data, and b)' about 28 percent (from
4.6 to 3.3 percent) with the full reponing of telecom·
munications accounts. In a highly competitire market,
the sa1ings associated 11ith these declines would uhi·
mately be passed through to consumers in the fonn of
lowerr:ucs.
Table 5, 7 takes the opposite perspectil'e, and shows
what would happen to acceptance rntes if issuers
11ished to maintain their currentlel'el of risk (as meas·
ured br the incidence of serious delinquencies) and
expand their business base. For example, acceptance
rates could rise from 54.9 to 60.4 percent with the
addition of utility data using. a targeted delinquency
rate of about 3 percent-the approximate areragc for
credit cards. With the addition of the telecommunica·
lions data, acceptance rates could rise from about44.9
to 49.0 percent llithout iner.easing projected losses.
As noted earlier, many credit issuers attempt to create
ahematire credit historirs for thin-flle borrowers by
turning to non-traditional credit sources. As a result,
the findings presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 may tend
to o,·erestimate the actual in>pact on acceptance ratrs,

but the)' may do so only slightly. Ne,·enheless, our
anal)1is clearly illustrates the potential impact of such
reponing. and the ~~lue it can bring to undersen-ed
markets. •

Table 5.7. Acceptance Rates by Targeted Delinquency Rates:
VantageScore Model

Cor~.untn "ith Telecom

Con$llmtrs "ilh Utility

Tr>ck<
Including

u,a;,;.,(tt)
52.4
60.4

2
3

lndudi"lt
Ttltcoms (l l)

47.2
54.9

43.4
49.0

4

65.~

59.6

52.6

5

69.1

6

n.o

7

74.5

63.1
65.i
67.9

55.3
57.4
59.4
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VI. DEMOGRAPHIC
IMPACTS
Figure 6.1 shows how changes in acceptance rates would vary across
different demographic groupsl2 assuming 1ha11he risk tolerance of lenders remains the
same. To simpli~· the presentation, we again present our results for just one model-the VanlageScore
model- and use .a "targeted" delinquency rate (3 percent) that approximates the average for credit
cards. However, as before, the results are much the same when other models or risk cul·offs are used."

In general, minorities, lower·income groups, and
rounger (IS to 25 years old) and older (66+ )~rs)
consumers are most affected by the addition of utili!)'
and telecommunications dau. Again, although the
results are rough!~· similar for the utility and telecommunications trades, the largest impact is associated
11ith the addition of the utilit)' data. The addition of
the utility trndes would increa;e acceptance rates for
both blackand Hispanic borrowers by about 21 per·
cent, more than t11ice the increa;e observed for whites
(see Figure 6.1a). Likc\lise, acceptance rntes would
rise b)' about 25 percent for consumers earning less
than $20.000 per year (see Figure 6.1b), by about
13 percent for consumers under the age of25, and b)'
14 percent for those o''" age 65 (see Figure 6.lc). ll'e
were curious whether the 65+ group was c1idence of
•\lidow effect," where a \lidow is left \lith little credit
history because bills had been in her husband's name.
II~ did not, howe11!r, find any <lilference by gender.
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figure 6.1. Impact on Acceptance Rates by Demographic Group;
(auurntS '3 p(rttnl $trious delinquenq•r.ttt")
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Table 6.2. Reported Trades by Borroll'er Characteristics
Consumersc "ilhTtlttOM Tradt.S

Consuantt$ with Urilii\'Ttadt.S

<3

Mtan

Ulilitir$-IS

<3

Mtan

mdHional

Num.btr

Percent of

triditiontl

Number

Ptrttnt

crudes(lt)

orTtlldes

Tota!Trad«

11ades (%)

ofTrades

Tob!Tndt.S

li%

17.32

9%

23%

15.().1

7%

20%
28%
32%
16';6
14%

17.02
12.46
13.24
18.12
18.35

8%
II%
II%

18%
48%

li.H

~
13%
II%

9%
9%

20%
19%

7.91
10.16
16.21
16.21

14%
12%

18.19
18.44

9%
9%

22%
16%

15.33
16.74

24%
10%
9%
9%

11.11
19.19
21.57
20.81
20.19
13.43

13%

36%
18%
13%
12%
10%
18%

8.88
16.29
18.85
19.21
19.39
13.25

All

~
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Other
-White
Gender
F
M

40%

Ttlecoms as:

or

7%

i%
i%
7%

A~

18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66+

8$

IS%

~~·
420,000
$20,000-29,999
$30,000-$49.999
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000+

31%
20%
13%
7%
4%

11.01
13.92
16.88
20.89
24.22

9%

8%
8%
8%
II%
14%
II%
9%

8%
i%

- - -9.13
38%
24%
16%
8%
4%

11.49
15.51
20.54
24.24

12~

7%
6%
6%
6%

8%

12%
9%

i%
5%
5%

"Minorities, lower-income consumers, and the young and the old
are more likely to be thin-file borrowers:'
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Renters, who presumably are less in the financial
mainstre.am than homeowners, saw their acceptance

increase at nearly t"ice rate as homco"ners \\;th the
addition of the utility data. Renters may also find
impro,;ng their credit files particularly important if
they hope to bcoomeeventua.l homco11ners.
FinalI)< language preference rc1'Cals that those who
prefer Spanish as their primary language experience a
2i percent incre-ase in I heir acceprancc \\ith the addi·

lion of the altcmatil'e data. This is probably a beucr
measure than ethnicity of th.e underserl'cd immign~nt
population from latin America. Although similar pat·
terns for all conditions are obsen'f<l for the telccom·
munications data, the estimated impact11~re not as
large.
Differences in the estimated impact on different demo·
grnphic groups rencct dilferences in their underl);ng
credit profiles. As shown in Table 6.2, minorities,
lower·income consumers. and the young and the old
are more likely to be thin·fol• borro11~rs. t\s a result,
the addition of utility and telecommunications trades
to theircredit records 11;11 ha1·ea larger effect on their
Ol'er.ll credit profiles. I
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VII. SUMMARY AND
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The results of our analysis Jend strong support to the suggestion that the 'l~tematic reporting of telecommunications and utility trades would benefit consumers and increase their
access to low-cost credit. Assuming that our sample is reasonably representatil-e of all consumers with
such trades, the impact is likely to be large.

The primary effect of fully reporting energy utility
and telecommunications data appears to be on the
number of consumers 11flo could be scored. Based
on the tri·bureau l'antageScore model. the percentage
of unscoreable consumers would decline from 13 per·
cent to 2 percent when adding utility data. Like11ise,
adding telecommunications data reduces the number
of unscoreable consumers from about 17 percent to
I percent.
Scoring models and credit SCOre$ are rclati1·ely unaf·
fected by additional inforn>ation on utility and
telecommunications tr~des for c<>nsumers who can be
scored without them. In other words, for consumers
with a relatil'dy thick credit files, the addition of these
trade lines has little, if an); effect-either positive or
negatil'~n their credit scores or thoir access to
credit. As a result, it seems safe to assen that relatil·ely
few consumers would be harmed by the full reporting
of such data.
In contrast, the impact on 01hen•;se unscoreable consumers would be signincant. For example, based on
the l'antageScore model, we estimate that o•·erall
acceptance rntes could rise by as much as I0 percent
with the full reponing of utility and lclecommunieations trades. Signiftcantlr larger gains would go to
n>inorities, low-income groups. and consumers at the
two extremes of the age continuum- the relati•·dy
young (18 to 25 yeaN) and the relati•·cly old (o•-er 65).
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ALTERNATIVE DATA
REPORTING
n our view, these findings pro1ide a strong public
polit)' rationale for encouraging the full reponing
of utility and telecommunications pa)1nent data tO
consumer reponing agencies. The net result of full
reponing should be positil'e for consumers and busi·
ness alike. Thin-file consumers would stand to gain by
ha\·ing a more aocurnte assessment of their credit-worthiness, and credit issuers would stand to gain h)•
enhancing their ability to e~and their markets 11ithout
a concurrent increase in risk

I

PERC Sul\·eyed the membeN of the National
Association of Regulated Utility Commissions
(NARUC) in 2005, and identified four states 11flcre
the trnnsfer of customer darn to third paJties was
statutorily prohibited. Although these Ia~-. were writ·
ten with other concerns in mind-in most cases the)'
are pril'llcy rules-they dearly preclude sharing customer data 11ith consumer reponing agenC-ies (CRAs).
We believe.that lawmakers in those states should carefully re•iew those la11~ in light of the ftndings reported
here. Any privacy concerns should be carefully
weighed against the demonstrnted social and economic
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statutory prohibition, some regulators hare told inquir·
ing energy utility and telecommunications firms that
they were not permitted to share customer payment
data \lith CRAs. In these states, we adl'ocate the pas·
sage of a law clearly permitting the sharing of cus·
tomer data 11ith CRAs.

PRESERVE VOLUNTARY
REPORTING

W

en considering data·sharing legislation. it
s important to preset\'C the roluntary
ature of the national credit reporting s)~·
tem. ~Iandating the reponing of energy utility,

telet::ommunications, or other ahemali\'C data will

result in a radical and disrupti1·e paradigm change to
the world's most successful credit reponing regime.
The decision of any enCrg)' or telecommunications
prolider> to become a •full me reporter" must ulti·
matelj•be dril'en by a combination of each firm's selfinterest (in reducing account delinquenci"')~ and hr
the undmtanding that doing so helps to promote
access to mainstream credit markets for pre-iously
under>e11·ed groups.
benefits. Specifically, we encourage state lawmaker! in
those rew states to can-e out an exempl'ion in existing
law for reponing payment data-not detailed account
information such as customer tyroprietary network
informarion or CPNI-to ac~rcdited consumer "'port·
ing agenci.,..
The NARUC survey identified "'&ulatory uncertainty
as the primary policy barrier to sharing energy utility
and telecommunications dau with CRAs. Ciren that
the majority of states h""' no law on the books either
precluding or permitting data sharing \lith CRAs, and
gi1·cn an cn,ironment of heightened sensiti1ity to data
pril'aC)' and data security concerns, "'&Uiators are
un\\illing to pro1ide enc<gy utilityand teleeommunica·
tions firms \lith explicit permission (esp«iaUy written
pemtission) to share custom~r payment data \lith
CRAs. In fact, in some cases, despite the absence of a

lnterostingl); for rears, energy utili!)' and telecommu·
nications Arms hare been major consumers of credit
reports from the big three natioMI credit bureaus.
1\Iost of these firms, howcrer, either report only nega·
ti11: information (delinquencies, defaults, and collec·
tions), or do not report at all. Such an imbalance in
using payment history information, but not contribut·
ing to it, is particularlr cost!)' to those consumers who
ha~·e no traditional pa)inent histories, gil•en that they
11ill be building no positil·e pa)mlent histories by using
the utilityor telecommunications SCllices, and they
11illlikcly be charged a relatirely high deposit because
they hal'e no payment histOl')'· For some uses of con·
sumer credit files. such as for marketing and pre·
screening lists, there is a principle of retiprocit)', where
companies wishing to usc the information must hare
contributed to it. But these benefits may hold little
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\'l!lue to entities, such as utilities, that pro•ide senkes
typically considered nocessilies and often face little or
no competition.

REPORTING ENHA NCES

Nonetheless, as the value of consumer papnent data
from nontraditioMI sources bewmes more evident,
efficient market responses may emerge by data aggre·
gators and credit bureaus to bring the nontraditional
data online. As potential furnishers of nontraditional
darn realize how pro•iding p•)mcnt data not onlr helps
their bouom line, but also their customers, they will
likelybecome more interested in suppl)ing pa)ment
data. How.,.·cr, these market responses can happen
when statutO!)' prohibitions are remo•·ed or amended,
and more important, when regulatory and legislatire
uncertainties surrounding the transfer of such data
are cleared up.

COMMU NITIES

Without sufficient credit
history, it is impossible to
begin the process of asset
building and wealth creation.
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T

he soeiodemogrnphic anal)•is of the thin·fole
and unscoreable population confirmed beliefs
about the characteristics of this group. h is
composed largely of members of ethnic minorities,
many of whom are economically disad•'l!ntaged and are
recent immigrants. Many of these individuals reside in
"domestic emerging markets-urban markets and
poorer, industrial and rural areas. F"or those lhing in
such areas, the ability to impro•'C one's life often
depends on access to credit. 1\'othout sufficient credit
histO!)", it is impossible tO purchase a car for trareling
ro work, to secure a student loan for the college of
choice, to secure a home mortgage loan or a small
business loan to begin the process of asset building
and wcalr h creation.
Arecent study analy1.ed credit scores, credit use, and
delinquency patterns for low· to modernte·income
indi\~duals (LM!s) for ;o metropolitan areas.• Key
findings from this anal)~is of more than 14 million
partial credit files during a one·rear period indicate
high •-ariance across metropolitan areas in credit use,
<eore di<tribution, and credit n>aoagement. Most rele·
·~nt for this studr was the finding that the portion of
borrowc~ "ith C.\1remely weak credit scores (scores
lower than ii pereent of the total population) was
considerably higher in urban markets than the national
a•'Crnge. For low· to moderate·income persons in urban
areas, nearly 41 percent ha\·e credit scores in ihe bot·
tom quarter for the nation. Ciren the concentration of
lMI households in most urban areas, and the pre•~·
lence of automated unden•Titing among mainstream
lenders, this trnnslates to a substantial barrier to
accessing affordable <apital to build assets in these
urban markeis.
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Cil'en the size of this population, and its risk profile
when alternati,·e data arc considered, in an em·iron·
ment of per"asi,•e ahernatil'e data reporting e~·el)1hing
changes. First, if-and this is a big if-alternatil'e data
are reported in sufficient quanti!)' in the near term
(currently, a small but gro11ing minority of energy utility and telecommunications forms fully repon customer
payment data to one or more credit bureaus), then
credit bureaus, analj1ics fim1s, and lenders 11ill have
the data necossal)"to build nell' altematil·e scoring
models or optimize e.<isting scoring models. In short,
lenders 11ill hare the tools to process the nell'ly ,,~iJ
able information to make credit decisions. Empml'ered
11ith nell' tools and information, lenders can profotably
C.'Jland into previously omlooked markets-markets
that rna)" even become competiti1-e.

The results from this siUdy offer great promise for
communi!)' de,·elopment in domestic emerging mar·
kets, especially in urban areas. Not only ~re the credit
scores of a majority of thin-file and unscoreable
Americans improl'ed by usi~ altemath-e data. but
credit access for LMI borro"·ers is dramatically
impro1-ed. Thin-file borro\l'crs 11ith one or more alter·
natil'e trade lines in their credit files accessed capital
at four times rhe rare of rhin-me borroll'cts 11ithour
any alternatil'e trade lines. In short, prelim ina!)' .,;.
dencc strongly suggrsts that using ahematil'e data in
consumer credit reports makes a difference in credit
access and fairness in lending. Enhanced access ro
affordable. mainstream credit-<llbeit just one part of
the solution-can greatl)' assist 11ith the economic
de1·elopmcnt of urban markets.

Perhaps most important. millions of credit·ll'orthy bor·
rowers in urban areas who pre1iousl)• had to rely on
check-cashing.]>aydar lenders, or other predatory
lenders can gain access to affordable mainstream
credit. The miracle of instant credit can palpably affect
the !ires and life chances of millions, making possible
the dream of hon1eownership and the ability to secure
a secure a small business loan to launch a new enter·
prise, two al'enues for asset-building. In an emiron·
ment of pen~si1-e altematil-e data reporting. the
landscape of consumer banking in urban areas should
fundamentally change to the benefit of those ll'ho li1•e
there. This, in turn. can ha~·e deep and S)~tematic
affects on e;ommunity del'clopment and asset-building.
resulting in imj>rol-ed opportunity and quality of life. I
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VIII. FUTURE
RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
Evidence presented in this study supports the use of alternative data
as one means to help bridge the credit information gap for millions of thin-file and unscoreable
Americans. Although alternative data can be held out as a promising potential solution to the problem
of too liule credit information, it is not an easy solution.

First, there is a chickcn·and·egg quality to alternatire
data. That is. consumer reporting agencies are not
actirelyexhorting energy utility and telecommunications forms to fully report data because their major
clients-large financial institutions-are not demand·
ing alternatire data and ahernatire scoring models.
lenders are not demanding altematil·e data and alter·
nat ire scoring models because so lillie alternati,·e data
is fully reported. B)' one estimate, just under ; per·
cent of all credit files ha~·e one or more alternative
trade lines, and ahernatire data composes kss than
I percent of all irade lines in a major credit bureau's
database.
There does appc.r to be interest in using alternative
payment data in the market. One ex:~mple is Payment
Reporting Builds Credit (PRBC). which uses selfreported (but ,,rified) alternatil-e payment informa·
tion, thus sidestepping legal and regulatory barriers
and accessing payment information not in standard
credit reports. llowc1·er, the ad1-antage of this model
(self-reported data) also likely limits its impact in
bringing useful ahemath-e data online.~ Fair Isaac's
E.'l'ansion Score and FirstAmerican'sAnthem model
are S(Oring models specifically designed to use altema·
til•e payment data. These two models rei)' on data from
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niche aggregators, and remain somewhat of a black
box. However, that a small n.umber of important
lenders are beginning to use them in credit dec~ion
suggests that a demand for a.lrernative scoring models
exists. Demand ";II likely grow as more altemati,·c
data come online. For instance, whiJe the reporting of
utility and telecommunications payments is far from
pervasive. the Trans Union database nonetheless had
more than 8 million consumer files 11;th at least one
altemath'e payment reported for at least a year as of
March 2005, making this study possible.
It is clear, holl'tvcr, that much more needs to be done
to jump-start a cycle of altemath•c data use and report·
ing. leading to its broad use. Data furnishers- in this
case utility and telecommunications companies- must

be com;nced that reporting data to CRAs, and assum·
ing Fair Credit Reporting Act data furnishe.r obliga·
tions, is in their best interest. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that fully reporting customer data to credit
bureaus, and consistentlycommunicating the benefots
of reporting to customers, can lead to a dramatic
reduction in delinquencies a.nd charge·offs. At a 2005
Brookings Urban ~larl:ets lnitiati,•e roundtable on
alternati,·e data and credit scoring, WE Energies and
\1.-rizon stated that fully re.porting customer data,
directlyor in part, led to a substantial reduction in
delinquencies." Similar!)\ Nicor Gas reported a 20 per·
cent reduction in delinquencies one )tar after it began
fully reporting customer data to TrnnsUnion.~

Data furnishers-in this case
utility and telecommunications
companies- must be convinced
that reporting data to credit
reporting agencies, assuming
Fair Credit Reporting Act
guidelines, is in their best
interest.

AS)$tematic sun'C)' of energy utility and teleeommuni·
cations firms on their C.\j>ericnee reporting data to con·
sumer reporting agencies could identify hurdles to
reporting. From a policy perspecti,·c, the results of
such a survey and anal)~is could sen•e as the basis for
a national outreach progrnm to expedite an en,;ron·
ment in "'hich alternative data are pe"11ivelr
reported. Such an outcome could go a long"'")' to11~rd
helping untold millions of thin·ftle and unscoreable
Americans build assets and create wealth in a sustain·
able fashion. I
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE
CHARACTERISTICS
This appendix compares the characteristics of the analysis file with
the characteristics of the validation sample. Table AI compares the demographic
characteristics of the consum-ers in each sample. TableA2 compares their credit proGies excluding their
utilit)' and telecommunications trades. Table A3 presents the distribution of the samples by state. In
presenting the statistics on the anal)~is file, consumers "1th utility trades are distinguished from those
with telecommunications trades. Although there is a small overlap between the two groups, they are
essentially separate groups a~td ha1•e been treated as such throughout this report.

DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCES
Table AI comparc.s the samples based on the race,
gender, age and income of the consumer. In general,
the three population groups look remarkablr similar.
While consumers 11ith telecommunications trades tend
to ha1·e somewhat lower incomes and a higher propor·
tion of males compared to ,..,lidation sample. their
other characteristics are about the same. Likewise,
consumers with utilit)•trades tend to ha1•e a higher
proportion of males, a lower proportion of Hispanics
and a higher proportion of blacks than the population
atla'l\C (as measured b)' the ~~li<fation sample), but
again, these dilferenccs are not pronounced.

CREDIT DIFFERENCES
Table A2 compares the charocteristics of the samples
on the basis of credit profoles of consumers. In making
these comparisons, 11e remo1-ed the utility and
telecommunications trade lines from the credit reports
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Again. the three po~ulation groups look fairlr similar,
although some different differences can be obsen·ed.
In general, consumers with either a utility or tdecom·
munications trades ha1'C somewhat stronger credit
profoles than the general population as measured by
their total number of trades (c.,cluding utilities and
telecommunications) as well as their credit scores.
Although the differences are relatil'<l)' modest For
consumers with telecommunications trades, ther are
more pronounced for consumers 11ith a reported uti I·
ity. This pattern is not surprising gil·cn that the latter
primarilyrencct household heads or ind.il'iduals lhmg
on their own.
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of consumers contained in the anal)~is ftle. Rem01ing
these trode lines enabled us to compare the different
samples on an "apples to apples" basis, and assess ihe
..,.ent to our anal)~is me is representatii'C of the
broader population of consumers in terms of their
underlying credit proflles.
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Appendi< Table At. Distribution of Samples by Demographic Characteristics
Consumtn \\ith

Consumtrs "ilh

\!alidation

lltilit ·Trodes (ll)

Ttktommunitations Tr.tdn: (!E)

Samole(ll)

3.6§.

1.7%
5.8
11.7
10.2
70.6
100.0

4.2%
6.3
12.1
95
68.0
100.0

Race
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Other
White
Totnl
Gender

85

8.9
11.9
67.1
100.0

F

--

40.8
59.2
100.0

M

Torn I

~!

1.7

18-25
2&-33
36-45
4&-55
5&-65

--

23.4
245
16.1
18.8
100.0

2.3
16.8
24.4
24.1
15.3
17.1
100.0

17.8
9.0
18.9
36.5
17.8
100.0
7.519.020

25.3
11.5
20.3
30.7
12.3
100.0
--590.795

Totnl

-

2.6
14.3
21.3
25.3
17.2
19.1
100.0

Income

<$20,000
$20,000-$29,999
$30,000-$49.999
$50,000-$99.999
$100,000+
- Total - - Sample Site

----

--

;o,4
49.6
100.0

46.8
33.2
100.0

155

66+

-

18.6
10.1
20.0
34.0
17.3
100.0
3.985.525

--

--

-

GEOGRAP HIC DIFFERENCES
Table A3 presents the distribution of the three population groups br state. As expected, the sample.. are not
representatil'e in t<rms of their geographic location.
Consumers 11ith utilit)' trndes are concentrated in
Illinois (H percent), Pennsyh~nia (16 percent) and
Wisconsin (24 percenr.) The telecomn>uniC3lions sample is also primarily in Pennsrh-ania (69 percent) and
Te.as (13 percent).
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Appendix Table t\2. Distribution of Samples by Credit Profoles of Consumer:
E.~cludingAII Utility and Telocommunicalions Trades
Consurnorl3 v.i1h

Consum~rs 11ith

~~~dation

Ulilin•Tn>cles (%)

Telffil<l1lllllni<ationsTr>d" {!f)

Som le (IO

14.0
4.9
4.1
l.i

13.1
13.9
5.5

3.5

6
7+

9.6
4.0
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.1
70.5

3.3
3.2
63.3

3.4
3.2
3.0

53.9

All Consumer>

100

100

100

21.9
8.0
7.7
8.6
9.4
12.9
14.6
16.9

20.6
9.4
11.2
12.3

561-{;20
501- 560
No S<ore

27.3
10.6
10.1
10.9
9.7
10.1
8.7
12.6

All Consumer<

100

100

100

7.519.020

590,795

3.985,522

%Distribution by No.
of Traditional Trades
0
I

2

3
4

;

%Distribution by VantageS<ore'
851+
801-$50
741-$00
681- 740
621~

SamplcSU.c

3.9

9A

9.0
6.7
21.4

~'1'\tfCtltt. t'll$obt4intd hy ftllll(lting fhC' lllifil)'a!JII ~"'~J~ioJd ~from 1'-c: (IOJ.I)t~I!N'f$trrdilfikl.
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Append<< Tablei\3. Distribution of Samples by State
Consume-rs with
tMil\•Trades(lt)
0.1
0.0

Ttl«ommunl<ations Trad" (lt)
0.1

i\ril.oni

lA

0.2

~

0.1
0.1
0.2
l.6
0.0
0.0
1.0
O.l
0.0
0.0

tlbboma
,\bib

California

Colomclo
CoAnett-itUI

o.r.....
llC
florida

G...p.
Hal'o'3ii

lcbho
Illinois
Indiana

~4.6

t2.7

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
1.2

1.1
O.l
0.2
2.9
0.~

0,2

0.~

~\lassachuKUS

o.1

Mkh;g.n
Minlle$0la

O.i

0.2
l.i
0.1
0.1
1.9
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.7
0.1
0.7
O.l
o.o
1.3

l.ouisiafl3

o.o
1.5
0.1
0.1
0.0

0.3
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.1

Miss~ippi

Missouri
MonUIN

"'•l>rnb
N~'3da

Nr:wUampshire

NewJtrse)1
NewMt'.\~

OJ
OJ

Nrw\q<l(
North Wrolina
North0.'!kot3
Ohio

o.o
0.4
0.1
0.1
15.9
0.0

6.6

0.0
0.0
O.l
0.9

~la~iood

Kentuck~·

1.7

0.~

Maine

1\aru:as

o.s

0.~

3..!
2.1
1.0
1.0
1.~

1.6
05
1.9
2·.0
J.;

1.7
1.0
2.0
0.3

0-6
o.9
0.4
2.9
0.6
6.3
3.0
0.2

3.9

0.1

IJ
IJ

6S.i

l.i

r.,..

0.2
0.6

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
12.6

O.l
1.4
0.2
2.0
8.2

Utah

0.0

0.0

o.s

Vtrmont

Vifllnia
11\Khlngton
\\kt \~rginia

0.0
0.2
0.2
0.1

Wi$COn$ill

n;

11\..,ing

0.0
0.0

0.0
O.l
0.1
0.0
l.l
0.0
0.0

0.2
2.5
2.3
0.6
l.j
0.2
0.2

7.519.020

590.i95

3)985522

OU.ho...

o..g..
Ptnns)il.<;~nia

Rhoc!< !>land
South Carolina
Sooth l>.l<ota
Tonn<SS«

1.1

M

No Daca

S.mpkSi«

••
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0.1
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0.0
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APPENDIX B.
DETAILED
MODEL RESULTS
Appendix Table 81. Serious Delinquencies by Target Acceptance Rates: VantageScore, (,eluding Unscoreables
ConsumtrS \\ith Trl«om

CansumtN "ilh Ulilil)'

Trad.s

A«<p<an<t Rate

30
40
50
60
70

Trades

lnduding

E~cluding

lnduding

Utililies

UrilitiH

Ttfccam

Ettluding
Telttom

(II) (~)

(12)(~)

(ll)(ll

(12) (~)

0.9
1.1
1.5
2.4
4.2

0.9
1.3

IV

1.5
2.4
4.7
9.1
14.5

18.9

18.8

so

7.8

1.0
1.3
1.7
2.7
4.5
8.1

90

12.9

13.1

2.2
4.4
9.1

1.1

S..= PERC

Appcndi' Table 82. Acceptance Rates by Targeted Delinquency Rates: V..ntageScore, E.xcluding Unscoreables
Consumtrs "i1h Telttom
Trades
loduding
E'duding

Conwmtr5 ui1h Utilif)•
Trades

Including

E'duding

Urilili~

Uailitie"$

'ttl«om

'ttl«om

(II) (£)

(12)(%)

(I I) (~)

(12) (~)

3
4

56.6
64.4
69.5

;

72.9

6
7

75.9
78.3

53.9
62.7
68.1
72.0
75.0
77.5

48.3
54.8
58.8
61.8
64.2
66.3

46.4
53.7
57.8
61.0
63.7
65.8

A«tpeaMt Ratf
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Appendix Table 83. Serious Otlinquencies h)' Target Aooeptanoe Rates: TransR.isk New Aocount Model
Consurntrs \\ith Ttlecom
Tradn:

Coo~llJl'ltrS wilb Ufility

Trades"

E<<ludi~

E._,dudiog,
A~Rate (ii)

AIJTrad.e (~)

UtiH~· Trnd.. (ii)

All
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.3
3.5
4.1
5.9
7.9
9.5
13.2
13.7
li.6
Excluding Unsooreables
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.8
2.4
2.7
4.7
4.4
8.2
8.4
13.1
13.2

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

All T"oo (~.) Telt<om Trad<S (%)

1.2
1.8
3.8
7.9
10.8
14.8
17.9

1.3
2.1
H
10.1
1).9
20.5
21.9

1.0
1.3
2.2
4.9
9.7
14.8
19.3

1.1
1.5
2.5

5.0
9.7
14.i
19.0

Six""' PERC

Appendix Table 84. Acoeptanoe Rates byTargeted Delinquency Rates: TransRisk New Aocounl Model
CoMumtrs uith Utilit)'

Consurnen Ytith Ttfttom

Trodes

Tr>des

E.\'dudin&

AIITnde

D<linqutn<l' Rate

E\dudin&

Utilil\·Trad"

AIITra.t..

TtlecomTrades

50.7
57.3
62.5
66.4
70.6

47.2
55.0
59.7
62.9
65.8

41.2
45.9
50.6
53.5
56.0

38.8
48.4

73.3

68.1

58.1

54.8

Excluding Unsooreables
56.8
53.2
64.0
61.9
68.5
67.2
71.6
70.8
74.5
74.0
ii.O
76.5

48.5
54.1
57.7
60.1
62.6
64.6

45.7
52.7
57.1
59.9
62.5
64.7

All
2
3
4
5
6

7
2
3
4
5
6
7

44.7
50.8
53.0

Sosrl\'f: PERC
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Append<< Table 85. Bankruptcies by Target Acceptance Rates: TransRisk Bankruptcy Model
COnsumers \lith Vti'lily

Conntmcrs 'Ailh Tti«Qm

Trad.,

Ttad"
E<duding

Elduding

Utilit ·Tr.id<$ (!<)
O.oi
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.12
0.19
0.21
0.38
0.38
0.74
0.69
1.28
Excluding Unscoreables
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
O.Q7
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.21
0.22
0.41
0.41
0.70
O.i4

AlllhH!.. (!E)

A«...an<< Rate (10

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
30
40
50
60
70

so
90

All Tnd,. ($) Telecom T"""' (I()

O.o7
O.Q7
0.14
0.25
0.41
0.60
1.02

o.o;

0.06
0.06
0.12
0.28

O.Q7
O.Di
0.13
0.27
0.50
0.75
1.18

0.11
0.25
0.52
0.83
1.44

1.76

052
0.75
1.17

S.."u:PERC

Append<< Table 86. Acceptance Rates brTargeted Bankruptcr Rates: TransRisk Bankouptcr Model
Consumen 11ith Vtilitr

Consumers Ylilh Ttletom

Tradts

Ttad"'

E<duding
AIIT,.def!f) UtUi,Trnd" f!f)
i2.i
63.9
85.0
74.3
90.9
80.0
84A
96.3
E<duding Unscoreables
72.1
71.9
83.7
835
90.3
90.0
94.8
94.9

Bankru•'"' Rate (!f)
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

0.2;
0.50
0.75
1.00

E<duding
1UI Ttadts (!f) Telccono T""" (!()

60.6
74.4
88.7

50.0
59.1
67.6
73.1

58.3

58.9

68.8
79.5
86.0

69.7
79.7
86.2

845

S..t"t:PERC
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Appendi,xTable B7. Bankruptcy Rates by Target Acceptance Rate>: Bankruptcy Model II
Con$umers "ith Utility

Conswnen "ith Tdetom
Tndt.s

Trncks

E.~duding

E.\duding

A«tPP3nCe Rate(!!)

AllTndts-(!1)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

O.o3
0.03
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.23
0.39
0.40
0.69
0.70
1.29
Excluding Unscoreables
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0,07
0.07
0.1 3
0.13
0.23
0.24
0.39
0.40
0.64
0.66

30
40
30
60
70
80
90

litilih· liacks (It)

All T"'cks l~l Tel«oms Trades(!!)

0.04
0.07
0.12
0.22
0.37
0.56
0.90

0.05
0.12
0.25
0.47
0.76
1.23
l.i6

0.03
0.06
0.14
0.28
0.43
0.67
1.00

0.03
0.06
0.13
0.27
0.46
0.68
1.03

Sooau: PERC

Appendi,x Table 88. Acceptance Rates by Targeted Bankruptcy Rates: BankruptC)' Model II
Con5uroers with Utility

Trnd<S
E'<dudillg

ilankru IIC)' flat< (!E)

All Tnd.,l%1
;t

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

Utilit>· Tl'3cks l!il

62
74
81
95
86
Excluding Unscoreables
84
91

Con.sumen "ith Telecom
r ..d..
Exduding
All Tr>d.,_fi!l Tek<oms Trades (%)

62
7i
86
92

50
61
70
76

0.25

i2

il

58

59

0.50
0.75
1.00

85

84
92
97

73

i2
82
89

93
97

83
90

S..= Pf!IC
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Appendl,Table 89. Impact on Acceptance Rates by Demographic Group (TransRisk New Account):
(Assumes 3% Serious Oelinqucncy Rate)
Consun~tn 11ith Utilit)'

Consu.mtrs Y.ilh Ttltrom

Tradt.s

All Consumers

~
Asian

Ttl..,..,s(ll)

T<letoms (12)

1.04

1.00

1.00

~

1.06
1.08
1.04
1.04

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.02
1.03
1.03
1.03

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

I.().I

1.00
1.00

1.03
1.03

1.00
1.00

1.08
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.05

- -1.00

1.04
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02

1.09
!.06
1.05
1.03
1.02

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.04

--

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

--

I.().I
----

1.07
1.05
1.03
1.02
1.01

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

~
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

'"""'A..

I)>i> ..Mpl.
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--1.02

Ag_e_ _
18-2S
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66+
Income
<$20,000
$20,000-$29,999
$30,000-$49,999
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000+

13:52 Dec 18, 2018

E'cluding

Utilities (II)

1.03

~I

VerDate Nov 24 2008

lndudin&

1.00

Gender
F

so

Etcludiog

- -1.05

Black
Hispanic
Other
White

S..tm:}oo..., )I, 2(11); Cn\ld

Trades

Including
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Appendix Table 810. lmpacl on Acceplancc Rales by Demographic Group (TransRisk Bankruplcy):
(Assumes O.H% Bankroplcy Rare)
Consumtrs uilh Utility

Consurntt$ u1th Ttl«<m

Trade.
li.<cluding

iJJduding

E.<cluding

Ulililits(ll)

Ullliliet (12)

Ttltcoms (ll)

Ttltcoms (12)

1.14

1.00

1.21

1.00

--1.19

M

Ag_e _ _
18-25
26--35
36--45
46--55
56--65

66+
-Income
--

1.39
1.43
1.12
1.10

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.67
1.70
1.16

1.00
1.00
1.00
L.OO
1.00

1.09
1.08

1.00
1.00

1.18
1.11

1.00
1.00

1.17
1.0?
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.12

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.36
1.13
1.09
1.08
1.07
1.12

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.51
1.24
1.13
1.06
1.03

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

--1.32

---

<$20,000
$20,000-$29,999
$30,00()...$49,999
S50,000-S99,999
$100,000+

~

1.16
1.09
1.05
1.02
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Appendix Table Bll. lmpacl on Acceplance Rales by Demographic Group (Bankruplcy Model II):
(Assumes 0.25% Bankruplcy Rale)
Consun~tn 11ith Utilit)'

Consu.mtrs Y.ilh Ttltrom

Tradt.s
E<clu4iog

loduding

E'clu4ing

Utilities (II)

Utmti., (l2l

Td«001s(.ll)

T<letoml (12)

1.1~

1.00

1.25

1.00

1.18
1.32
1.36
1.13
1.10

1.00

-

1.21
2.40
1.69
1.21
1.19

~

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.10
1.09

1.00
1.00

1.14

--1.19

- -1.00

I.SS

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.19
1.12
1.10
1.09
1.14

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.54

All Consumers

~
Asian
Black
Hispanic
01her
White

Gender
F
~I

Ag_e_ _
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66+
Income
<$20,000
$20,000-$29,999
$30,000-$49,999
$50,000-$99,999
$100,000+

Trades

Including

1.08
1.06
l.Oi

1.07
1.13

-1.29
1.16
1.10
1.06
1.03

1.2~

1.27
1.17
1.07
1.04

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

~
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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LETTER SUBMITTED BY SENATOR REED

July 12,2018
Senator Mike Crapo, Chairman
Senator Sherrod Brown, Ranking Member
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Re: S. 2362, the Control Your Personal Credit Information Act of2018
Dear Senator Crapo and Senator Brown:
The undersigned CQnsnrner grours write in support ofS. 2362, the Control Your Personal Credit

Information Act of2018. S. 2362 would amend the Fair Credit Reporting Act to give consumers,
not credit bureaus or banks, the ultimate decisionmaking power over our credit reports. It
addresses a paradox repeatedly pointed out in the aftermath of the Equifax data breach - that the
credit bureaus hold vast amounts of sensitive information about hundreds of millions of
American consumers, which they sell for hefty profits, yet we have very little control over how
this infom1ation is used or disseminated. S. 2362 provides this control to consumers.
S. 2362 requires that credit bureaus first obtain the consumers' permission in order to release
their credit reports and scores to lenders, insurers, and others. Requiring permission to access
credit repons is neither new nor overly burdensome. For decades, the FCRA has required
employers to obtain consumers' permission to use credit and consumer reports for employment
purposes. The State of Vermont requires lenders to obtain consumers' pem1ission to access
repons, and credit appears not to have been hampered in that state.
As an additional measure to pre1•ent identity theft, S.2362 requires the common-sense step of
requiring consumers to provide proof of identity to the credit bureau when granting pem1ission to
access a credit report or sccre, using the standard in Section 610(a) of the FCRA, IS U.S.C. §
1681h(a). This is the same section of the FCRA that establishes the proof of identity
requirements when consumers order their own credit repo11s, such as through
"''~v.annualcreditrepon.com, and the same type of proof would be required. Given that
consumers must provide proofof identity to obtain their own credit repol1, it is illogical and
unreasonable for the CRAs to argue that it is too burdensome to require this same documentation
to prove their identity when credit or insurance is being sought. The goal is the same- to protect
the security of the consumer's credit report information and prevent identity theft.
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As for claims that this would make unavailable web-enabled credit and insurance applications,
that is simply not true. Authentication can all be done online, the same way consumers can order
their credit report online through 11~vw.annualcreditrepon.com. If it's good enough for
consumers ordering their own reports, it's good enough forthem in order to prevent identity theft
when applying for credit or insurance online. As for instant retail credit and auto financing,
these are in-person transactions where identity validation could be conducted using actual
identity documents, such as a driver's license. Finally, we expect that the credit bureaus would

156

develop new authentication measures to make the process more seamless, just as they have
developed credit ''locks'' as a new measure.
As for the proposed revision to FCRA Section 604(c)(3), this is also intended to give consumers
more control over their own information. Currently, the ability of!enders and insurers to use
credit repons for marketing "firm offers" of credit- which are not very firm at all, being little
more than advenising- has resulted in huge amounts ofunwanted junk mail generated using
personal private information. S1111ching from an opt-out to an opt-in system with affim1ative
written consent doesn't limit options; it gives consumers the right and ability to decide whether
to accept use of their credit repons and scores for marketing.
Thank you for your attention. If you have any questions about this letter, please contact Chi Chi
Wu (cwu@nclc.org or 617-542-8010).
Sincerely,
Americans for Financial Reform
Consumer Action
Consumer Federation of America
Consumers Union
National Association of Consumer Advocates
National Consumer Law Center (on behalfof it !ow-incomeclients)
Public Citizen
U.S. PIRG
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cc: Senator Jack Reed
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Equi(u. one of rhe narion's brgesr credit reporring
agen<ies, mt*d on Septembe~ 7, 2017,rharrhe
company had allowed an exmordinary breach of
personal informacion. Sensitive information belonging
to over 145 million Americans was exposed as a result
of the breach-one of the largest and most significant
dara security lapses in history.
One week after Equifax rmaled the breach, Senator
Elizabeth Warrtn opened an in•·esrigarion into the
causes, impacts, and response to the exposure of
millions ofAmericans' personal dara. She questioned
Equifax executives in Senate hearings, consulted
outside experrs, and sent lerrers containing dozens
of questions to Equifn, to fedenl regulators, and to
other credit rating agencies. The information they
provided, and information obtained from additional
sources, allo"td the staff ro reach a series of robust
and important findings. This reporr presents the
results ofSenators Warren's Equifax in•urigarion.lt
finds that:
• Equifax Set up a Flawed System to Prevent and
Mitigate Data Security Problems. The breach
was made possible because Equifax adopted weak
cybersecuriry measures thar did nor adequately
protect consumer dara. The company failed ro
prioritize cybersecurity and. failed to follow
bask procedures that \\'Ould ha•·e prt\tnted or
mitigated rhe impact of the breach. For exampk,
Equifax was warned of the vulnenbitity in rhe "tb
application software Apache Struts that was used
ro breach irs system, and emailed sraff ro rdlrhem
to fix the vulnenbiliry-but then failed to confirm
tharrhe fixes were made. SubS<quent scans only
evaluated parr of Equifax's system and failed ro
identify rhar rhe Apache Srrurs vulnerability had
not been remediared.
• Equifu Ignored Numerous Warnings of
Risks to Sensiri•t Daia. Equifax had ample
warning of weaknesses and risks ro its systems.
Equifax received a specific warning from rhe
Department of Homeland Security about rhe
precise vulnerabi!it)' that hackers rook advantage
of to breach the company's systems. The company
had been subject ro several smaller brexhes in rhe
)'tatS prior to the ma.ssR·e 2017 breach. and St\-eral
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outside experts identified and reported weakne~es
in Equifax's cyber defenses before rhe breach
occurred. Bur the company failed to heed- or was
unable to effecti•tly heed- these warnings.
• Equifax Failed to Notify Consumers, ln•'tsrors,
and Regulators about the Breach in a Timely
and Appropriate Fashion. The breach occurred
on May 13, 2017, and Equifax first observed
suspicious signs of a problem on July29, 2017.
But Equifax failed 10 notify consumers, in1·esrors,
busi~ss partners, and the appropriare regularors
unril40 days after the company discO\-ered the
breach. By failing ro provide adequate information
in a timely fashion. Equifax robbed consumm
of the ability 10 rake precautionary measures ro
protect rhemstl1·es, materially injured inmrors
and withheld market·moving information, and
prevented federal and stare governments from
raking action to mirigare rhe impacrs of rhe bre.~ch.
Equifax Took Adnnrage of Federal Conrncring
Loopholes and Failed to Adequately Protect
Sensitive IRS Taxpaytr Data. Soon after
the bruch was announced, Equifax and the
IRS were engulfed in controversy amid news
thar the IRS was signing a new $7.2 million
contract wirh rhecompany. Senator Warren's
investigation revealed char Equifax used
contracting loopholes to force the IRS into signing
rhis •bridge" contract, and the contract was finally
cancelkd weeks brer by the IRS after the agen<y
learned ofadditional weaknesses in Equifax
security that potentially endangered raxpa)'tt dara.
• Equifax's Assisrance and Information Provided
to Consumers Following the Bruch was
lnadtquare. Equifax took 40 days to prepare a
response for the public before finally announcing
the exrenr of rhe bre.~ch- and t\'en after rhis delay,
the company faikd to respond appropriate!)'·
Equifax had an inadequate crisis management

plan and F.!iled tofollow their own proctdures
for notifying consumers. Consumers who called
rhe Equifax call center had hours·long waits. The
website set up by Equifax ro assist consumers was
initially unable to gi••e individuals dariryother
than ro rei! rhem rhar rhrir information ·may"
ha•t been hxked- and thar website had a host of
securiry problems in irs own right. Equifax dela)td
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their public notice in part because the company
spent almost two weeks trying to determine
precisely which consumers were affected by the
breach-bur rheo failed ro provide consumers
with any specific informatie>n to determine if their
data was breached. And while Equifax continues
to publicly stare only that data was "accessed,"
the company has confirmed that rhe data was
ex filtrated -stolen- from their systems and
downloaded by the hackers. Equifax appeared to
be more focused on using rhe breach as a profit·
making opportunity for other company services
rarher than pro1•iding redress ro consumers.
• Federal Legislation is Necessary to Prevent and
Respond to Future Breaches. Equifax and ocher
credit reporting agencies collect consumer data
wirhour permission, and consumers have no way ro
prevent their data from being collected and held by
the company-which was more focused on irs own
profits and growth than on protecting the sensitive
personal information of millions ofconsumers.
This bre.ch and the response by Equifax illusrrare
the need for federallegislarton that (I) establishes
appropriate fines for credit reporting agencies
that allow serious cybersecuriry breaches on their
watches; and (2) empowers rhe Federal Trade
Commission to establish basic standards to ensure
that credit reporting agencies are adequately
protecting consumer data.

company firsr became aware of rhe breach in July
2017; that rhe first breach occurred monrhs earlier,
in May 2017; and that the cause of rhe breach was a
vulnerability in a web-application software, Apache
Struts, rhat was used by Equifax and many other
companies.'
Equifax announced a series ofaccions when the
company publicly revealed the breach or soon
thereafter, including monitoring of consumer credit
files; the ability to access, review, and lock Equifax
credit files; an insurance policy char covers our·
of-pocket expenses stemming from identity theft;
and ongoing review for misuse ofconsumers' social
security numbers.' The company also announced
on September 15,2017, char two rop execuri1·es
responsible for rhe company's cybersecurity were
immediately "retiring,"' and on September 26,2017,
announced the retirement of CEO Richard F. Smith.
Consumer concerns about the Equifax breach were
particularly stark because the company-along with
the two other large credit reporting agencies, Experian
and TransUnion-occupy a unique place in the
6nancial world: they obtain and use massive amounts
ofdata on millions of consumers, bur consumers ha~·e
little to no power over how rhis data is collected, how
it is used, or how it is kept safe.
As a result ofthese concerns, Senator Warren opened
an im•csrigarion inco rhe causes of, response ro, and

On September 7, 2017, rhe massive credit reponing
company Equifax publicly revealed a breach ofthe
company's computer systems- described as ·one of
the largest risks to personally sensitive information
in recent years"- rharexposed data from Ol'er 145
million Americans ro criminal hackers.' The company
indicated that a vast rro1·e ofsensiti1·e data- including
social security numbers, credit card numbers, passporr
numbers, and driver's license numbers-may ha1•e been
compromised. The incident was the 6ftb recenr data
breach ofEquifax or irs subsidiaries that endangered
American's personal informacion.'
Asubsequent internal im•estigarion released by
Equifax revealed additional information: that the

impact of the Equifax data brtach. She sent several
letters to Equifax seeking information; she questioned
the former Equifax CEO in a Senate hearing;
she wrore ro Experian and TransUnion seeking
information on their cybersecuriry practices; she wrote
to federal regulators seeking information on rheir
authority to prevent and respond to cybersecurity
breaches; she wrote ro rhe Internal Reven.ue Sw•ice
with Senator Ben Sasse to get information and
answers surrounding the agency's decision to award
a contra<t ro Equifax ro 1·erify taxpayer identities;

her srnff reviewed internal invtstig3tions ofthe
Equifax breach conducted by the cybersecurity firm
Mandiant; and her staffconsulted with independent
cybersecurity experrs.6 This report presents rhe results
ofSenator Warren's derailed investigation of the
Equifax cybersecuriry breach.
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II.fiNDINGS
A. Equifa~ Failed to Take Adequate Steps to
Prevent the Data Breach
!. Equifax Set up a Flawed S~stem to Prevent and
Mitis>te O.ta Securia Problems

This inve$dgation finds that the brtaeb was made
possible beause Equifax adopted weak ~rsecurity
measures that failed to prote<:t consumer data- a
symptom ofwh>t appmed ro ~ the low priority
afforded cyberse<:Urity by compan)•leadm. The
CEO at the rime of the breach, Richard Smith,
testified that despite record prohrs in recent
years, Equifax $J><Dt only a fr><tion of its budget
on cybmecuriry-approximately 3 per:ctnt of irs
opetating revenue O\'et the la.st three years.11n
contrast, Equifu paid nearly twice as much in
dividends to shareholders.'
Cybcrsteuriry experts consulttd by Senator Wamn
staff indicated rhar a large compan)•that holds
sensitive data, such u Equi&x, ~hould have multiple
la)-en ofcybcrsecurity. Equifax should ba>-e had (I}
frequently updated tools to pre,-ent hackers from
breaching their sysrems; (2) cormols rhar limited
hackers' ability to move throughout their systems
in the t\-ent of an initial breach; (3) restrictions on
hackers' ability ro access sensitive data in the e1•enr
ofan initial breach; and (4) procedures ro monitor
and log all unauthorized access in order to stop the
intrusion as quickly as pos.sible. Despite collecting
daca on hundrtds ofmillions of Americans without
their permission, Equifax failed to fully and elfecti>-ely
adopt any of these four securit)' meuur<s.
This imwigation identified the following weaknesses
in Equi&x's cybersecurity:
Faulty Patch Manaaement Procedures: For
many vulnerabilities thar arise in irs software
and applications, Equifax only ha.s to deploy a
soft war< "parch" rhar will6x the vulnmbility and
resrricr access ro rhe susceptible sysrem. It's like
putting a Band·Aid on a cue-simple, eJI'ecti•'t,
and cheap. Yet Equifax let numerous software
vulnerabilities sir un•parchtd for months at a rime,
leaving weaknesses through which hackers could
gain access.' The failure to fully deplO)• a free

Apache Struts parch led dir<erly ro the breach that
compromised the dara of millions ofAmericans.
Equi&x failed ro effectively use these simple,
low-cost parches to protect COII$Umtr daca." In
a brie6ngprovided to Banking Committee stalf.
Equi&x explained how this happened: they were
warned of the vulntrabiliry, and tma.iled staffto 6x
it.'' Bur not all staff re<:ei1-ed this email, meaning
nor all necessary updates were in place-and
Equifax failed to perform appropriate checks
that would h1\-e idenri6ed this tgrcgious error.
Asubsequent security scan only covered parr of
Equifax's system, missing that rhe Apache Srruts
vulnerability was srill present."
Feeble Monitorinl of Endpoint and Email

~Hackers often exploit wcakmsses in

the security of individual users ofa system- for
examp!t, with spear phishing attacks over e·mail.
In order to detect attacks on irs S)'$tem. Equifax
musr monitor laptops and other network devices
that ha1-e access ro irs systems. Bur Equifax
failed to adopt strict endpoint and email security
measures.11 While Equi&x has now indicated
that they are making impro1-ements to their
C)'berse<:Uriry measut<S, it is too late to prtl·ent
the breach that pur over 145 million Americans ar
risk.
Exposure of Sensitive Information; In addition
ro adopting weak external security measures thar
allo\\-ed haekel$ to breach irs systems, Equifax
also failed to effectil·ely se.:ure semiti1-e consumer
information." When a bank locks irs doors at
night, it doesn't lea•'t the mOnt)' on the ~nr
counter in the assumption rhar nobody w1ll
break in. It locks the cash in the vault. Equi&x,
on rhe other han<L retained sensiti•-e consumer
information on easily accessible S)'Stems. Once the
hackers exploited the Apache Struts vulnerability
and gained access to Equifax's system, they found
a treasure rro'-e of consumer informacion at their

fingertips.
Weak Network Se""entation: Equifax also
f:liled to put security measures in place rhar would
p!t\'tnt hackel$ from jumpingfrom insecure,
inremct·facing systems ro baekend darahases that
contain more valuable data.11 1n orher words,
putting )'OUr Y>luables in a V2ult doesn't do much
good if )'OU forget to lock it. Equifax's network
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segmen~tion measures failed to keep hackert

from acceuing consumer in formation because rhe
oomJnny did nor adopt adequately strict measures
to protect valuabk data."
Inadequate Credenrialin~' Equifax's
c~rsecurity failures extended to their internal
sccurit)'· Each user on Equifax's system receh·es a
m of pri,ileges. Under a strict security mndard,
Equifax would limit mess ro rhe most critical
dmbases tojust a handful of necessary users. This
would prorccr the company from internalat~cks
and further bolster the comJnny's 0\"trall daea
security rtgime. Afrer gaining mess ro Equifais
sysrem, hackers then acquired user credentials-a
username and pwword- and accwed a huge
quantity of sensiti1·e information usingjusr
rhose credentials." The company did not adopt
adequately srrict security measures to properly
restrict user acms to sensitive daea.10
~ Equifax neglected tbe use of robust

logging techniques that could ha.-e .Jto.."td the
comJnny ro expd the hackers from their systems
and limited the size and scope of rhe dm breach."
Logging is a simple but crucial cybersecurity
technique in which companies monitor their
systems, continuously logging network acce.ss in
order ro identify unauthori2ed users. Logging
cannot nece.ssarily prtl"tnt a breach, butjust as
a security camera can monitor access to a bank
and allow a quidc response when a break-in is
identifi<d, a robust monirorjng S)1tem can identify
and catc.h a hacker more quickly, allowing security
to shut down the system and prevent future access.
Equifax allowed hackers to conrinuou!ly access
sensitive dara for over 75 da)'S, in part because
rhe con1pany failed to adopr clfecti1·elogging
techniques and other security measures."
Equifax wu making huge pro6cs bur failing to prot«<
consumers' daea safety and security. Equifax adopted
indfectil'e cybtmcuriry measures for stnsirilt daea
belonging to millions of Americans. As a company
that has ·data on approaching a billion people," and
"manage[s] ma~ive amounrs of-very unique data," as
CEO Rick Smith put it two weeks afr.er learning of
rhe breach, Equifax failed to rake rhe nece.ssary elforrs
ro protect that da~.11 While Equifax has found no
evidence that rhis inf"ormarion has been sold, thtir
actions pur millions at risk of identity theft for the rest

of their lives." Equifax's goal, as s~red by its CEO just
weeks before he diselosed the breach, was ro go from
"$4 billion in m·enue toSS billion" in approximately
S )"tars.1S Equifax prioritized growth and profits-but
did not appear to prioritize C)'bersecuriry.
2. E~uifax Isnortd Numerous Waroin~s of Risks to
Sensitive D.ra
The Equifax data breach did not come out of the blue.
The company had ample warning of potential risks
to irs systems and potential weaknesses. Equifax was
subject ro wecal smaller breaches in rhe )'tars prior
ro the massi•"t 2017 breach and recti•"td a specific
"11rning from rhe Department of Homeland Security
about the Apache Struts vulnerability that was used
by rhe hackers to breach rhe company's sysrems. But
Equifax failed 10 heed -or was unable ro effecrively
heed -these warnings.
Equifax recei1"td rhe firsr notification ofthe Apache
Struts vulnerability via a specific warning from rhe
Department of Homeland Security U.S. Computtr
Emergency Readiness Team (CERn on ~rch 8,
2017." Richard F. Smith, former Equifax CEO,
testified that rhe company di~eminated the U.S.
CERT warning the next day, "requesting rhat
applicable personnel... upgrade theirsofrware ...
within a 48 hour rime period."" One week larer, rhe
comJnny ran a series of internal scans that"should
ha1"t idenrified any systems that .."trt YUinmble"
to that .."takness." These scans did not m·eal any
problems. The unJntched vulnerabi~ty remained for
two months, until hackers used ir to breach Equifax's
network on May 13. It Equifax later admitted rhat the
company failed to close the loop and confirm whether
the fixes were made, and revealed tharthe subsequent
scans only mluated Jnrt ofEquifax's systems. 10
Equifax had other warnings ofpotenwl problems.
Priot ro the breach rt\"taltd in Seprernber 2017, there
were four different inseances when company data was
accessed hy hackers btrween 2013 and 2017. Hackers
accwed credit-report da~ held by Equifax between
April2013 and January 2014; Equifax discovered
"that ir mistakenly uposed consumer daea as a result
of a technical error rhat occurred during a software
change in 2015'; a breach compromised information
on consumers' W-2 fOrms thar were srored by Equifax
unirs in 2016 and 2017; and Equifu reported in
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February 2017 that a technical issue "compromised
credit informacion ofsome consumers who used
idemiry·theft protection services from a customer.· ;•
Pre$$ reporrs a.lso revealed that four independent
analyses of Equifax cybersecurity, conducted either
before or immediately after the breach, identified
important weaknesses.

(1) In April2017- the month btfore the
breach-Cyence, a cyber-risk analysis 6rm,
"rated the danger ofa data breach at Equifax
during the nextl2 months at SO%. It a.lso found
the compony performed poorly when compored
wirh other financial-services companies." "

{2) SecuriryScorecard, another security monitoring
firm, identified the precise weakness that was
used by the hackers to breach the Equifax
system, reporting that "Equifax used older
software-such as the Apache Strurs rooI kit...
and often seemed slow to install patches.""
(3) An outside review by rhe Fair Isaac Corp. rated
Equifax's "enterprise security score• based on
three elements: hardware, network security, and
web services. The score declined from 550 out
of 800 at the beginning ofthe year to 475 in
mid-July when the breach had already occurred.
According to reports, "&y July, 14 public-facing
websites run by Equifax had expired certificates,
errors in the chain ofcertificates, or orher web·
security i$Sues."14

{4) Afourth independent review released just after
the breach was revealed identified signifieant
problems with Equifax cybetsecurity. This
report by BitSight Technologies gal'e the
company an '"F' in application secutity and a'D'
for software patching.";;

B, Equifax Failed to Notify Consumers,
Investors, and Regulators about the
Breach in a Timely and Appropriate
Fashion
Equifax was first warned about the vulnmbility
that led to the breach on March 8, 2017; the breach
occurre<l on May 13, 2017, and Equifax first observed
suspicious network traffic on July 29; Equifax's CEO
first learned of the suspicious activity on July 31; and

Equifax engaged a cybersecurity consulting firm,
retained a law firm, and contacted the Federal Bureau
ofln,·estigation on August 2.;6 Equifax knew of the
m~or breach, and knew it was significant, but spent
almost two weeks trying to identify precise!)' which
customers were affected- all while saying nothing
to regu.larors or the public.l7 By August II, Equifax
knew that hackers likely accessed "a database table
containing a large amount ofconsumers' PH." "
Equifax failed to notify consumers, investors, business
partners, and other regulators until September 7,
40 days aftet the company initially discomed the
broach."
In addition, Equifax has publici)' stated on numerous
occasions rhat data was "accessed" -leaving it unclear
if hackers merely obtained access to, or actually stole
the data. But in a December 11 Banking Committee
staffbriefing. Equifax officials confirmed that, in
fact, data tables were ·exfiltrated"-stolen- by the
hackers.40
Br failing to provide adequate information about the
breach- either publicly, or privately to re.gulamrs and
other business partners- Equifax robbed consumers
of the ability to take precautionary measures to protect
themselves; materially injured im·esrors and withheld
market·mo,;ng information; and prevented rhe
federal government from raking action to remedy the
situation and cut ties with Equifax in other contracts.
Equifax failed to notifr the following parties in a
timely fashion:
Consumers: Equifax exposed the sensitive
personal information ofover 145 million
individuals, yet the hackers that stole this
information had more than a month to rake
advantage ofconsumers who had no idea they were
at risk. Equifax did nor gil'e consumers a chance
to obtain credit freezes, cancel their credit cards,
place fraud alerrs or credit monitoting on rheir
accounts, or take any number of precautionary
mmure.s to enlure their financial uftt)'·
Furthermore, Equifax failed ro disclose rhe fact
that the hackers gained access to consumers'
passport numbers." And four months after the
breach, Equifax still bas not affirmatively notified
all individual consumm that were impacted by the
breach."
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Investors: According to rhe SEC's cyhersecuriry
guidance, Equifax has a dutyto disclose
informacion rhar a "reasonable investor would
consider imporrnnt to an in,•esrment decision.""
This includes "costs or other consequences"
of a breach, including the potential cosrs of
remediarion, prorecrion, losr re\·enues, and

repurnrional harm." Arter 6rsr learning of
suspicious acri1ory on irs network, Equifax waited
40 days co inform investors- fi.ling an 8-K form
wich rhe SEC on rhe same day ir made a public
announcemenc.' 1 And Equifax missed other key
opportunities ro inform invesrors of risks.

che CFPB, and DHS only learned ofthe breach
when it was disclosed co the public:"
The FTC was forced co hastily address the
regulatory and public interest concerns rather
chan having rime co prepare a response. The FTC
released an advisory to consumers after Equif.x's
public announcement ofche breach char eventually
hecame the most viewed webpage in che federal
governmenc.10 If ~quif.x had informed che agency
sooner, rhe FTC could have worked ro make sure
consumers were prepared and prorecced, and
advised them immediately following Equifax's
announcemenr.

In particular, Equifax held an i1wesror
presenrnrion on Augusr 16, more rhan rwo wttks
afrerrheinirial discovery and one day after
Equifax CEO Rick Smith learned char consumer
personally identifiable information had been
stolen in the breach." Equifax neglected their
duty to investors by f.iling co inform rhem of rhe
breach during that presentation, and continued
to withhold material informacion chat had a large
impact on the company fot more than rhree weeks.
Government Re&ulators: The Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) regulate Equifax.
The FTC has pri.mary aurhoriry to enforce
the Gramm-Leach Bliley Act, which provides
data security requirements for non-hank
financial insrirurions. The FTC and che CFPB
have concurrent authority co enforce che Fair
Credit Reporting Act, which requires credit
reporting agencies co maintain "reasonable
procedures" ro prorecr consumer dara, but are
nor specifically designed to address cybersecuriry
chrears." And while rhe FTC can bring la11~uirs
against companies rhac have allowed darn co he
oompromised, che agency does nor have authority
co provide ongoing supervision of company
prnccices." The Deparcmen cof Homeland
Security also addresses cybersecuricy chrears,
and warned Equif.x about the vulnerability
char hackers eventually urili2ed co breach che
oompany's networks and access consumer dara.
Yet Equif.x failed to notify irs regulators for more
rhan a month after 6rsr learning ofsuspicious
activity, leaving them behind che cur~•e in helping
oonsumers de~ I wirh rhe oonsequences. The FTC,

Equif.x also f.iled co inform srnce agencies and
Attorneys General of the breach, delaying action
ar rhe state level under appropriate scare Ia~."
Federal Contractors: Equifax also failed co
inform government agencies with which che
company holds federal contractS of the breach. For
example, Equifax did nor notify rhe IRS ofirs data
breach for 40 days after 6rsc learning of suspicious
accivicy.11 Alehough revie~ conducted by rhe
IRS after the breach indicated that there was no
consumer rnx daca exposed co hackers, Equif.x's
delay porencially placed chis data ac risk.

C. Equifax took advantage of federal
contracting loopholes and failed to
maintain adequate protections for
sensitive IRS taxpayer data
Over the last decade, Equif.x has been awarded 2,106
Federal conrraccs worth over $120 million." These
contracts have heen awarded by do2ens of agencies,
including che General Services Administration, che
Department ofJusrice, che Department of Homeland
Security and che Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.s-

Equihx was i~I'Oived i~ the exposure ofconsumer
darn in several instances while ic was performing
Federal contracts. In some cases, these comracrs
involved particularly sensitive personal informarion.
For example, in 2013, rhe Center foe Medicare and
Medicaid services awarded a fi" year, $329 million
conrracr co Equifax co verify income and employment
informacion for Americans who applied for subs.idies
under rhe Affordable Care Acc.n
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A recenr conrro\·ersial conrracr ·was awarded to

Equifax in 201516 by rhe Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) to verify ru<payers' idenrories in an online porral
rhar allows taxpayers access ro rheir rax documents."
This conrracr- and rhe IRS-became rhe subject of
intense criticism when it was announced rhar ir would
be renewed soon after Equifax revealed rhe breach
in September 2017...Se.-eral weeks larer, rhe IRS
rewsed irself and suspended rhe conrracr on Ocrober

The IRS found our abour rhe breach ar rhe same rime
as rhe American public.10 Wirhin a day, rhe IRS was
on rhe phone wirh Equifax, and within rwo weeks
IRS sraffwas on rhe ground checking rhe Equifax
sysrems ro make sure no raxpayer information had
been compromised." The IRS determined char no
dara w;s compromised in rhis case- bur rhe six·week
delay in informing rhe IRS of the breach could have
left raxpayers vulnerable ro hackers.71

12,2017.59
This investigation reveals rhar Equifax used loopholes
in Federal procurement law to obrain this extension,
gouging ra.payers in rhe process and placing dara
at risk. In response to a request, the IRS provided
Senaror Warren's sraffwirh a briefing on rhis marrer.
In this briefing, srafflearned thatthe IRS suspended
this conrracr afrer rhe agency learned of a number of
additional flaws in how Equifa~ was handling sensiti1oe
raxpayer dara.jO
In June 2017, rhe IRS asked companies robid fora
conrracr ro •·erify raxpayers' identities on irs online
porral.61 Equifax had won rhe pre~•ious contract in
2015 and bid again, bur Experian underbid Equifax,
asking for less rhan a third ofEquifax's bid-a savings
of more rhan $1.7 million in raxpayer dollars ro
provide rhe same sen•ices.61 Bur barely a week after
the contract was awarded ro Experian in lare June,
Equifax protested rhe award.6Z Federal procurement
law gives rhe Government Acc()untability Office 100
days to resolve rhe dispute.~> Even afrer ir announced
the massive security breach, Equifax continued irs
proresr." And because of rhe prorm, rhe IRS couldn'r
starr the 2-3 month process of inregracing Experian
inro irs sysrem a.s rhe new conrrncror.~

Because of this dela)'• rhe IRS was forced to seek
a "bridge conrract" ro keep rhe online porral open
during rhe appeal, when vicrims of Hurricanes Harvey
and Maria were relying on rhe porral roger access
to financial documents rhey had losr. Equifax took

adV:tnt:tge of the IRS during this period by raising
rheir price for rhe bridge contracc.67 ln facr, rhe
coral bridge conrracr, which included a rhree·monrh
conrracr wirh two additional rh ree month options,
would cosr raxpayers $7.3 miUion- more than nine
times as much as Experian will.charge for a full )~•r of
service ($795,000)." This bridge contract was a11~rded
on September 29."'

On October 13, a little over one week afrer
announcing rhe bridge conrract, rhe IRS re1·ersed
itselfand announced thar it was suspending the
bridge contract wirh Equifox.'' This W>S because
Equifax announced new informacion that pur caxpayer
informarion ar risk."
There is no indicacion char any IRS dara was exposed
in rhe breach. Bur because of rhe delaj>s, rhe IRS was
forced ro give Equifox an expensh•e bridge contract,
and belatedly disco•~red- weeks afrer they should
have been warned- rhar Equifax was not able ro
effecrively prorecr caxpayer daca ro IRS standards.

D. Equifax's assistance to consumers
following the breach was sorely inadequate
On Sepcember 7, 2017, when Equifax publicly
announced the breach, then·CEO Richard Smith
wrore rhar "(wJe... are focused on consumer prorecdon

and have developed a comprehensive portfolio of
services ro support all U.S. consumers, regardless of
wherherchey were impacted by rhis incidenr.·;;
Bur afrer failing ro prevenr rhe breach, rhe company
chen failed ro effecrively respond ro ir and provide
adequate assistance co che millions ofAmericans
put at risk. Equifax did not have an adequate crisis
managemenr plan in place, and che company failed
to follow the procedures the)' did have in place for
notifying consumers affecred by rhe breach." From
rhe srarr, the victims of the breach were faced with an
obsrade course riddled wirh rraps and frusrrarions.
In fact, as of November 21,2017, rhe CFPB handled
"over7,500 complai.nrs" relared ro rhe breach, and "a
large number of complaints involved specific problems
wirh Equifax's pose-breach response.. , According
to the CFPB, "Consumers described difficulry in
reaching Equifox's call centers and in accessing their
security freeze PIN when adding a freeze online.
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Consumers mentioned lengthy hold timeo, dropped
calls, agents not calling back as promised, and call
centers that were not helpfui."'S These failures
occurred despite the face char E-quifax had 40 days
after learning ofrhe breach ro prepare their public
response.
1. Failure ro Adopt or Follow an Effective Breach
Response Plan

Equifax con6rmed, in reoponse co quesrions from
Senator Warren, that the company has "semal plans
and procedure guides chat address cybersecurity
incidents," including the company's Security Incident
Handling Procedure Guide, Security Incident
Response Team Plan, and Security and Safety Crisis
Action Team Plan!' While Equifax provided my
office wirh a 150·page Corporate Crisis Management
Plan,11> including a full chapter on Security Incident
Handling Policy & Procedures, there are a number of
problems with this plan.
The Security Incident procedure.~ are d>ted October
2014, indicating that they have 11\0t been updated in
over rhree years." Moreover, chis Crisis Management
Plan appears to place li11le emphasis on protecting
the well-being of the millions of individua.ls whose
dara are used by Equifax, and often appears more
focused on physical security threats and shareholder
Y:!lue *1 than protecting rhe victims ofcybersecurity
breacheo. For example, the three key overarching
principles liSied in the Crisis Management Plan are
to "Place the highest priority on Life Safety...prorecr
our assets and preserve our ability to operate and
supply our cusromers, [and) maintain a Slrong Equifax
reputation through ethically and socially aware
behaviors that ultimately preserve shareholder Y:!lue."
These principles'")' nothing about protecting sensitive
consumer dara that earn Equifax hundreds of millions
in m·enue per year.
The sped6c "Unauthorized Access Incident Handling
Checklist' in rhe Equifax Security Incident Hand.ling
Policy & Procedures does nor include informing
customers of potential access rt> their personal data.*'
Instead, these procedures are listed separately in the
crisis response handbook-and even rhen, are not
appropriately detailed. For example, there is no dear
required deadline or timeline to inform cusromers
about a breach that places their personal dara at

risk-perhaps explaining why Equifax did not inform
rhe public until over 40 days after the incident.
Finally, it appears rhat Equifax failed to follow irs own
procedures for informing the public ofbreaches.These
procedures require that notice be provided to affecred
customers ' in a dear and conspicuous manner,
eirher by telephone or in writing."~ But according
to information provided to Senator Warren's sraff.
Equifa. provided such notice only to 2.5 million
affected consumers- the remaining 140 million-plus
consumers recei1•ed notice of the breach only if they
went ro the company website on their own volition.
2. Problems with the Equifax Call Center
From the start, the Equifax call center had major
problems. Consumers sometimes waited up co an
hour, if not more, to speak to a representative.ss
Equifax took adY:!ntage of the hold time to advertise
for various Equifa. products." When Equifax
representati•·es eventually got on the phone, they
were unable to give consumers even the most basic
information about whether their data had been
compromised. Callers who wanted to put a fraud alert
on or freeze their account were also out of luck-or
at leaSt in for a merry·go·round of additional roll·free
numbers and dropped calls that mn if successful, coS!
consumers hours of time and aggravation." The CFPB
received numerous complaints describing •difficulty
in reaching Equifax's call centers and in acceosing
their security freeze PIN[,)" as well as "lengthy hold
times, dropped calls, [and) agents not calling back as
promised."'*
3. Problems with EquifaxSecurity2017.com
Equifa. set up a website, EquifaxSecurity2017.com,
and instrueted consumers to visit ro determine whether
their dara were compromised and ro learn about the
products the company IY:!S presumably providing to
help them proteCt rhemselves from rhe effects of the
hack.~ Bur the website asked consumers for some of
the l'ery same information thar Equifax had already
left vulnerable to hackers, including the last six digirs
ofconsumers' social security numbers.,., Then it
misled consumers, telling most visitors the same thing:
thar their information may have been compromised,
and instructing them to enroll in rhe Equifax credit
monitoring program at some later dare."
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In addition, experts consulted by Senator Warren's
sraffidenri6ed numerous othtr rtchnical flaws in rhe
website design. They reported that rhe website was
set up ro run on a stock installation ofWordpress,
which didn't include the necessary security features
ro procter the sensitive information consumers
submit!ed, and rhat rhe9+ website's Transpon Layer
Securiry cenificart also did nor perform proper
revocarion checks, which would have ensured rhar ir
was establishing a secure connection and prorecring
a user's data. And then, on CX:rober 12, Equifax was
forced ro rake down a web-page where people could
learn bow roger a free credit reporr when a securiry
analysr reported thar the site's 1•isirors were targered
by malicious pop•up ads.~ Afrer failing ro prorecr
consumer data, Equifax subsequently ser up a website
rhar pur their cusromer.; in even greater danger.

4. Equifax Forced Arbitration.Requirements
In rhe wake of rhe breach, Equifax urged all
consumers ro sign up for one year offree credir
moniroring from TrusrediO Premier, a product
Equifax owned. Bur to sign up for rhis service,
Equifax initially required consumers ro sign a forced
arbitration agreement and give up their right to go to
court ifEquihx (htared rhtrn in rhe fututt.ll And
deep in rhe fine prior ofr.he agreemenr was a provision
that allowed Equifax ro charge customers if they didn't
cancel rhe service within a year." Equifax ulrimarely
eliminated both requiremenrs bySeptember 10, after
a public ourcry.98

5. Equifax Used the Breach as a Moneymaking
Opportunity
Rarher than acting solely ro help cusromers afrer rhe
breach, Equifax instead used it as a moneymaking
opportunity, atrempring ro profit off of rheir own
failures. Equifax initially charged consumers to
freeze their credir.09 Acredit freeze prevents a credir
reponing agency from pro1•iding a consumer's credir
file ro a third parry rhar does nor already have the
consumers as a cusromer, and is ofren rhe best tool
for consumer.; ro prorea rhemselves against idenriry
theft. At firsr, Equifax was charging cusromers the full
amount allowed-up ro $30.95 ptr credir bureau- ro
freeze their credit in the wake of rhe breach.'"' Equifax
was raking in these fees unril rhe public backlash
forced ir to provide free freezes- but only unril it
releases a new "credit lock' producr in 2018, which
provides some of rhe same services wirhour the legal
prorecrions.'" Equifax controls its own credit lock
producr, which means ir can conrrol what services rhe
product provides, wherher customers are able ro sue
ifEquifax provides dara norwithsranding the lock,
and wherher it remains free after the public arrenrion
dissipates.
The problem for consumers is thar risks will conrinue
unril well afrer Equi.fax's free service ends, and if rhey
wanr to fully protecr rhemselves, they may have linle
choice burro sign up for the new product. According
to the FTC, "if certain types of information- such as
Social Security numbers-are exposed due to a breach,
the risks to consumers could certainly conrinue
for longer than one year. •..Given rhar Equifax has
chosen to provide free credir monitoring for only one
year, some consumers may choose ro pay for credit
moniroring services after rhar period."101
Equifax also made money on other companies'
products afrer rhe breach. Frustrated customers who
were fed up by Equifax's customer service or didn't
trust Equifax's protection Rocked ro other companies

like liftlock, whkh ttporrtd a tenfold inm.ue in
enrollmenr during the monrh after rhe Equifax
breach.'0' As Former Equifax CEO Rick Smith
confirmed under questioning by Senaror Warren,
Lifelock uses Equifax to monitor its customers' credit
and pays Equifax on a ptr cusromer basis for use of irs
service-s.1lll
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And ro make matters wor.;e, according ro
cybersecuriry exptrrs consulted by Senator Warren's
sratf, EquifaxSecuriry2017.com had m~or security
vulnerabilities: rhe sire Equifax rook weeks ro pur
up ro handle inquiries and allo1v consumer.; ro sign
up for services that could prorecr their financial
futures, was itself vulnerable. The main problem was
that the site"s design and web address made it easy
for others ro impersonate and collecr consumer.;'
information.92 To demonstrate this, a cyber.;ecuriry
exptn created a websire with a nearly identical web
address- www.securiq:equifn2017com- which
looktd so similar ro the acrual website's link rhar
Equifax directed consumers to the fake site multiple

168

E. Federal Legislation is Necessary to Protect
Consumers
Equifax and orher credit reponing agencies collect
consumer data wirhour permission, and consumers
have no way ro prevent their dara from be.ing collected
and held by rhe company."' Equifax recent!)'
confirmed to Senamr Warren rhar the company "will
nor offer consumersrhe opportunity ro delete rheir
personally identifiable informarion ..." 109 Equifax
adopted weak cybersecuriry measures rhar did nor
do enough ro prorecr rhar dara. This investigation
conducted in rhe aftermath of rhe recent massive
security breach reveals rhar rhe company failed ro
safeguard consumer dara and was unable or unwilling
ro address persistent weaknesses in their system,
even when notified bj• multiple parries, including rhe
Department of Homeland Security. Afrer hackers
rook advantage of one of these we2knesses ro access
rhe personal data ofover 145 million consumers,
Equifax caused consumers, investors, and rhe federol
government even more problems by waiting 40 days co
notify interesred parties. And after fin2lly announcing
the breach, Equifax abandoned consumers once again
by offering shoddy, unreliable assistance char failed co
fix their problems and, in some cases, increased their
risk.111
Individual companies ha•e a responsibility ro protect
personal informacion. Bur federal legislation is
necessary to give regulators and consumers the roots
they need ro ensure rhar credit reporting agencies,
including Equifax, puc consumer financial safety above
their borrom·line. Legislation should:

Impose Appropriate Penalties in the Event

ofa Breach ofConsumer Data
The federal government c~nnor presentlyissue fines
against credit reporting agencies when rhe)' fail co
protect personal informacion and pur consumer 12fery
and fina.ncial security ar risk- even when, like Equifax,
they do so despite having ample warning of problems.
In face, rhe FTC has requested legislation char would
"allow rhe fTC co seek civil penalties,' because rhese
penalties would "help ensure effective deterrence" of
cyberstcuriry breaches." 111 The CFPB also supports
such legislation, claiming chat "federal laws tb.r are
applicable to darn security ha~·e nor kept pace wirh
technological and cybersecuriry developments...
ir is imperative for Congress co rnke seeps ro ensure
rh2r the regulatory fromework is adequate ro meet"
the challenges posed by cybersecurity rhrears,
and adding rhar"federal laws... have nor kept pace
witb ...cybersecurity developmenrs.""'There have
been breaches ar all rhree credit reporting agencies
in the lasr several years, and hundreds of millions
ofconsumers have been impacred.Ul When credit
reporting agencies collect personal data without
consumer permission, rhe burden should be on rhem
ro protect char dara. If rhey fail co protect char dara,
they should be punished.
Consumer lawsuits do nor provide adequate deterrence
for companies like Equifax. While rhe amage
consumer recovers less rhan $2 through civil lawsuits
in response to data breaches, Equifax is acrually ser ro
make money offtheir recent bre.ch. If our laws don't
punish companies like Equifax for their failure ro
protect sensitive consumer data, these companies wilt
continue co adopt sub-srandard securiry measures.
Set Strict Cybersecurity Standards and
Empower the FTC to Uodate and Monitor
these Standards
No single agency currently has the appropriate
authority ro both establish basic cybersecuriry
requirements and monitor companies' adherence
ro chose sranduds. The FTC itself has stared char
·additional cools are nece,ssary."'" Equifax didn'tjust
fall victim ro a sophisticated attacker; Equifax failed
co provide basic security for the personal information
belonging ro millions ofAmericans. Congress
should empower rhe FTC ro establish requirements
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Former Equifax CEO Richard Smith s:~id in
August-after Equifax had discovered rhe
breach -that fraud "is a huge opportunity" for
Equifax.101 Equifax sells products ro businesses and
gownmenrs co help rhem prepare for and reco1·er
from dara breaches.'" They also sell credit monitoring
produces to help mitigate damages when breaches
happen. As Senator Warren pointed our during a
Banking Commirree Hearing on October 4, 2017, "So
far, 7.5 million people have signed up for free credit
monimring rhrough Equifax since the breach. Ifjusr 1
million of them buyjust one more year of monitoring
rhrough Equifax at rhe standard rare of$17 a monrh,
that is more than $200 million in revenue for Equifax
because of rhis breach."""
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for fundamental cyber.;ecuriry measures ar credir
reporring agencies.
The FTC should also have supervisory authoriry co
monitor credit reponing agencies and ensure they
are following these mndards. If they aren't, the FTC
should be able to obtain an injunction requiring them
co update their security procedures. If a company
like Equifax has a breach and rhe FTC finds rhat
they weren't following the appropriare srandards,
the penalties should be increased for every consumer
exposed in 1he breach. Tha1 is 1he only way to make
sure credir reporting agencies rake rhe securiry of
consumer dara seriously.
Equifax and other credit reporting agencies ha1•e taken
adYanrage ofconsumer.; for years, collecting their dara
wi1hour permission and turning a huge p1o6r while
failing 10 adequately prorw rha1 da1a. These practices
won'1 change wirhour fedmllegislarion rhat forces
Equifax and irs peers 10 pur appropriare emphasis on
prorecring consumer dara.
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